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ANNUAL PROGRESS SUMMARY 
NSF Grant ENG 75-10320 
Work on the subject grant entitled "Research Initation - Energy 
Absorption in Lightly Damped Free-Standing Towers" was begun in April 
, 	1975 and has proceeded along three. primary paths: (1) collection and 
review of references; (2) computer program development; (3) and collection 
of data on the prototype structure. 
The original reference list has been expanded considerably to include 
a number of recent contributions to the technical literature. Reports of 
investigators studying the wind profile and wind induced response of large 
self-supporting towers in Canada and in Europe have provided valuable 
information on the dynamic properties of large tower structures and on 
instrumentation, measurement and data reduction techniques. Other papers 
concerned with studies of small steel transmission towers have also been 
reviewed for completeness. 
Development of the computer program for static analysis of large 
trussed towers using substructuring techniques is nearing completion. 
Several problems related to data handling and use of auxiliary storage 
remain to be solved. A test program, DYNATRUSS, for the linear dynamic 
analysis of space trusses using modal analysis is complete and has been 
thoroughly checked. Routines for numerical integration of the equations 
of motion and assembly of the damping matrix are under development at the 
present time. 
The 1100 feet (335m) Channel 17 television tower in Atlanta, Georgia, 
is serving as the prototype structure for this study. Assembly of the tower 
data including joint coordinates,'ember sizes and material properties was 
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a formidable task but is now essentially complete. This data is being 
card punched at present in preparation for generation of a structure 
plot from the joint coordinates in order to check overall structure 
geometry. 
It is anticipated that computer program development will be 
completed by June 1976. Summer 1976 will be devoted to error checking, 
parameter studies, and field measurements at the site of the prototype 
structure. 
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ANNUAL RESEARCH SUMMARY 
NSF Grant ENG 75-10320 
Research effort on the subject grant entitled "Research Initiation-
Energy Absorption in Lightly Damped Free-Standing Towers" has been 
directed along the three paths discussed briefly in the Annual Progress 
Summary report, namely: (1) Literature Survey; (2) Computer Programs; 
(3) and Prototype Structure Data Collection. 
Literature Survey: Continual review of the literature has uncovered 
several papers of importance and relevance to this study. Of particular 
importance are the reports of investigators concerned with the wind- 
induced dynamic response of a number of large self-supporting towers: 
the Munich Television Tower (290m) in Germany, the Emley Moore Television 
Tower (330m) in London, England, and the CN Tower (450m) in Toronto, Canada. 
Although differing structurally from the trussed steel television tower 
(height=335m) which serves as the prototype in this study, these other 
large towers exhibit the general type of behavior to be expected in the 
prototype structure and will serve as an important basis of comparison 
for results (vibration frequencies and damping) generated in this study. 
A series of studies of small latticed steel towers in Hawaii (45 to 122m) 
also provides comparative data for use here. In addition field measurement 
and data reduction techniques detailed in these earlier studies may be 
of use in on-site investigations of the dynamic behavior of the prototype 
structure to be conducted later. 
A number of references on the general character of wind loading on 
structures and an appropriate analytical description of wind induced loading 
were also reviewed. 
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Computer Programs: A considerable amount of activity has been (and 
continues to be) directed toward development of the computer programs for 
static and dynamic analysis of free-standing trussed tower structures. The 
flowchart for program TOWERS which performs a substructure analysis of 
an arbitrarily-supported space truss structure is nearly complete. 
Stiffness terms associated with degree-of-freedom indices at any number of 
arbitrarily-selected joints can be retained in the substructure forward 
elimination sequence to permit general selection of overall structure 
degrees-of-freedom. Instability due to the planar configuration of tower 
faces is also accounted for in the program. Tributary masses of structural 
members are lumped at the retained degrees-of-freedom to form the structure 
mass matrix. The tower damping matrix is assumed to be a linear combina-
tion of the mass and stiffness matrices (i.e., proportional damping in which 
the mass and stiffness matrices are scaled to produce levels of damping 
that are consistent with measured values for tower structures - usually less 
than 1% of critical) plus a damping matrix containing equivalent viscous 
damping coefficients for the discrete energy-absorbing,add-on devices. 
Once the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are assembled, the 
equations of motion can be solved for the time - dependent response of the 
structure to general piecewise-linear forcing functions (wind, earthquake) 
in the three orthogonal structure directions. A test program, DYNATRUSS, 
which computes and plots the three-dimensional response of a space truss 
structure using the normal mode method, is complete, has been thoroughly 
checked, and is ready to be incorporated into program TOWER3. 
Several small programs were also written to generate and card punch 
the joint coordinates and member information for the prototype structure. 
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At the completion of this task, the joint and member information 
will be used with the general purpose program ICES STRUDL-II to generate 
several plots of the structure as a check on overall structure geometry. 
STRUDL will also be used to produce a reduced structure stiffness matrix 
for the tower that will be used to obtain preliminary estimates of the 
dynamic properties and response of the tower. This information will be 
used later to error-check program TOWER3. 
Prototype Structure Data Collection: The 1100 feet (335m) Channel 17 
television tower in Atlanta, Georgia, which serves as the prototype 
structure in this study must be completely described to structural analysis 
programs STRUDL-II and TOWER3 referred to above. Hence, considerable 
effort was devoted to collecting and cataloging all joint coordinates, 
member sizes and material properties, and member connectivity data for 
the prototype structure. Initial attempts to secure this data from tower 
structural engineering consultants proved unsuccessful but further investi-
gation revealed that the original tower plans and drawings showing 
later structural modifications were on file at the Georgia Building Inspec-
tion Division offices in Atlanta. Thorough study of the tower drawings 
has produced the requisite data, and card punching and checking of this 
data are under way at the present time. 
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MAJOR RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS  
NSF Grant ENG 75-10320 
Engineers are admittedly at a loss when it comes to detailed 
predictions of damping in slender self-supporting tower structures 
which are among the most highly stressed Civil Engineering structures. 
Several investigators, however, have made dynamic measurements at the 
site of existing towers and have found that damping values as low as 
0.5% of critical are not uncommon in these slender frameworks. It has 
been the aim of the present study to determine the number, distribution, 
size, and arrangement of discrete energy absorbing devices required to 
significantly increase the overall level of damping and thereby 
reduce the wind and earthquake induced response of such lightly damped 
structures. Fortunately, a large steel trussed tower in Atlanta, Georgia, 
is available for study and has been designated 	the prototype structure. 
On-site determination of the dynamic properties and response of this 
1100 feet (335m) tower is planned for the near future. Comparison of 
experimental and computer-generated results for this structure will 
serve to calibrate the analytical model under development at the present 
time. Finally, the model will be used in parameter studies which seek 
to determine the effect of discrete damping devices on overall tower 
response. 
A significant amount of the total project effort so far has been 
expended on the development of the computer programs for the static and 
dynamic analysis of general space truss structures of which the free-standing 
tower is a special case; and a considerable amount of time and effort 
has been devoted to obtaining, cataloging, and checking descriptive data 
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on the prototype structure. The accomplishments in these two areas of 
activity are the subject of this report. 
The flow chart for program TOWER3 which performs a static substructure 
analysis of an arbitrarily-supported space truss structure is nearly 
complete. Several unique features of this computer program include the 
ability to handle (1) planar joints, (2) general location of structure 
supports, and (3) arbitrary specification of overall structure degrees-
of-freedom in independent substructures during the forward elimination 
sequence. A parallel programming effort has produced working subprograms 
for the linear dynamic analysis of space trusses by mode-superposition 
procedures. Joint displacement, member force, and reaction-time histories 
are printed and plotted for independent, piecewise-linear forcing functions, 
such as wind or eartJquake in the structure x, y, and z directions. 
Selected routines for dynamic analysis calculations will be incorporated 
into program TOWER3 in the near future. 
The other area of major accomplishment concerns the collection of 
descriptive data such as joint coordinates and member properties for the 
prototype structure. Drawings showing the original structure and later 
structural modifications have been thoroughly studied, and joint and 
member data is being card-punched at the present time for later use as 
input data for the program TOWER 3. 
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PERSONNEL 
NSF Grant ENG 75-10320 
The personnel associated with the research program and their 
contributions are summarized below. 
B. J. Goodno, Assistant Professor, :Principal Investigator. 
Project director; development of static and dynamic analysis 
computer programs; collection of data for prototype structure. 
Hernan P. Torres, Graduate Student Assistant. 
Development of substructure analysis computer program; 
cataloging of tower data. 
Kenneth Gram, Graduate Student Assistant. 
Cataloging of tower data; general computer programming 
assistance; literature survey assistance. 
TECHNICAL PAPERS, REPORTS, AWARDS  
NSF Grant ENG 75-10320 
None submitted or received to date. 
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2.a. Abstracts of Special Problem Reports  
Torres, H, P„ "An Investigation of the Structural Properties of a 
Free-Standing Television Tower," MSCE Special Problem Report, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, June 1976. 
ABSTRACT 
Highly stressed Civil Engineering structures such as guyed and free-
standing towers, and induitrial storage racks exhibit a particular need 
for increased energy absorption capacity. The dynamic response of these 
lightweight and sensitive structures may be reduced with the incorporation 
of structural dampers that have been developed in the past few years. The 
study reported herein is part of a larger project investigating the feasi-
bility of installing specific energy absorbing devices into these lightly-
damped structures at predetermined locations. The particular class of 
structures selected for study are free-standing television towers. In 
particular, the 1035.ft. (315.6 m -.) Channel 17 tower in Atlanta, Georgia, 
will serve as the prototype structure. 
The structure consists of 987 joints and 2850 members; the descrip-
tive data for the tower (joint Coordinates, member incidences, member 
properties, etc.) will be properly assembled and prepared in punched card 
form for later use with computer programs. An analytical model of the 
structure will be developed, taking into consideration the presence of 
planar joints and "tension-only" members. The tower will be modeled as 
an space truss with selected translational degrees of freedom. The 
Georgia Tech version of ICES-STRUDL and the stiffness method will be used 
to assemble the condensed stiffness matrix for the structure. The mass 
matrix for the structure will be determined by lumping tributary masses 
at structure degrees of freedom. The frequencies of vibration and mode 
shapes will be determined. 
Nelson, M. G., "Substructure Analysis of Space Truss Structures with 
Discrete Damping Devices," MSCE Special Problem Report, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, December 1977. 
AL' S'il.),%CT 
The need for research leading to a better understanding of structural 
damping is clearly evident. Highly stressed civil engineering structures 
such as free standing towers exhibit a particular need for increased energy 
absorption capacity. This study considered the feasibility of installing 
specific energy absorbing devices into one of these lightly damped structures 
at predetermined locations. 
Because of the large size of the prototype structure, a practical meth-
od had to be found to assemble a reduced analytical model of the structure. 
The method of substructuring was selected. 
The structure's damping properties were assumed to be the sum of damp-
ing due to internal molecular friction in the material and damping due to 
the addition of discrete dampers in the prototype structure. By varying the 
number, size, distribution, and arrangement of damper elements, the damper 
configurations that resulted in a significant reduction in the tower's dynamic 
response were determined. Procedures for assemblage of a structure's damping 
matrix for both internal and discrete element damping are presented in this 
report. Dynamic response of the prototype structure with varying damper ar- .: 
rangements is presented in a companion report. 
Palsson, H., "Influence of Discrete Dampers on Seismic Response 
of a Free-Standing Tower," MSCE Special Problem Report, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, December 1977. 
kESTRACT 
Energy absorption in lightly-damped free-standing towers is the 
subject of an NSF-sponsored research project currently underway at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology. The results presented herein 
were generated during the course of this research program. 
The 1047-foot (319.3 m) Channel 17 tower in Atlanta, Georgia, 
was selected as the prototype structure for this study. A computer 
model of the tower was constructed to investigate the effect of add-on 
dampers on tower response to seismic loading. The tower was modeled 
as a space truss with three degrees of freedom per joint. The 
structure was divided into 21 substructures, and artificial supports 
were placed at the substructure boundaries. Unit displacements were 
specified at each level of artificial supports in turn, and a condensed 
stiffness matrix was constructed from the support reactions. The 
stiffness matrix so obtained represented a model that had two 
translational degrees of freedom and one rotational degree of freedom 
at each of the 21 levels. 
The mass of the structure was lumped at the 21 levels. Very little 
computational effort was required to obtain the entries in the mass 
matrix that correspond to the translational degrees of freedom. 
However, no rational procedure currently existed for computing the 
entries in the mass matrix that correspond to the rotational degrees 
of freedom in an open lattice structure. Therefore, parameter studies 
were performed to test the sensitivity of torsional mode frequencies 
to changes in rotational inertia terms in the structure mass matrix. 
H. Palsson - contid 
The effect of incorporating damping devices, into the condensed 
analytical model of the prototype structure on structure response to 
base excitation was investigated. The equations of motion were 
integrated using direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal 
rule. Finally, the size, number and distribution of dampers required 
to significantly reduce tower response were determined. The study 
showed that tower response was more dependent on the size and 
distribution of dampers than on the actual number of dampers used 
for the structure and loading considered. 
Noegel, L. L., "Nonlinear Static and Dynamic Analysis of Space Truss 
Structures with Tension-only Members," MSCE Special Problem Report, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, June 1978. 
A3STRACT 
Nonlinear Static and Dynamic Analyses of 
Space Truss Structures With Tension-Only Members 
Communication towers often contain slender members 
designed to carry tension forces only. Linear elastic 
solutions, which indicate compressive forces in tension- 
only members, are of little significance. Nonlinear solution 
Procedures must be used to account for the true behavior 
of the structure. In this study static and dynamic analyses, 
which accounted for the nonlinear behavior of tension-only 
members, were performed on selected towers. 
An initial stress method was used for the nonlinear 
static analysis studies. The method employed iterative 
stress transfer and was based on a finite element formulation. 
Towers analyzed were loaded with torsional and translational 
forces applied at joints. A special purpose computer pro-
gram was written to implement the initial stress method. 
Nonlinear dynamic analysis was more difficult to per-
form since stresses in tension-only members changed with 
time. Direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal 
rule was used to obtain linear displacement results at each 
time step. Within each time step nonlinear results were 
calculated using the initial stress method, with linear 
results providing the data needed for the initial cycle. 
The towers considered were loaded with torsional and 
L. L. Noegel - cont'd 
translational forces a,t ,plied at joints or with initial 
displacements. 
For all towers analyzed, inclusion of the nonlinear 
tension-only effect increased overall structure flexibility. 
The extent to which flexibility increased was shown to 
depend upon the type of loading, the magnitude of the pre-
tension force, and the number of tension-only members 
present in the structure. 
2.b. Publication Citations  
1. Goodno, B. J., and Palsson, H., "Substructuring for Dynamic 
Analysis of Free-Standing Tower Structures," Proceedings, 
 ASCE/ICES/CEPA Specialty Conference on Computing in Civil 
Engineering, Atlanta, Georgia, June 27-29, 1978, pp. 575-593. 
2. Palsson, H., "Influence of Discrete Dampers on Seismic Response 
of a Free-Standing Tower," abstract submitted in November 1978 
for review for possible presentation at the AIAA/ASCE/ASME/AHS 
20th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference to 
be held in St. Louis, Missouri, on April 4-6, 1978 (Student 
Paper Competition). 
2.c. Scientific Collaborators  
1. Barry J. Goodno, Project Director and Principal Investigator 
2. Hernan P. Torres, Graduate Research Assistant 
3. Kenneth Gram, Graduate Research Assistant 
4. Michael G. Nelson, Graduate Research Assistant 
5. Hafsteinn Palsson, Graduate Research Assistant 
6. Lawrence L. Noegel, Graduate Research Assistant 
2.d. Information on Inventions  
The properties of a commercially-available automobile shock absorber 
were used in the descriptions of the add-on viscous dampers employed in 
this study. While it is felt that this represents a new and interesting 
application for these devices, the concept was judged to be unpatentable 
at this time. 
2.e. Technical Description of Project and Results  
The final technical description of the research program and its 
findings are presented in the Final Technical Report. The report is 
organized by chapter as follows: (1) introduction and objectives of 
the research; (2) description of the prototype structures; (3) devel- 
opment of the substructure analytical models; (4) influence of discrete 
dampers on seismic response of the towers; (5) nonlinear analysis of 
tension-only members and their influence on tower response; (6) and 
summary and conclusions. 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are largely based upon work performed by 
graduate research assistants (see Section 2.c. above). Results of 
their work are contained in four MSCE Special Problem %ports (see 
the Abstracts in Section 2.a. above). 
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ABS' RACT 
Dynamic analysis of large 	,:estanding towers, which are among the most 
highly stressed civil engineering structures, challenges the capabilities of 
the structural analyst and the capacity of even modern day computers. At the 
same time, open-latticed steel towers usually do not have sufficient damping 
capacity to dissipate the energy delivered to the structures by wind and earth-
quake loadings. Therefore some mechanism is needed for introducing additional 
energy absorption capacity in order to limit dynamic response. One solution 
is to insert discrete damping devices into the structure at predetermined lo-
cations. These devices would be used to dissipate some of the excess energy 
and consequently lower the dyne ! response. 
To facilitate the dynamic analysis of large towers, a substructuring 
technique was developed wlich can be used for assemblage of dynamic models of 
self-supporting towers idealized as linearly elastic space truss structures. 
An overlay and condensation pro-a-dure was used to construct structure stiff-
ness and mass matrices for preselected master degrees of freedom through for- 
7d elimination of unessential displ, _::went coordinates The procedure per-
mits arbitrary selection of the number and location of dynamic degrees of 
freedom. Dynamic models, properties, and response to moderate earthquake 
ground motion are presented for 150 ft (46 m) and 1047 ft (:19 m) towers to 
illustrate the substructure method. 
Planar joints in the tower models were stabilized 17% adding artificial 
members or supports, and tensic -only members were represented initially by 
equivalent linear tension-comp 3sion elements with small cross-sectional 
areas. Later, the initial stress method was used to develop a nonlinear 
material model, which accounted for the true behavior of tension-only members, 
and their influence on static and dynamic response of the towers was investi-
gated in parameter studies. 
Finally the effect of incorporating damping devices into the condensed 
analytical model of one of the prototype structures on structure response to 
base excitation was investigated. The equations of motion were integrated 
sing direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal rule. The size, number 
and distribution of dampers required to significantly reduce tower response 
were determined. In general, le study showed that tower response was more 
dependent on the size and distribution of dampers than on the actual number of 
dampers used for the structure and loading considered. 
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1.1 Problem Statement  
Guyed and freestanding steel towers are among the most highly-stressed 
civil engineering structures. Typically, such towers are used in the communi-
cations industry to transmit radio and television signals over long distances, 
or by the power industry to support electrical transmission lines. Guyed 
towers have proven to be the more economical structural configuration for the 
taller antenna structures (guyed towers with heights of 2000 ft (610 m) have 
been constructed), but a large parcel et land is required for the supporting 
guy cables. Where space is limited and tower height requirements are moderate, 
freestanding (self-supporting) towers are commonly used. 
The dictates or economy and efficiency in the structural design of towers 
have produced highly-refined tower designs with the aid of sophisticated compu-
ter programs and iterative design procedures [6,36,38,56,63].t The resulting 
structures are slender, lightweight, anc very lightly-damped, usually less than 
1% of critical [9]. The slender compression elements are susceptible to buck-
ling failure, and the structure, as a whole, is sensitive to wind, wind com-
bined with ice, and seismic loadings which could compromise to utility or 
structural integrity of the entire tower [18-21]. 
In spite of the up-to-date codes [2,16,17,27,47] and the sophisticated 
tower design computer programs incorporating the latest code provisions, several 
spectacular tower failures have been reported in recent years. In 1971 in 
Shoreview, Minnesota, a 1375 ft (419 m) triangular guyed TV tower collapsed 
during the final stages of construction killing seven construction workers [21]. 
In 1973 a 1600 ft (488 m) guyed TV-radio tower near Tampa, Florida, failed during 
installation of parabolic antenna [20]. Two other guyed towers collapsed in 1973 
in Iowa: a 2000 ft (610 m) TV tower in Cedar Rapids [19] and a 1882 ft (574 m) 
tower under construction near Des Moines [18]. The latter tower was severely 
loaded by wind and ice which probably caused its failure. 
The abbreviated list of failures reported above suggests that perhaps all 
factors affecting tower performance are not completely understood, and that more 
research on tower behavior is needed. Certainly, improved construction and in-
spection procedures, as well as more comprehensive evaluation and reporting of 
structural failures, are essential if such failures are to be eliminated. 
tNumbers in brackets refer to corresponding items in References. 
Dynamic analysis of large .owers for wind and :eismic loadings represents 
a particular challenge to the structural analyst at the present time. Proce-
dures for dynamic analysis of large towers containing hundreds of members and 
joints are inevitably time-consuming and expensive, and may tax the capacity 
of even modern day computers. 71- .3 method of substructures offers a possible 
approach for efficient analysis of large and complex tower structures for 
dynamic loadings. 
The sensitivity of towers 	wind and earthquake loadings is at least in 
part due to the low damping capacity of open-latticz,. frameworks. The damping 
capacity of individual structures is difficult to predict and, in fact, may 
change significantly with time due to prior severe loadings which change the 
properties of the structure. Damping is typically assumed to depend upon some 
combination of internal elastic and inelastic deformation as well as friction 
tLween different structural elements. In lightweight structures, the deforma-
tions of massive structural elements cannot be relied upon to provide sufficient 
damping. Additional damping may be required to reduce dynamic response and con-
trol troublesome vibration problems which may ultimately result in the collapse 
of the entire structure. A bc - ter understanding of damping in structures would 
allow the structural designer to provide known levels of damping to control the 
transient response of structures. In particular, installing specific energy 
absorbing devices may be considered for lightly-damped structures such as towers. 
These devices would dissipate the energy caused by wind and earthquake excita-
tions. The required number, distribution and type of damping devices depends 
upon characteristics of 	structure, but necessary features of an energy ab- 
sorbing mechanism are low cost, large capacity for energy absorption, resistance 
to fatigue and other forms of structural deterioratf-m, and replaceability. A 
number of dampers with these characteristics have been developed and tested as 
noted below and they may be suitable for use in slender frameworks. 
An additional complication in the analysis of towers is the presence of 
tension-only members, slender cable-le members frequently used in communica-
tion towers to stabilize the st/„Icture and to carry tension forces. The forces 
in tension-only members typically are small in comparison to forces in other 
members of the structure (unless a high pretensioning force is applied to these 
members), and the contribution 	tension-only members to overall structure 
stiffness is usually neg_igible. However, tension-only members are needed to 
stabilize the structure and may play a role in the dynamic response of towers 
if their actual nonlinear behavior is considered. 
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In this study, a substructure analytical model was developed for the 
dynamic analysis of large, freestanding tower structures. The influence of 
add-on damping devices on tower response to seismic loading was investigated. 
Procedures which accounted for the true nonlinear behavior of tension-only mem-
bers were formulated. 
1.2 Previous Studies  
A considerable amount of research on guyed towers and on self-supporting 
electrical transmission towers has been reported in the literature. Recent 
work on guyed towers includes that of Reichelt, et al. [56], who described 
an interactive computer program for the iterative, nonlinear analysis-design 
of guyed towers. The tower was modelled as a beam-column with rotational 
and translational spring supports representing the guy cables at each support 
level. As an example, the redesign of a 625 ft (191 m) U. S. Coast Guard 
tower, replacing steel guys with fiber glass cables, was presented. McCaffrey 
and Hartmann [45] accounted for the mass of the guys and for the effect of 
ambient temperature in developing linearized differential equations of motion 
for guyed towers. Natural frequencies and mode shapes for a 1090 ft (332 m) 
tower were presented. Several investf_gators have studied the stability of guyed 
towers under wind and ice loads. Goldberg and Gaunt [23] presented the governing 
nonlinear differential equations for overall tower stability including secondary 
bending effects. Tower instability was identified py locating that point on 
the load-displacement curve where a small increase in lateral (wind) load pro-
duced unusually high lateral displacements. Results of a static stability ana-
lysis of an 1100 ft (335 m), three-level guyed tower were presented. In another 
study, Williamson [73] examined the stability of "top-loaded" guyed towers with 
ice coatings of various thicknesses in combination with moderate wind. The 
critical ice thickness at which collapse is imminent was described, and results 
of the analysis of a 1500 ft (457 m) tower, guyed at seven levels, were presented. 
Reports of recent investigations on self-supporting electrical transmission 
line towers are also readily available in the open literature. In 1967, the 
ASCE Task Committee on Tower Design synthesized the state-of-the-art and presented 
its Tower Design Guide [17,27] in order to establish uniform structural design 
criteria for steel transmission towers. Later, Wilhoite [72] compared the wind 
loading provisions of the Guide with other codes, such as the National Electric 
Safety Code (NESC) [47] and the Electronic Industries Association Standard (EIAS) 
[16] which pertain to design of transmission towers, and the American National 
Standards Institute Code (ANSI A58.1-1972) [2], A direct interpretation of the 
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above standards gave widely diverging . -sults for a design example of a 100 ft 
(30 e' tower. Arena [4] also studied eAe design of transmission towers for 
wind loads, with particular emphasis on. problems associated with the new higher 
voltage lines. Beck [6] explored the role of the computer in a systems approach 
to transmission line design. Rossow, et al. [59], and Lo, et al. [38], described 
a production computer program for the efficient design-analysis of space trusses 
in general and transmisse 	,:owers in particular. Various capabilities of the 
progeem were detailed and cornuter run-times for several sample structures were 
presented to demonstrate he efficiency of the program, Natarajan [46] presented 
.ill another computer program for transmission tower analysis; a frontal solution 
technique was employed and results for a tower analysis were presented. 
In contrast with the many investigations of guyed towers and transmission 
- .)veers noted above, very little work of large freestanding communications 
been reported in the open literature. In a series of reports, Chiu [8] and 
Chiu and Taoka 79-12] have presented restets of a continuing analytical-expeei 
mental study of the wind-induced vibration of small freestanding latticed towers 
in Hawaii. In the analytical studies, the towers were idealized to be lumped-
mass cantilever beams, and computer generated response to time varying wind forces 
(derived from available wind data and simulated wind records) was determined. In 
reference [10], analytical investigations of four towers, ranging in height from 
150 ft to 400 ft (46 m to 122 m), are presented. In addition, the 150 ft (46 m' 
tower on Oahu was instrumented with anemometers and accelerometers at five levels 
and subjected to man-excited oscillations to determine natural periods and dE ,Te)ingi 
[9-111. Measured and calculated periods compared very favorably for the first 
three tower modes. Analysis of ambient response records yielded damping estimates 
of 0.3 to 0.5% of critical in the fundamental mode. In another study, Ishizaki 
and Murota [31] instrumented a 22 story hotel and the 525 ft (160 m) Osaka TV 
Tower in Japan in order to determine the mean wind profile at the site and the 
response of the building to wind forces. Dynamic response measurements were not 
made on the tower. 
A number of analytical and experimental studies of large towers, which are 
not entirely of open-latticed construction, have been reported, as well. These 
studies have focused on the character of tower response to wind forces, and 
have provided experimental data on measured wind speed profiles and dynamic 
roperties and response. Shears [61] reported on wind and vibration measurements 
taken at the Emley Moor television tower in England. The paper briefly described 
the 1082 feet (330 m) high television tower which consisted of a 898 feet (274 m) 
tall reinforced concrete tubular shell, surmounted by a 184 feet (56 m) high aerie  
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mast of steelwork construction. The concrete shaft was 80 feet (24.4 m) in 
diameter at the base and tapered exponentially to a minf_mum diameter of 21 
feet (6.4 m) at the top. The steel aerial mast was generally of open, latticed 
construction. The tower was instrumented with anemometers and accelerometers 
located at key points in the structure. Some preliminary results of the wind 
and vibration analysis were presented, and a comparison of the experimental 
and analytical values showed that there was good agreement between these values. 
Schneider and Whitman [60] reported on wind and vibration measurements per-
formed at the Munich televisicn tower. The tower was based on a circular rein-
forced concrete slab with a diameter of 131 feet (40 m) and variable thickness 
(6.6 feet to 17 feet or 2 m to 5.2 m), and consisted of a reinforced concrete 
shell of variable diameter and thickness. The shell diameter and thickness were 
58.6 feet (17.9 m) and 6.6 feet (2 m, respectively, at the bottom. The diameter 
was gradually reduced at 0.82 feet (0.25 m) at the top of the shell at 813.4 feet 
(248 m). A plate with a thickness of 6.6 feet (2 m) terminated the concrete struc-
ture which reached a height of 981 feet (290 m). A staircase and three elevators 
were designed as a separate structure in the interior of the shell. The tower 
was also equipped with twc multi-story cabins. The lower cabin had an overall 
height of 75.4 feet (23 m) and the upper cabin had a height of 68.9 feet (21 m). 
The upper cabin had an open and a closed observation deck and a revolving res-
taurant. 
The wind induced response of the Canadian National Tower in Toronto was 
investigated by Isymnov and Brignall [32] during construction of the tower, 
and preliminary results were presented for the partially completed structure. 
The CN Tower consisted of a concrete a:Iaft that extended to about 1480 feet 
(451 m) above the ground. The authors' measurements indicate that the wind 
induced dynamic response of the concrete shaft was almost entirely in the 
fundamental mode of vibration. They also found that the measured frequency 
of the fundamental mode agreed well with that predicted from a dynamic analysis 
of the partially-erected tower. 
Substructures. - - A number of substructure methods for analysis of 
civil and aerospace structures have been presented in the literature over 
the last several decades. Early works by Przemieniecki [54], Hurty [30], and 
Clough [13] established several basic approaches to be used in the static and 
dynamic analysis of large structural systems. For example, various forms of 
the component mode method for dynamic analysis have been described and applied 
to the analysis of truss, plate, and frame-shear wall structures [5,14], but 




[58] are among those who have suggested efficiency improvements in computa-
tional procedures for substructure analysis. Weaver [68-70] used series elim-
nation and the modified tridiagonal method [13] to develop the tier building 
model and a program for substructure analysis of framed structures [67]. He 
also used substructure methods to study behavior of plate systems [44], frames 
with shear walls :51], and soil-foundation-structure interaction problems [71:. 
Recent work has been concerned with use of finite element substructures, re-
ferred to as superelements, to model buildings and building components [24,25, 
53], and ship structures [3]. 
Damping. - - Nelson and Grief [48] have summarized the variety of analyt-
ical formulations for damping which have been proposed, and have discussed ways 
of incorporating damping models in general purpose computer programs. In addi-
tion, a wide range of damping devices which may be suitable for add-on dampers 
_n slender ,I..-latticed towers have been considered in the literature. Mahmoodi 
[40] discussed the possibility of using mechanical dampers as nonload-carrying 
elements in tall buildings in order to reduce their amplitudes of vibratory 
motion, Kelly et al., [34,35,62] developed and tested several energy-dissipat-
ing devices to be used to control toe stepping action of frames and towers 
during earthquakes. Johns, et al. [33], found that a significant increase in 
structural damping could be obtained if special foundation attachments with 
pads of elastomeric bonded cork were used to reduce the wind-excited sway 
vibrations of a steel chimney. 
Several autl-rs have reported on the successful use of suspended impact 
dampers for vibrational energy dissipation. Reed [55] discussed the use of 
a chain covered with a rubber sleeve and suspended with freedom to impact 
against a vertical channel to suppress the wind-induced oscillations of 
antennas, stacks, and towers. Six pendulum impact dampers were used to 
reduce the response of chimneys in a metallurgical plant in the town of 
Rustavi, U.S.S.R., as reported by Korenev [37]. Several theoretical investi-
gations into the performance of structural and impact dampers were reported 
by Masri, et al., [41-43] who studied single and multi-degree of freedom 
systems equipped with impact dampers which employ both momentum transfer and 
m.e(inical energy dissipation during impact to attenuate the response of the 
primary system. 
In several studies, investigators used shock-absorber mechanisms as add-
on damperL 	licit structure response. Hanson and Kah.0 [29] used commercially- 
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, available shock absorbers co temporarily control wind-induced sway of a steel 
chimney. Robinson and Greenbank [57] proposed a piston-like device, which 
dissipates energy by extruding lead jack and forth through an orifice, to 
limit bridge vibrations. It appears likely that the force levels required 
for operation of the lead--extrusion absorber would preclude its use in tower 
structures. However, a conventional shock absorber may provide adequate levels 
of damping if it is properly sized for the structure and loadings under investi-
gation. 
1.3 Scope and Objectives  
Development of an efficient linear model and pertinent dynamic analysis 
procedures for study of the dynamic properties and small-displacement response 
of wind-and-earthquake-sensitive tower structures was one of the principal 
goals of this research. The method o: substructures was chosen as an effective 
way to deal with the large number of degrees of freedom present in the problem, 
and a series elimination technique was used to condense out all but preselected 
master degrees of freedom in the tower model. A variety of reduced dynamic 
models of two open-latticed steel totfers were revaloped, and the influence of 
the modeling parameters on tower responses to selected seismic loadings was 
investigated. A description of the prototype tower structures selected for 
study is provided in Chapter 2, and the different substructure models considered 
are presented in Chapter 3. Vibration properties and tim, -history response of 
condensed tower models were obtained using computational procedures described in 
Chapter 4. Computed values were found to be in good agreement with results deter-
mined from full and approximate computer models of the structure. 
An important objective of the study was to investigate the possible use of 
add-on damping devices to limit dynamic response of open-latticed towers. In 
Chapter 4, an equivalent linear, viscous dashpet model of a shock absorber is 
presented. The shock absorber model was incorporated in the condensed dynamic 
model of the overall tower, and the number size, and distribution of dampers 
required to attenuate the seismic response of the large prototype tower structure 
were determined. 
The presence of planar joints and tension-only members was accounted for in 
an approximate manner, in the computer models of the towers. Planar joints were 
stabilized by addition of either artificial members or supports, and tension only 
members were modeled in initial studies as equivalent linear, two-way (tension, 
compression) members with very small cross-sectional areas. Later, the importance 
of considering the true nonlinear behavior of tension-only members was studied. 
The nonlinear model and static and dynamic response results for a segment of the 
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large prototype s -. .ucture are presented in Chapter 5. 
A summary and conclusions and recommendations for further study are 
presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
DESCRIPTION OF TOWERS STUDIED 
	
2.1 	Introduction  
Several free-standing (self-supporting) communication towers were 
selected for detailed study in connection with the development of efficient 
procedures for substructure dynamic analysis of towers. The particular 
towers used are described below, and tleir substructure models are present-
ed in Chapter 3. 
2.2 	Description of Small Tower  
The 150-ft. (46-m) communication tower shown in Figure 2.2-1, whose 
wind-induced response was previously studied by Chiu [ 8], was selected as 
one of the test cases to be used in the study of several alternative ap-
proaches to assemblage of a reduced substructure model for towers. The 
tower is of triangular cross-section and has 90 ioints aid 306 members. 
It is 25 ft. (7.6 m) wide at tae base and tapers rt a constant slope to 
level 3 at a height of 143 ft. (43.6 m) above the base. From level 3 to 
the top, the tower has a constant width of 4 ft. (1.2 m). The tower is 
made up of angle shapes, and riveted connections are used throughout; 
specific member sizes used are contained in the paper by Chiu [8,9]. 
2.3 	Description of Larger Toner  
A large television and radio tower located in Atlanta, Georgia, was 
chosen as the primary structure for study in this research program. It is 
referred to as the prototype structure in this report(se2 Figure 2.3-1). 
The structure is a free-standing, three-legged, latticed steel tower and 
is based on three 7 feet (2.1 m) diameter reinforced concrete caissons that 
extend approximately 50 feet (15.3 m) below ground surface. The caissons are 
reinforced with forty number 18 steel bars equally spaced. Anchor bolts of 
2.5 inches (6.3 cm) diameter and 100 ksi (6.9x10 3  kN/m
2
) minimum yield 
strength, with approximately 9 feet (2.7 m) embedded in concrete, are used to 
connect the tower to the foundation as shown in Figure 2.3-2. 
In plan the structure is an equilateral triangle (Figure 2.3-3) and the 
side length of the triangle at the base is 94.167 feet (28.7 m). In elevation 
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Figure 2.2-1 - Small Tower Structure 
Figure 2.3-1. Large Prototype Structure 
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Figure 2.3-2. Foundation Detail for Large Tower 
Figure 2.3-3. Tower Cross Sections 
bend line at a height of 320.833 feet 97.9 m) above the base. The side length 
of the plan section at the first bend line is 44.594 feet (13.6 m). The tower 
tapers at a constant slope of 1.21 degrees from the first bend line to the 
sec ,d bend line at a height of 860.375 feet (262.4 m) above the base. The 
tower has a constant width of 5.25 feet (1.6 m) from the second bend line to 
the top of the supporting structure at a height of 980.375 feet (299.0 m) above 
the base. At this point a 66.625 feet (20.3 m) television antenna forms the 
most segment of the tower. 
The structural plans for t a prototype structure indicate that most of 
the ,sower members are are shapes of A36 steel. However, the leg members 
consist of solid steel bars with yield strength varying from 95 ksi (6.55x10 5 
2, 	 „5 	, 2, 
KA/M ) near the bottom to 36 ksi (2.4oxlu kN/m ) at the top of the tower. 
The diagonal members are predominately angle shapes and small steel rods. 




) to 50 ksi 
3.45x10 5 kN/m2 ) for tl 	members. Of particular importance are several 
"tension-only" members (see Figures 2.3-4 and 2.3-5)located below the first 
-end line. These members are solid steel bars, 5/8 inches (1.6 cm) in diameter. 
The structure cont., _ns 987 joints and 2850 met :rs, and weighs approxi-
mat .y 609 kips (2707 kN). Both bolted and welded connr 	ons are used in 
the structure (as depicted in Figure 2.3-6). Walkways ate located at various 
avels in the structure. An access ladder and a number of transmission cables 
run up the southeastern 	of the tower, and the main television cable runs 
up the center of the tower. 	je wall rays, ladders, and cables are assumed 
to oe 4 mass but no stiffness to the tower. 
The structure is divided .ato 40 sections; figures if typical sections 
are presented in Appendi:, A an the entire tower is shc 	in Figure 2.3-7. 
Special features. - - The stability of the prototype structure (and the 
small tower as well) was affec",Ld by the presence of tension-only members and 
planar joints if all the members meeting at that joint lie on one plane. Mathe-
matically, the joint is unstable normal to that plane since the corresponding 
joint stiffness term is zero f - small displacement theory. Special provision 
must be made for planar .joints such as the addition of an artificial member or 
a fictitious support normal to the plane to ensure that the structure stiffness 
matrix is nositive-definite. Procedures used to handle ,lanar joints are dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. 
I 
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Figure 2.3-4. Tension-only Members in Leg Bracing 
Figure 2.3-5. Tension-only Members Supporting Horizontal Bracing 
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AI 33' 10 1/2" 
Figure 2.3-7 - Prototype Structure. F7fation 




The slender cable-like members incapable of carrying compressive forces 
were referred to as tension-only members above. Initially these members were 
assumed to be capable of carrying both tension and compression forces, but a 
preliminary analysis showed tt,it the actual forces in the tension-only members 
were very small. However the tension-only members were essential to overall 
structural stability of the tower, but their contribution to the lateral stiff-
ness was thought to be negligible. To more fully understand the tension-only 
member effect on tower response, a nonlinear model of the members was developed 
and was used to study the static and dynamic response of one section of the 




SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYTICAL MODEL 
3.1 	Development of Analytical Mc el  
The analytical model used to represent the two towers described in Chapter 
2 was an ideal linear elastic space truss with three translational degrees of 
freedom per joint. The stiffness method in matrix -Tom was the basic analytical 
procedure employed in the static and dynamic response analyses of the structures. 
With the exception of the special studies desci:U 	Jciapter 5 in which the 
true nonlinear behavior of te:sion-only members in the _arge tower was investi-
gated, the overall structures were assumed to be both geometrically and material-
ly linear throughout the study. 
Initially, the general purpose program GTSTRUDL [39] and direct assemblage 
procedures were used to develop subs=cture models of the large towel - structure. 
Preliminary studies of the lowest three sections of the tower were conducted to 
determine the sensitivity of the structure to mass and stiffness assemblage pro-
cedures. Later, a model of the entire prototype structure was developed and used 
to perform frequency and dynamic response analyce. As the culmination of these 
structural assemblage studies, a special purpoEia computer program, based upon 
a series reduction substructuring procedure, and permitting arbitrary selection 
of structure dynamic degrees of freedom, was developed and used to obtain the 
frequencies and mode shapes of the structw:2. 
The small tower, described in the previous chapter was used as a test case 
for the series reduction substructuring scheme and computer program. Measured 
vibration frequencies were available for comparison with calculated values so 
the suitability of a variety of dynamic model assemblage procedures was inves-
tigated. 
In this chapter, the substructure analytical models and assemblage pro-
cedures are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The anaLytical model describes 
the elastic and inertial properties of the structure in the form of condensed 
stiffness and mass matrices for selected degrees of freedom. A variety of 
substructure approaches were used to de - :ermine the dynamic properties of the 
small tower and frequency and response results are compared in Section 3.4. 
Finally, frequencies and mode shapes are presented and compared for crude and 
refined models of the prototype structure. 
Preparation of Structure Data. - - The initial step in the analysis of 
a structure consists of accurately defining the structure from a geometric and 
I 
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a structural point of view. Necessary elements for a correctly defined 
structure include an appropriate set of coordinate axes, overall dimensions, 
joint coordinates, member incidences, member properties (size, cross sectional 
area, strength, weight, etc.), types of connections, and support conditions. 
The prototype structure contains a large number of joints (987) and 
members (2850), and a special purpose computer program was written to 
generate the joint coordinates and member incidences for the complete 
structure 166]. The joints and members were numbered in a spiral fashion 
starting at the top of the structure. This numbering scheme for the joints 
was selected to minimize the bandwidth of the structure stiffness matrix. 
As a result the number of operations and storage required in the analysis 
were greatly reduced. 
A visual verification of the correctness of the topological data for the 
structure was very important due to its large size. The PLOT PLANE capability 
of CTSTRUDL was used to check the geometry of the structure (joint coordinates 
and member incidences). This command produced a line printer plot of a 
selected plane of the structure showing all the components in the plane, 
projected onto a coordinate plane. The plane to be plotted was identified 
by specifying only three ioints or two members located on the plane. The 
resulting plot showed the location of all joints and members in the plane, 
providing a check that all coordinates and member incidences had been correctly 
specified in the input data. 
The structure data for the small tower (90 joints, 306 members) was prepared 
and checked in the same manner as for the large tower, as described above. 
Planar Joints and Tension-only Members. - - As discussed in Chapter 2, 
special provision was made in development of the analytical model to stabilize 
planar joints to ensure that the structure stiffness matrix was positive-
definite. For the initial studies of tower behavior in which GTSTRUDL was used, 
the JOINT RELEASES command was employed to position fictitious supports normal 
to the plane of the plane - joints in the large and small towers. In later 
studies, fictitious members with small cross-sectional areas were used to 
stabilize planar joints. 
If the nonlinear be lvior of tension-only members in the large tower were 
to be handled in an exact manner, considerable complication would be introduced 
into the static and dynamic response analysis procedures. It was assumed (and 
later verified using the onlinear studies described in Chapter 5, that, in so 
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far as the analysis of the prototybe structure was concerned, the true non-
linear effect of tension-only members could be bracketed by two approximate 
linear analyses. In one analysis, the tension-only members were assumed to 
be fully effective in tension and compresslan and the actual cross-sectional 
areas of these members were used. In the second analysis, a more flexible 
structure was produced by reducing tension-only member cross-sectional areas 
to very small values (the areas could not be set to zero or instability would 
result). The true structure behavior was assumed to lie between the two 
extreme cases. 
3.2 	Preliminary Studies for the Lar3e 'Pc ar 
Three-Story Model. - - A portion of the prototype structure consisting 
of sections AG, AH and AI (see Figure 3.2-1), referred to as the three-story 
model, was analyzed initially so that reliable estimates of computer storage 
and run time could be made. In addition, the three-story model was used to 
study model sensitivity to mass lumping procedures and to evaluate the contri-
bution of tension-only members to structure stiffness. The top levels of 
sections AG, AH and AI contained the master degrees of freedom selected from 
the 378 degrees of freedom available in the three-story model. Local distor-
tions of the triangular cross section at any level were assumed to be small in 
comparison with overall bending and torsional motions of ._ne structure. There-
fore, structure motion was assumed to be adequately characterized by two trans-
lational and one rotational degrees of freedom at 	a centroid of ea:_n of the 
3 levels of the model. Vertical motions were neglected all together. 
The condensed stiffness matrix for the three-story model was formed by 
placing artificial supports at the master degrees of freedom leaving all other 
degrees of freedom free to displace. Unit displacements were applied at each 
of the master degrees of freedom in turn, and the remaining master degrees of 
freedom were held fixed (Figure 3.2--2). The application of a unit rotation 
at rotational degrees of freedom was accomplished by ap?Iying corner displace-
ments at each level perpendicular to lines joining the centroid of the cross 
section and each tower leg. Structure supports at each level consisted of 
roller supports oriented perpendicular to the line between the leg and the 
centroid (see Figure 3,2-3). The stiffness influence coefficients were calcu-
lated from the reactions created at the imposed artificial supports (see Figures 
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Figure 3.2-2 - Calculation of Translational Stiffness Terms 
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Figure 3.2-3 - Support Conditions for Calculation of 
Rotational Stiffness Terms 
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sum of the reactions at artificial supports at each level whereas those for 
rotational terms were equal to the sum of the moments of reactions at artificial 
supports about the centroid of the tower cross section. 
A frequency analysis was performed to find a rational basis for lumping 
the mass at master translational and rotational degrees of freedom in the 
three-story test structure. First, the lowest 20 frequencies and mode shapes 
of the three-story model were obtained by using the dynamic analysis feature 
of GTSTRUDL. This full model analysis included all 378 degrees of freedom, 
three per joint. Then the appropriate lumped mass matrix for the 9 degree-
of-freedom, three-story model was determined by varying the nine mass and 
rotational inertia terms until a good match was obtaineC between the lower 
frequencies of the two models. The same kind of comparison was performed 
for another three story model consisting of sections W, X and Y, located 
above the first bend line. As a result of these studies, it was determined 
that 50% of the mass of two adjacent substructures (dencted MI) should be 
lumped at the translational degrees of freedom, and sixty percent of M L  should 
be distributed evenly among the three corner joints at each level to compute 
rotational inertias. 
In addition to the mass assemblage studies described above, the influence 
of tension-only members on lateral stiffness was investigated using the three-
story model. Initially, the tension-o - .4 members were assigned their actual 
cross-sectional areas of 0.307 in (2.0 cm
2
) and an analysis for the support 
displacement loadings in Figure 3.2-2 performed. In this analysis, the tension-
only members were treated as full tension-compression members and buckling was 
ignored. Member forces and reactions (i.e., here equal to the stiffness influ-
ence coefficients of the three-story model) were determiner:. The largest com-
pression force in a tension-only member was 3.43 kips (15.26 kN). In a second 





approximate the loss of lateral stiffness resulting from buckling of tension-
only members. While the peak compression force in the tension-only members 
was reduced to 1.34 kips (5.96 kN), the displacement, member force, and reaction 
responses of the structure were virtually unchanged. The tension-only member 
effect was judged to be of little significance in the computation of the condensed 
stiffness matrix for the tnree-story test structure. As a result, the original 
member properties were used in subsequent analyses. 
As a further check on the adequacy of the two approximate linear analyses 
in bracketing the nonlinear effect of tension-only members, the true nonlinear 
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I 
behavior of the tension-only mei rs was studied using an iterative initial 
stress procedure. 
This work will be presented in Chapter 5. 
Direct Assemblage Model for Large Tower. - - The prototype structure 
was subdivided into 21 sections or substructures (see Figure 3.2-4). The 
top level of each section contained the master degrees of freedom selected 
from the 2688 degrees of freedom available in the prototype structure. Based 
on the three-story model findings, it was assumed that the structure motion 
could be adequately described by two translational and one rotational degrees 
of freedom at the centroid of the 21 prototype structure levels. Vertical 
motions were neglected as before. 
Using 21 x 21 lumpee mass and condensed stiffness —Lys, the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for the prototype structure 	e computed. The 
mass matrix was constructed using the experience from the analysis of the 
three-story model. Based on the results of the three-story model, the entries 
in the mass matrix for the prototype structure corresponding to the transla-
tional degrees of freedom were calculated by lumping 50% of the mass of two 
adjacent substructures at each level. The lumped mass was then arbitrarily 
multiplied by 1.1 to account for the additional mass cf cables, ladders, and 
walkways. The rotational inertia terms were obtained by lumping 60% of the 
lumped mass at the corner joints at each level. The condensed stiffness 
matrix was obtained using the direct assemblage procedure employed in the 
analysis of the three-nry model. 
A standard eigenval:Je solution program was used to calculate the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for the condensed model, The sensitivity of the 
lowest torsional mode frequency to changes in the rotational inertia is plotted 
in Figure 3.2-5. The lowest torsior -:1 mode was the 9th structure mode. Increas-
ing the rotational inertia considerably changed the lowest torsional mode to the 
7th mode. However, the fact that the lowest torsional mode was the 9th structure 
mode led to the conclusion that more detailed analysis of the rotational terms 
was of minor importance. Earthquake ground motion .2ould excite torsional re-
sponse in the prototype structure, but this effect was neglected here. 
The vibration frequencies obtained from the direct assemblage model cf 
the large tower are compared to results obtained from the general substructure 




Figure 3.2-4 - Direct Assemblage Model of Prototype Structure with 
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Figure 3.2-5 - Sensitivity of Lowest Torsional Mode Frequency to Change in 
Rotational Inertia. 
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3.3 	Substructure and Alternate. Methods 
The direct assemblage model of the prototype structure (Figure 3.2-4) 
was constructed using existing software (GTSTRUDL), and was considered to be 
a practical approach for assembling a reduced dynamic model of a slender 
tower structure in which lower modes were expected to have a predominate 
effect on response. If a general purpose dynamic anaLysis program is un-
available, this may be the only alternative available ful assembling a 
reduced model for dynamic response analysis. However, the direct assemblage 
procedures permitted little flexibility in selection of dynamic degrees of 
freedom, the lumped mass model used may or may not be an adequate representa-
tion of the inertia properties of open-latticed tower structures, and the 
technique for constructing the condensed stiffness array was laborious to 
apply. Sixty-three independent static loading conditions (three per level) 
were applied to obtain the support reactions (i.e., stiffness infldence 
coefficients) at the 21 tower levels, and the support reactions were combined 
by hand to assemble the condensed stiffness array. This procedure required 
the transfer of data from one program to another and a considerable amount 
of card punching. A more refined tower model, permitting arbitrary selection 
of dynamic degrees of freedom and automated assemblage cf corresponding 
consistent stiffness and mass arrays, was seen to offer considerable advantage 
To this end, a general substructure analytical model and FORTRAN computer 
program were developed and applied to the dynamic analysis cf the prototype 
structure. The general model is described below and fi Adency analysis 
results are compared for the direct assemblage and general substructure 
models in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
General Series Reduction Model. - - The general substructure model used 
was based upon the concept of series elimination [26,27]. The tower model was 
subdivided into a series of substructures with no more than two substructures 
having a common boundary. The general tower model in Figure 3.3-1, shown as 
a plane truss for convenience, was represented by three substructures and 
temporary connection restraints were placed at boundary joints to isolate 
the substructures from one another. Permanent restraints, shown as R degrees 
of freedom in Figure 3.3-1, occur at the base of the structure. 
To expedite the assembly and condensation procedures inherent in the 
substructure approach, it was convenient to desiL0 te the degrees of freedom 
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Figure 3.3-1 - General Substructure Model 
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in the model to be A, B, or F type displacements. Degrees of freedom of 
type A shown in Figure 3.3-1 were the dependent joint displacements, at 
free joints in substructure i, whose dynamic responses were not of immediate 
interest. Stiffness and mass terms associated wi:h A degrees of freedom 
were eliminated from the model during a forward elimina:on sequence as 
stiffness and mass matrices for substructure i were processed. Degrees 
of freedom of type B were the temporarily-restrained displacement coo7:din-
ates on the boundary between substructures i and i+1. B type displacements 
became either A or F types in substructure i+1. Finally, F degrees of 
freedom were master degrees of freedom in the problem which remained at the 
end of the structure assemblage procedure as generalized displacement coor-
dinates for the reduced structure mode:. Master degrees of freedom F should 
be located at points of mass concentration in the tower and at other tower 
locations, such as antenna and equipment support points, whose motion is of 
primary interest. 
Structural Assemblage. - - Assembly of structure stiffness and mass 
matrices for the reduced model followec the modifiec tridiagonal method [68] 
except that master degrees of freedom could be chosen at any joint in the 
model. The method involved generation of condensed structure stiffness array 
SFF and mass array MIT through a process of forward elimination working 
substructure-by-substructure from the top of the tower down to its base. 
The undamped equations of motion for substructure i are 
M R + s x, = A . 
or in partitioned form: 
(3.3-1) 
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 and S are mass and stiffness submatrices expressing the inertial 
jk 
and elastic coupling between degrees of freedom of type j and k (either A, 
B, or F); and X. , 	 and A. are dLsplacement, acceleration, and force 
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ICAiinsubstructureiwereeressedinternisofboundary(XB ) and master i 
(XFi ) degrees of freedom as follows: 
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 and IF  are identity matrices of appropriate size, mass and stiffness 
terms associated with A degrees of freedom can be eliminated from the equations 
of motion for substructure i by the transformation 
1 
T! M. T 	13) + TiS T P:13 	= TiA 
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The condensed stiffness and mass arrays, for example, contained residual 
subarrays of the following form: 
and 
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In preparation for processing substructure 1+1, the temporary boundary 
restraints were removed in substructure i and stiffness and mass terms in 
the residual arrays (See equations 3.3-7a and 3.3-7b.) were shifted to 




 The exact position of the shifted terms 
in subarrays with B subscripts depenaed upon their new egree of freedom 
designations in substructure i+1 (See Figure 3.3-1.). Finally, the contri-
butions of substructure i+1 were superimposed on the shifted residual terms 
from substructure i. Once the last substructure had been processed, arrays 
S FF  and MFF  remained and represented the elastic and inerta1 coupling, 
respectively, among the master degrees of freedom in the reduced tower 
model. 
Kinematic Condensation. - - As still another alternative to the 
direct assemblage and series reduction approaches described above, the 
analyst may select a one-step reduction procedure referred to as kinematic 
condensation [28]. In this method, the condensation operations presented 
in Equations (3.3-7) are applied in one step. For large structures, the 
array storage and multiplications in Equations (3.3-7) cannot be handled 
in core, and sophisticated data management procedures (available in general 
purpose programs such as GTSTRUDL) must be used. While direct assemblage 
and kinematic condensation are not substructure methods, they represent 
alternate approaches which may be used to construct reduced dynamic mcdels 
of large structural systems. 
The direct assemblage, kinematic condensation, and substructure methods 
are compared in Section 3.4 for the small tower. 
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3.4 Comparison of Substucture and Alternate Methods for Small Tower 
The small tower structure was divided into 19 substructures as shown 
in Figure 3.4-1. Planar joints were stabilized by introducing artificial 
members with small cross-sectional areas into the structure Consistent 
mass 72q) or assembled lumped mass ALM) was used for member elements and 
the mass of ladders and platforms was lumped at tributary joints. 
The structure coordinate system ar::7. -joint designations a, b, and c 
in the tower cross-section are shown in Figure 3.4-1. A variety of reduced 
tower models were assembled by selecting different combinations of horizon-
tal displacements, at corner joints a, b, and e at a number of tower levels, 
as master degrees of freedom. The thrE.e principal substructure cases 
considered are listed in Table 3.4-1. Typical substructures and joint 
displacement types at successive stages in the elimination procedure are 
depicted in Figure 3.4-2 for Case 1. Also tabulated in Table 3.4-1 are 
full, kinematic condensation, and direct assemblage cases for comparison. 
In cases 4 and 5, respectively, GTSTRUDL was used to develop full and 
condensed models, respectively, of the prototype structure. In Case 6, 
GTSTRUDL and hand calculat_ms were performed to assemble a cantilever 
beam model of the tower with two translational and one rotational degree 
of freedom at the centroid of each of 14 selected levels in the tower. 
For this case, stiffness matrix S
FF 
 was developed by inducing unit dis- 
placements in a partially-restrained structure, and matrix I,!LFF was diag- 
onal yith tributary mass and rotational inertias lumped at the three master 
degrees of freedom per level. 
Dynamic Analysis. - 	The •igenvalue problem was solved to determine 
frequencies and mode shapes for the condensed models. Tbe damped equations 
of motion 
1 MF CFF5..F SAXT = AP (3.4-1) 
were integrated using direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal rule 
to obtain the response-time histories :;1 1, at the master degrees of freedom. 
Response at other points in the structure can be determined from Equation 
3.3-3) in a backsubstitution phase, L7 . desired. Damping was taken to be 
a specified fraction of critical viscous damping ix each mode to develop a 
filled dam--ng matrix C
FF 


































Figure 3.4-1 - Substructure Model of Small Tower 
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Table 3.4-1 - Model Assemblage Cases Considered for Small Tower 
Case Formulation Tower Levels Master Degrees of Feeedom 
Displacement 
Coordinates 
Number of Degrees 
of Freedom 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1 substructure 1,3-7,9,12,16 x and z direction 
translations at 
corner joints a,b,c 
54 




corner joint b 
14 
3 substructure 1,7,12 same as Case 2 3 






same as Case 1 same as Case 1 54 
6 direct 
assemblage 
same as Case 2 x,z direction 
translations and 
y rotation at 
centroid of tower 
cross-section 
42 
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Figure 3.4-2 - Typical Substructures and A, B, and F 
Displacement Types for the Small Tower 
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loading was assumed to act on the system. Forcing functions in A_
-F 
 were 
considered to be arbitrary functions of time which could be adequately 
represented by piecewise constant interpolation and a small integration 
time step. Further details of the dynamic response analysis procedures 
used will be described in Chapter 4, where F subscripts and asterisk 
superscripts are dropped in the damped equations of motion for simplicity. 
Vibration Properties. 	- Vibrat±on frequencies for c-nsistent and 
lumped mass models of the tower are listed in Table 3.4-2, and are compared 
to previously-reported experimental values [9]. In general, substructure 
models yielded higher frequencies than the full and kinematic condensation 
cases, but results are still in good agreement with experimental frequencies. 
Vibration mode shapes for the first x-direction translational and 
y-rotational modes are presented in Figure 3.4-3. The modes actually consist 
of combined translational and torsional motions and are not pure modes. 
Cases 1 (54 DOF substructure model), 4 (full STRUDL model), and 5 (54 DOF 
kinematic condensation model) are compared. Case 1 is seen to compare more 
favorably with the full STRUDL model mode shape than Case 5 (Figure 3.4-3a) 
but the opposite is true for the torsion mode in Figure 3.4-3b. In gener 
study of the first eight modes for Cases 1, 4, 5, and 6 (Table 3.4-1) re-
vealed that the modal displacement shapes for all modes were in substantial 
rgreement with full model results. 
Dynamic Response. - - The dynam:': analysis procedures described above 
were used to compute the time-history response of several models of the small 
tower for two dynamic loadings, each applied in the structure x direction: 
(1) a step-function base acceleration of 50 in/s 2 (127 cm/s 2 ) (Figure 3.4-4a); 
and (2) the N 00 E component of ground motion recorded at Ft. Tejon, California, 
during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake (Figure 3.4-5). These two loadings 
were selected because their moderate size ensured linear response, and because 
the resulting inertial loading on the structure depended upon the reduced mass 
model of the structure. The x-response at joint b at level 1 (i. e., DOF 3, 
to the step-function lo.?:ing is presented in Figure 3.4-4b for the Case 1 model. 
The time-history responses for Case 1, Case 3, and Case 6 models were virtually 
identical; peak response values are listed in Table 3.4-3. 
The responses of several reduced tower models to the Ft. Tejon record 
are presented in Figure 3.4-6 and peak response values are listed in Table 
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Table 3.4-2 - Comparison of Vibration Frequencies, in Hertz, for Small Tower 
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Figure 3.4-4 - Step Function Ground Acceleration and Response 
for 54 Degree-of-Freedom Subucture Model 















    
     









1971 SAN FERNANDO. CA. EARTHQUAKE 
RECORDED AT FT. TEJON. CA. 
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Figure 3.4- 5 - Earthquake Excitation (1 inch = 25.4 mm) 
Table 3.4-3 - Maximum Response at the Top of the Small Tower to 
Ground Acceleration Loack_gs 
Tower 
(1) 














Case 6 1.114 0.1522 
bSee Table 1. 
From STRUDL (Modal Analysis) 












a) 54 DOF MODEL 
RESPONSE AT DOF 3 
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b) 42 DOF MODEL 
RESPONSE AT DOF 3 
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TIME ' ';ECONDS ) 
Figure 3.4-6 - Response of Small Tower tc Ea f ake Excitation 
(1 inch = 25.4 mm) 
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3.4-3. The 54 (Case 1) and 42 (Case 6) degree-of-freedom models respond 
nearly the same, but the 3 (Case 3) degree-of-freedom model time-history 
shows evidence of higher mode contributions, and the "Deak displacement 
response for this case is 10% higher than Case 1. Nevertheless, the -zesponse 
comparison is surprisingly good considering the tower model was reduced from 
261 to only 3 master degrees of freedom. 
3.5 	Substructure Model of Large Tower 
Initial Tower Model. - - The large tower was divided into 34 substructures 
and 2 degrees-of-freedom were retained at each of 21 levels to construct a 42 
degree-of-freedom dynamic model of the prototype structure. The substructures 
and lateral degrees-of-freedom are shown in Figure 3.5-1. Boundaries between 
substructures were positioned so as to limit the nuier of members and joints 
to the maximum numbers permitted 	the substructure prcgram (see Appendix B ). 
At present, the program dimenslDus permit up to 57 joints and 138 members per 
substructure, and up to 42 master degrees of freedom for the entire structure. 
These limits were governed by the available computer core storage. 
The same 21 levels used in the direct asseaL.lage mode:. of the tower 
(Figure 3.2-4) were selected for placement or master degrees of freedom in 
the substructure model. Both consistent mass (CM) 	assembled-lumped mass 
(ALM) were used to represeIt the inertia properties of the structure, and 
the member unit weights were arbitrarily multiplied by 1.1 to account for 
the additional mass of tower ladders, -iiatforms and cabling as was done in 
the direct assemblage model. 
Vibration frequencies for the lowest 12 modes of the direct assemblage 
model (Section 3.2) and the lowes: 7 modes of the substructure model are 
compared in Table 3.5-1. The results are in good agreement. Mode shapes 
for the two models were essentially the same, and those for the direct assem-
blage model are presented in Figure 3.5-2. 
It was not possible to obtain corresponding results for a kinematic 
condensation model of the tower due to current limitations in the dynamic 
analysis portion of GTSTRUDL. 
Final Tower Model. - - After completion of the above work, the struc-
tural plans for the actual prototype structure became available, and it was 
possible to verify all member sizes and properties of attached equipment. 
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Figure 3.5-1 - 42 DOF Substructure Model of Large Tower 
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Table 3.5-1 - Comparison of vibration Frequencies, in lertz, for Direct 
Assemblage and Substruce Models of Large Tower 







Frequency, in Hertz 
Model 
63 DOF Direct 
Assemblage Model 
(3) 















































See Figure 3.5-2 for mode shapes. 
b
Consistent mass model. 
X-DIRECTION 	7-DIRECTION 	X-DIRECTION 	7-DIRECTION 
MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3 MODE 4 
0.199 HZ 	0.199 H 	01-F8 HZ 	0.468 HZ 
Fi gure 3.5-2 - Mode Shapes for the Direct Assemblage Model of 
the Large Tower 
X-DIRECTION 	7-DIRECTION 	X DTRECTION 	7-DIRECTION 
MODE 5 MODE 6 MODE 7 MODE 8 
0.882 HZ 	0.883 HZ 	.451 HZ 	.452 HZ 
Figure 3.5-2 - Mode Shapes for the Direct Assemblage Model of 
the Large Tower (continued) 
  
         
         
         











MODE 11 MPDE 12 
2.187 HZ 	2.364 HZ 
  
Figure 3.5-2 - Mode Shapes for the Direct Assemblage Model of 
the Large Tower (continued) 
   
The original data was revised and the added mass of cables, antennas, 
ladders, and platforms were accounted for in the consistent mass model 
(i.e., in place of an arbitrary 10% increase in structure unit weight). 
The computed frequencies for the ac .cual prototype structure, obtained 
. from the revised 42 DOF substructure model, are oreserted in Table 3.5-2. 
Table 3.5-2 - Vibration Frequencies, in Hertz, 












1st Z translation 0.174 
2nd Z translation 0.407 
3rd Z translation 0.940 
1st Y rotation 0.984 
2nd Y rotation 1.380 
4th Z translation 1.570 
3rd Y rotation 1.849 
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Chapter 4 
INFLUENCE OF DISCRETE DAMPERS 
ON TOWER RESPONSE 
4.1 	Introduction 
Engineers do not have a good understanding of damping in structures. 
What is known is qualitative in nature and very little quantitative informa-
tion is available, although continued study is providing additional informa-
tion. The effect of damping is known to be small for response during short 
duration excitation. Thus damping has little effect on the dynamic response 
of a structure subject to a blast wave type excitation. In general it is 
known that the influence of damping is small for steady state response to 
periodic excitation when the exciting frequency is not near resonance. How-
ever, the effect of damping is of primary importance for periodic excitation 
at or near resonance [65]. Research indicates that in most civil engineering 
structures the damping ratio due to internal effects has a maximum value of 
approximately 15% to 20% of critical for response in the linear range. 
Measurements have revealed that damping levels are considerably lower 
in slender frameworks such as towers. Values as low as a fraction of 1% of 
critical have been obtained [9], and a maximum of 5% is to be expected [74]. 
Some mechanism is needed for introducing additional damping into tower struc-
tures to control response and eliminate troublesome vibration problems. 
The use of add-on energy-absorbing devices to limit wind and earthquake-
induced response is a possible solution. Desirable features of such a device 
are low cost, durability, and replaceability. In this investigation, an 
analytical model for an add-on damper was developed, and the number, size, 
and distribution of devices required to attenuate the seismic response of the 
large prototype tower were determined 149,52]. 
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4.2 	Damper Model  
In general, all civil engineering structures possess damping to some 
degree due to some unknown combination of internal elastic and inelastic mem-
ber deformation together with friction between various structural elements. 
This internal damping can be represented by a combination of two different 
forms of equivalent damping, namely, viscous or velocity dependent damping 
and Coulomb or dry friction damping. However, viscous damping is the simplest 
to deal with mathematically. For this reason, resistive forces of a compli-
cated nature are very often replaced for analysis purposes by equivalent 
viscous damping, expressed in the form of damping constant C eq . The equiva-
lent viscous damping constant is determined in such a manner as to approxi-
mate the dissipation of energy per cycle produced by the actual resistive 
forces. This methodology was adopted for use in this study, and the effect 
of other forms of damping was ignored. 
The internal damping present in the structure was represented by a 
damping matrix C I , and the effects of add-on dampers by a matrix cp . The 
total damping in the structure was then defined by a matrix C
T 
 as 





Internal Damping. - - Matrix C was assembled using either a simple 
modal or a proportional damping formulation. In simple modal damping, damp-
ing ratio y i is defined for each of the modes i and matrix C I defined as 
2yi pi 






where p. is the natural circular frequency for mode i, n is the number of 
modes considered, and X
N 
 is the modal matrix normalized with respect to the 
mass matrix. 
In the proportional damping approach, matric C is taken to be a linear 
combination of the mass M and stiffness S arrays as 
C = aM + bS 
	
(4.2-3) 
in which a and b are constants of proportionality determined by specifying 
damping in any two modes. In cases in which the proportional damping formu-
lation was used, constants a and b were determined by specifying damping ratios 
y l and y 2 for modes 1 and 2. 
For internal damping, studies of damping in slender frameworks similar to 
the prototype structure reveal that a range of 0.5% to 2% is reasonable. In 
this study, damping ratios of 0.005 and 0.010 were selected to represent the 
level of internal damping and were used to construct matrix C I . 
Discrete Damping Devices. - - The discrete damper matrix C D for the 
entire tower structure was developed from individual member damping matrices 
for add-on damper elements connecting any two tower nodes. The damper device 
was assumed to be a part of an additional diagonal bracing element with the 
capability of two way action. For example, the arrangement shown in Figure 
I 
4.2-1 was assumed to be able to generate a damping force proportional to the 
I relative velocity between nodes i and j during either tension or compression 
of the element. The device was assumed to add no mass or stiffness to the 
structure. 
The damping element itself may, for example, be a conventional automobile 
shock absorber with suitable valving to operate in the appropriate frequency 











Figure 4.2-1 - Model of Energy Absorbing Device 
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ignored for simplicity and its damping property characterized by an equivalent 
viscous damping constant C
eq
. 
Hysteresis loops for a commercially available shock absorber, tested in 
three frequency ranges and at a maximum amplitude of 1.5 in. (3.8 cm), are pre-
sented in Figure 4.2-2(a). A typical loop is formed by the stress-strain curve 
for increasing and decreasing levels of stress and strain, and Figure 4.2-2(b) 
shows a complete reversal of stress and strain corresponding to one cycle of vi-
bration. The internal damping mechanism dissipates energy approximately in pro-
portion to the square of the strain amplitude and the shape of the hysteresis 
loop is relatively independent of the amplitude and strain rate [65]. 
By equating the energy dissipated per cycle by the shock absorber to the 
work done by a sinusoidal disturbing force per cycle during steady-state response, 
a range of C
eq 
values were determined. The values obtained for the loops of Fig- 
ure 4.2-2(a) are: 0.464 k-sec/in (0.811 kN-sec/cm) for loop A, 0.215 k-sec/in 
(0.376 kN-sec/cm) for loop B, and 0.164 k-sec/in (0.286 kN-sec/cm) for loop C. 
Based on these calculated values, a range of 0.1 to 0.5 k-sec/in (0.174 to 0.871 
kN-sec/cm) was selected for use in the parameter studies. 
The equivalent viscous damping constant C
eq 
was then used to assemble a mem- 
ber damping matrix C
M 
 with respect to the local member axes coordinate system. 
The form of C
M 
 is the same as the member stiffness matrix for a space truss ele- 
ment [22] and is expressed as 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 	= C 
-M eq -1 0 0 1 0 0 
(4.2-4) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 















(a) Hysteresis Loops for Shock Absorber 
(b) Typical Hysteresis Loop (taken from Reference 65) 
Figure 4.2-2 - Hysteresis Loops 
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A rotation of axes transformation of the form 
CND = RT
Cm RT (4.2-5) 
was used to develop C
MD' 
 the member damping matrix with respect to structure 
axes. Matrix R
T 
 is the rotation transformation matrix for a space truss ele- 
ment [22]. Finally, the discrete damper matrix C D was developed as the as-
semblage of matrices C
lID 
 for all damper elements in the structure. 
In general, the damper element can be placed between any two tower nodes 
which contain master degrees of freedom. The direct assemblage model of the 
large tower, described in Chapter 3, was composed of 21 substructures with 63 
master degrees of freedom, 3 per level. To further simplify the add-on damper 
model described above, damping devices were assumed to be connected in the x-
direction only between the 21 levels in the tower model, rather than between 
specific joints in the tower. 
A variety of internal and add-on damping cases were then formulated, and 
the influence of damping on the x-direction seismic response of the large tower 
determined. 
Damping Cases. - - The fourteen different damping cases considered in 
the parametric study of tower response to earthquake loading are summarized in 
Table 4.2-1. A different damping matrix C
T 
 was assembled for each case and 
the effect of varying the number, size, and distribution of discrete dampers 
was determined. 
Case 0 is the reference case with no damping present in the tower model. 
Cases 1 to 4 consist of internal damping only, using both simple modal and pro-
portional damping, and were used for comparison to cases 5 to 13 containing 
both internal and add-on damping. In cases 5 to 8, simple modal internal damp- 
ing was combined with either 10 or 20 discrete dampers of uniform size connected 
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Location Damper size 
C
eq 
0 Undamped 0.0 for all modes 0 - - 
1 Simple modal 0.005 for all modes 0 - - 
2 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 0 - - 
3 Proportional 
0.005 modes 1 and 2 0 - - 
(Rayleigh) 
4 Proportional 0.01 modes 1 and 2 0 - - 
5 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level* 0.10 k-sec/in.** 
6 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 10 Every other level* 0.10 k-sec/in. 
7 Simple modal 0.005 for all modes 20 Every level* 0.10 k-sec/in. 
8 Simple modal 0.005 for all modes 10 Every other level* 0.10 k-sec/in. 
9 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level* 0.25 k-sec/in. 
10 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level* 0.50 k-sec/in. 
11 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level 0.029 k-sec/in at top 
(linear distrib.) 0.179 k-sec/in at base 
12 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level 0.179 k-sec/in at top 
(linear distrib.) 0.029 k-sec/in at base 
13 Simple modal 0.01 for all modes 20 Every level 0.333 k-sec/in first 3 
(unif. 	distrib. 	at 
top 3 sections, 
linear from there 
to base) 
0.118 k-sec/in fourth 
0.000 at base 
* 	Uniform distribution 
** 1 k-sec/in = 1.751 kN-sec/cm 
between every level, or every other level, in the model of the large tower. 
In cases 9 and 10, the size of all dampers was increased while internal damp-
ing was held constant. Finally, in cases 11, 12, and 13, damper size was 
varied over the height of the tower, as shown in Figure 4.2-3. To permit 
a direct comparison to be made between cases 5, 11, 12, and 13, the total 
damping force was held constant for these cases. The total force was computed 
as the sum of the products of damper size and corresponding velocity change 
for an assumed uniform differential velocity distribution over the height of 
the tower. 
4.3 	Dynamic Response Analysis  
The time-history dynamic response of the protytype structure was computed 
for several moderate seismic loadings to evaluate the effectiveness of discrete 
damping devices in reducing structure response. In particular, the size, number 
and distribution of dampers required to attenuate structure dynamic response 
were sought in these studies. 
In this section, the computational procedures used to determine structure 
response to moderate earthquake ground motion are described first. Then, struc-
ture displacement-time histories for the variety of different damping cases 
described in Table 4.2-1 above are presented. Finally, the effectiveness of 
add-on damping was evaluated using several different response attenuation 
measures. 
I 	Computational Model. - - The dynamic response of the reduced model was 
obtained by a step-by-step integration procedure. In this approach, the re-
sponse was evaluated for a series of short time increments, At, taken of equal 
length for computational convenience. The condition of dynamic equilibrium was 
established at the beginning and at the end of each interval, and the motion 









(units = kip-sec/in) 
0.179 	 0.333 
0.029 	 0.0 
Case 12 	Case 13 
k=level no. 
Figure 4.2- 3 - Damper Distributions for Cases 11, 12, and 13 
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basis of an assumed linear distribution of displacement and velocity. This 
procedure typically ignores the lack of equilibrium which may develop during 
the interval. The complete response was obtained by using the velocity and 
displacement computed at the end of one interval as the initial conditions for 
the next interval; thus the process was continued step-by-step from the ini-
tiation of loading to the maximum time of interest. A FORTRAN computer 
program was written to do the step-by--step computations and is listed in Ap- 
pendix C. 
The stiffness and mass matrices for the direct assemblage model were used 
in the dynamic response analysis. Loadings were described using piecewise- 
constant interpolation, and the value of the loading at the center of the 
I 
interval under consideration was used to approximate the loading during the 
entire interval [65]. It was assumed that wind, seismic, and harmonic dis- 
turbing forces could be adequately described in this manner. 
Direct Linear Extrapolation with the Trapezoidal Rule. - - A number of 
numerical integration procedures were available for the solution of the equations 
of motion [1] 
MX+CX+SX= A 	 (4.3-1) 
where M, C and S are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively for 
the assembled structure. Vectors X, X, X, and A represent displacements, veloc- 
ities, accelerations and actions at the degrees of freedom, respectively. 
The direct linear extrapolation technique with the trapezoidal rule was 
used to solve for total displacements of the structure at each time step. In 
applying this technique, uniform time steps were used and total response evalu- 










step from the trapezoidal rule as 
• 	 At 
X = X 	+ ( X 	+ X. ) —2— . 	. - 1 
and displacements were assumed to be 
Xi  = X. 	+ ( 
_1-1 




where subscripts indicate current response time point i and prior time point 
i-l. Substituting Equation (4.3-2) into Equation (4.3-3) results in 
X. = X , 	 + X. 	At + ( X. 	+ X ) 
(At) 
-1 	-1-1 -1-1 -1-1 -i 	4 
2 
(4.3-4) 
The linear damped equations of motion (see Equation (4.3-1)) for the i-th time 
point are 
MK + C X + S X = Ai 
 
Solving for Xi in Equation (4.3-3) leads to 
Xi 
= ( x. _ x 	_ At 	2 
1 	-i-1 	-i-1 2 ) At 




X. = ( X. - X. 	X - . 	At - 





Substituting Equations (4.3-6) and (4.3-7) into Equation (4.3-5) and collecting 










1 	1 	( -i-1 	-i-1 ft 	-271 	4 2 ) 









-1-1 2 / At 4- X. 
-1-1 	-1-1 	-1-1 	
(At4 ) 2 	4  
Q. 	( X. + X. At + 
At 	2 
= ( 	 2 ) At 
Equation (4.3-10) was reduced to 
A. = A. + C P. 	+ M Q. 
- -1-1 
Equation (4.3-6) became 
2 
X = X — - P
i -i At -i-1 
and Equation (4.3-7) simplified to 
4  
X = X 	- Q 
(At)
2 	-i1 




(a) Initialize X and X to produce displacements X 
o
, and velocities 
X at time zero (i = 0); compute X ( X. at i = 0 ) from the 
-o 	 -o 	-1 
equation of motion 
X= M
-1 
(A -CX -SX) (4.3-16) 
* 	 * 
(b) Compute S and decompose. S = U' U using the Cholesky method, 
where U is an upper triangular matrix. 
(4.3-12) 
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(c) Perform the following sequence of calculations for time 
step i ( > 1 ) 
(1) Compute Pi-1 




 in two steps 
U' X. = A. 
- 	-1 	'.1 
* 





(5) Compute Xi 
(6) Compute Xi 
(7) Go to (1) and continue 
Repetitive use of an approximation formula can cause error accumulation 
that may artifically magnify or attenuate the response of a structure. Care 
should be taken to ensure that roundoff error is small. For some step-by-step 
integration procedures, if the time step is chosen too large, the solution for 
response of the structure becomes unstable. Direct linear extrapolation with 
the trapezoidal rule is unconditionally stable for all time steps. However, 
as a general rule, the time increment should be taken to be less than one-
tenth of the period of the highest significant mode of the structure. In 
addition, the nature of the forcing function must be considered; a At which is 
less than or equal to the time interval at which the forcing function has been 
interpolated should be chosen. 
The load-time history matrix A for the degrees of freedom was evaluated 
using linear interpolation of independent time functions in the structure x, 
y, and z directions. The values in A were taken as the products of load factors 
and the time function values at the center of each time interval. In the case 
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of ground acceleration input, the load factors consisted of the negative 
values of mass-inertia terms associated with the dynamic degrees of freedom. 
Selected Loading. - - The response of the prototype structure was deter-
mined using several moderate seismic loadings, The NOOE component of the 1971 
San Fernando earthquake, recorded at Ft. Tejon, California, on February 9, at 
6:00 a.m. P.S.T., was selected as the principal excitation to be used in the 
evaluation of damper effectiveness. A plot of this record is contained in 
Figure 4.3-1. The Ft. Tejon record was selected because of its short duration 
(10.4 seconds) and its moderate size, resulting in reduced computer run time 
and linear elastic structure response. 
Parameter Study Results. - - The fourteen different damping cases sum-
marized in Table 4.2-1 were used to evaluate the effect of add-on dampers on 
the seismic response of the prototype structure. The structure response at 
degrees of freedom 1, 28 and 52 (see Figure 3.2-4) to the selected earthquake 
record for damping case 2 (Table 4.2-1) is shown in Figure 4.3-2. Comparison 
of the response at the three different degrees of freedom showed that the dis-
placement response at degree of freedom 52 was relatively small compared to 
the displacement at degrees of freedom 1 and 28. This indicated that the 
structure response was concentra=ted i the flexible part of the tower above 
the first bend line. 
The responses of the prototype structure at degrees of freedom 1 and 28 
to the selected seismic loading for the damping cases listed in Table 4.2-1 
are shown in Figures 4.3-3 thrc h 4.3-14. ,n general, these figures show 
that the effect of internal damping was small compared to the effect of dis-
crete dampers of the size used in this study and that the effect of add-on 
dampers was more noticeable during free vibration response than durir: .g forced-
excitation response. The responses differ very little for the simple modal 
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1%50 	3%00 7%50 9-00 4.50 	6.00 
TIME (SECONDS) 
1971 SAN FERNANDO. CA. EARTHQUAKE 
RECORDED AT FT. TEJON. CA. 
NOOE COMPONENT 
Figure 4.3-1 - NOOE Component of the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake Recorded 
at Ft. Tejon, California, on February 9 at 6:00 a.m. PST. 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM 28 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM 1 
DEGREE OF FREEDOM 52 
 
  




Figure 4.3-2 - Structure Response to the Ft. Tejon Record for Case 2 Damping 
— 
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Figure 4.3-3 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 1 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, Damping Cases 0 to 4. 
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Figure 4.3-4 - Structure Response at Degree of Freom 28 to the 
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Figure 4.3-5 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 1 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, Damping Cases 6, 1, 
3, 7 and 8. 
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16.00 20 .00 
TIME ( SECONDS ) 
   
Figure 4.3-6 - Struc":ure Response at Degree of Freedom 28 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon. Record, Damping Cases 0, 1, 
3, 7 and 8. 
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0.00 41 00 	8.00 	12.00 	116.00 	20 .00 
TIME (SECONDS) 
Figure 4.3-7 - Structure Response at Degre.PL ci Freedom i to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, .:emping Cases 0, 2, 
5, and 6. 
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CASE 5 
0.00 	4.00 	8.00 	12.00 
TIME ( SECONDS) 
16.00 20.00 
Figure 4.3-8 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 28 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon RecoA, Damping Cases 0, 2, 
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Figure 4.3-9 - Structure Response at Degree 	Freedom 1 to the 10.4 
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TIME ( SECONDS ) 
Figure 4.3-10 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 28 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, Damping Cases 0, 2, 
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Figure 4.3-11 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 1 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, Damping Cases 0, 5, 
11, 12, and 13. 
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Figure 4.3-12 - Structure Response at Degree of Freedom 28 to the 
10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record, Damping Cases 0, 5, 
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Figure 4.3-13 - Structure Response to the 10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record for Different Cases of Damping 
(summary of data presented in Figure 4.3-11). 
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Figure 4.3-14 - StrL-:ure Response to the 10.4 second Ft. Tejon Record for Different Cases of 
Damping (summary of data presented in Figure 4.3-9). 
and proportional damping formulations of internal damping, but proportional 
damping suppressed the higher modes more. This can be seen in Figures 4.3-3 
and 4.3-4; the responses for cases 3 and 4 are smoother than those for cases 
1 and 2. 
The difference in response at degrees of freedom 1 and 28 when dampers 
of the same size were positioned at each level in cases 5 and 7, and at every 
other level in cases 6 and 8, is shown in Figures 4.3-5 through 4.3-8. Here 
the effect on structure response of placing dampers at every level instead of 
at every other level was more evident at degree of freedom 1 than at degree of 
freedom 28. 
The effect of increasing the size (damping constant) of the add-on dampers 
was noticeable as can be seen in Figures 4.3-9, 4.3-10 and 4.3-14; however, 
increasing the damper size suppressed the free vibration response more than 
the response during the earthquake excitation. 
The total level of damping in cases 5, 11, 12, and 13 was held constant 
as discussed above, but the distribution of dampers was changed in each case. 
Figures 4.3-11, 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 show that add-on damping was more effective 
when more dampers were positioned at the top of the structure than at the 
bottom. This was consistent with earlier observation that the structure re-
sponse was concentrated in the upper more flexible part of the tower. 
The maximum responses at degree of freedom 1 for the fourteen different 
damping cases are listed in Table 4.3-1. The largest response was 4.452 inches 
(0.113 m) for damping case 0, which contained zero damping. The lowest maxi-
mum response for those cases without discrete dampers was 3.008 inches (0.076 m) 
for case 4, which was 1% proportional damping in the two first modes. When dis-
crete dampers were added, the maximum response decreased to 0.627 inches 
(0.016 m) in case 11. If cases 5, 11, 12 and 13, in which the overall level 
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TABLE 4.3-1. - Maximum Response at Degree of Freedom 1 and Root-







0 6.553 4.452 
1 5.657 3.835 
2 5.088 3.381 
3 5.206 3.520 
4 4.686 3.008 
5 2.170 0.986 
6 2.554 1.261 
7 2.185 0.993 
8 2.590 1.278 
9 1.859 0.745 
10 1.705 0.627 
11 2.627 1.399 
12 2.000 0.839 
13 1.912 0.741 
a
See Table 4.2-1 
b
Units are inches (1 inch = 0.0254 m). 
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of damping was held constant, were compared, it was readily apparent that 
case 13 had the lowest maximum response; this was consistent with the plotted 
response data in Figures 4.3-11 and 4.3-12. 
Response Attenuation Measures. - - Two different response attenuation 
measures were used to compare the overall effectiveness of the 14 different 
damping cases. In the first, the root-mean-square (RMS) values of the maximum 
responses at the master degrees of freedom for damping cases 0 to 13 were com-
puted and are listed in Table 4.3-1. In general the RMS and maximum responses 
both decrease for increasing levels of overall damping. 
As a second measure of damper effectiveness, the logarithmic decrement 
[65] , which indicates the level of decay of free vibration response, was also 
used to compare structure response for the different damping cases. The loga-
rithmic decrement was taken to be a convenient measure of the overall damping 
effect of both internal and add-on damping, and was used because the structure 
was vibrating primarily in the first mode during free vibration response. The 
equivalent, first mode damping ratios for cases 5 through 13 were computed by 
dividing the logarithmic decrement by 27 [65] and are listed in Table 4.3-2. 
Case 10 produced the highest damping ratio of 21.7% while case 8 yielded the 
lowest, 6.5%. When the cases of equal overall damping (5, 11, 12, and 13) 
were compared, the highest damping ratio (10.5%) was observed for case 5 and 
the second highest (10%) for case 12. An interesting observation was made by 
comparing Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2. Maximum response at degree of freedom 1 was 
lower for cases 12 and 13 than for case 5, but the overall damping ratio y was 
higher for case 5 than cases 12 and 13. Therefore, it was concluded that 
placing more dampers at the top of the prototype structure reduced the maximum 
and RMS seismic responses more than a uniform distribution of dampers of equal 
size at every level. However, the rate of decay of free vibration response 
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TABLE 4.3-2. - Equivalent First Mode Damping Ratio for Response at Degree of 
Freedom 1 to the Ft. Tejon Record and Different Damping Cases 
Damping 
Case 
Equivalent First Mode Damping Ratio y, 











See Table 4.2-1. 
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measured by damping ratio y, was greater for the uniform distribution case. 
4.4 	Conclusions 
A study of the effect of damping on the dynamic response of freestanding 
tower structures has been initiated. Evaluating the effects of internal damping 
using either the simple modal or proportional damping formulation produced re-
sults that were reasonable and expected. It was shown, for example, that the 
proportional damping formulation did suppress the higher modes more quickly, 
as expected. Varying the strength and distribution of add-on dampers produced 
noticeable differences in the level of x direction dynamic response. 
In general the results obtained in this study lead to the following con-
clusions: 
(1) The effectiveness of damping during the earthquake excitation was small 
but in the free vibration portion of the response, damping did influence 
response. 
(2) The simple modal and proportional damping formulations of internal damping 
had the same overall effect on the dynamic response of the prototype 
structure. 
(3) While the addition of discrete damping devices did not appreciably alter 
the character of the response, the response level was noticeably affected. 
(4) The damper size had a significant influence on structure response, but the 
effectiveness of the damper decreases with increasing size. 
(5) For the structure, loading, and damping cases considered, the use of 20 
instead of 10 dampers of uniform size and distribution had little effect 
in further reducing the dynamic response. 
(6) Maintaining the total damping force constant and varying the distribution 
of the size of the dampers demonstrated that the distribution of dampers 
had a major influence on the dynamic response of the prototype structure. 
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More studies involving a wider range of loadings are needed before general 
conclusions can be made about the optimum size or number of dampers to be used 
to limit dynamic response of the prototype structure. However, preliminary 
findings indicate that the size and distribution of dampers had relatively more 




NONLINEAR RESPONSE STUDIES 
5.1 	Introduction  
Slender cable-like members, referred to as tension-only members in this 
report, are frequently used in communication towers to stabilize the structure 
and to carry tension forces. However, t e slender members pose a problem to 
the structural analyst in that they ara incapable of carrying compression 
forces unless some initial pretensiorLag is applied. The analyst may choose 
to model the tension-only members in an approximate manner as ordinary tension/ 
compression members with actual or reduced cross-sectional areas, or to consider 
the true nonlinear behavior of these members if their contribution to the over-
all performance of the structure is felt to be significant. 
An additional consideration is that the contribution of tension-on.! 
members to overall structure stiffness is dependent upon several other factors, 
namely (1) the number and arrangement of tension-only members, (2) the magni-
tude and direction of loading, and (3) the level of initial pretensicning 
applied to the tension-only members. In the case of dynamic loading, the 
force level in the tension-only members varies with time and may result in 
selected members becoming ineffective for certain periods of time during 
dynamic response of tee structure. 
In this chapter, a procedure for including tension-only member nonlinearity 
in the static and dynamic response analysis of tower structures is presented. 
The nonlinear behavior of tension-only members was represented by the stress-
strain curve in Figure 5.1-1. For tension forces, a linear elastic stress-
strain relation was used but for compression, a curve with zero slope was 
specified. Results of nonlinear and approximate linear analyses for a section 
of the prototype structure were compared, and the importance of including the 
nonlinear effect was investigated for several static and dynamic loadings. 
Objectives. - - Since nonlinear static and dynamic analyses are much 
more difficult to perform than linear analyses, it would be convenient to 
be able to ignore the nonlinear behavior of tension-only members in the 
response analysis of tower structures. As an approximation, it was initially 
assumed in this study (see discussion in Chapter 3) that the actual nonlinear 
structural behavior could be bracketed by two linear analyses. In 	cases, 
tension-only members we -ez aL,L;-med to be capable of carrying both tension and 







Figure 5.1-1 - Tension-only Member Stress- 
Strain Curve 
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of these members were used, and, in the second case, very small areas were 
assigned to these members. It was not possible to reduce the cross-sectional 
areas to zero since the example structures studied became unstable for this 
case. Finally, the actual nonlinear response was computed and compared to 
the approximate linear results 
The principal objectives of the studies were (1) to investigate the 
use of nonlinear solution techniques to model tension-only member behavior, 
(2) to determine the influence of loading characteristics, damping, and 
pretensioning on structure response, and (3) to study the degree of approx-
imation involved in using the linear solution procedures for the static and 
dynamic analyses of a portion of the prototype structure containing a number 
of tension-only members. 
Scope. - - The iterative initial stress method was used to determine 
the static and dynamic response of space truss structures including the non-
linear tension-only member effect. In the case of dynamic response analysis 
the iteration procedure was combined with the direct linear extrapolation 
technique presented in Chapter 4 to form a step-iterative procedure. Both 
the iterative and step-iterative procedures are described below in Section 
5.2. 
The static and dynamic response of a section of the prototype structure, 
described in Section 5.3, was computed for several loadings, and the difference 
in response resulting from use of actual nonlinear and approximate linear models 
for tension-only members was compared. The influence of loading characterics, 
damping, and initial pretensioning of tension-only members were studied, and 
parameter study results are presented in Section 5.4. Fiaaily, conclusions 
based upon the nonlinear studies are presented in Section 5.5. 
Other than the material nonlinearity associated with the tension-only 
member behavior, the respe'se of the space truss structure model was assumed 
to be both geometrically and materially linear. 
5.2 	Initial Stress Method  
Initially, two nonlinear solution procedures were considered for study 
of the tension-only member problem. In the initial strain method, strains 
are determined in terms of stresses so this approach could not be used. From 
Figure 5.1-1 it is evident that no unique level of strain exists in a tension- 
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only member for zero stress. For the initial stress method, stresses are 
:atermined in terms of strains, and for the tension-only member problem a 
unique level of stress does exist for every level of strain. La _ails of 
the method and the solution procedures employed are presented below. 
Solution Procedures. - - A finite element solution of a nonlinear 
material problem is usually obtained using one of the three basic techniques: 
incremental or stepwise procedures, iterative or Newton methods, and step-
iterative or mixed procedures [15,50]. 
In the incremental or stepwise procedure, the load on a structure is 
fAvided into many small partial loads or increments. The load increments 
:e applied one at a time, and during the application of each increment the 
equations are asstlyled to be linear. The incremental procedure appre-,:imates 
a nor_lear problem as a series of linear problems, or as piecewise-linear. 
An iterative method is much simpler to program than an incremental 
procedure, and is more computationally efficient. However, for certain 
problems, itertive methods have serious disadvantages compared to incremen-
tal solution procedures. The iterative techniques cannot be employed for 
path-dependent or hysteretic problems, and iterative solution procedures 
are generally not applicable to dynamics problems. The tension-only member 
problem is not path-dependent, and a step-iterative approach was used for 
dynamic analysis. 
In the itetive or Newton method, the structure is fully loaded in the 
__Alai cycle as illustrated in Figure 5.2-1(a). To start the procedure, the 
:ructure response is found, by assuming linear behavior, from r equation 
D1 = Sol A (5.2-1) 
where D1  is the displacement vector for cycle 1, A is the total load vector,  
and S is the initial structure stiffness matrix. Because a constant val... , -o 
of stiffness is used for cycle 1, and some tension-only members may become 
ineffective as a result of the loading, not all of load A is balanced and 
tit unbalancf - load U1  must be reapplied in cycle 2. 
The elongation A of the structural members can be found from the displace-
















(b) Constant Stiffness Iterative Procedure 






(5.2-2) e. 	2. 
where it. is the length of truss member i. With the appropriate stress-strain 
relationship specified for both regular and tension-only members, the stress 
and force in member i can be obtained from e.. For compression strain, the 
stress in tension-only members is set to zero. Summing member forces acting 
at each node, a nodal force vector equal to but opposite in sign to the 
balanced load vector, B1 is obtained. The unbalanced load U1 , which must be 
applied to the structure in cycle 2, is equal to 
U = A - B -1 	- 	1 (5.2-3) 
The additional structure displacements D 2 are obtained from the equation 
-1 
D = S U 
2 	1 -1 (5.2-4) 
where S
1 
 is the tangent stiffness calculated at the end of cycle 1. Again, 
in cycle 2, not all of load U1 is balanced and the process is repeated to 
obtain the unbalanced load U
2  to be applied in cycle 3. In general, the un- - 




k=1 -k  
(5.2-5) 
and U. is applied as the structure loading for cycle j + 1. The additional 
displacements resulting from application of joint loads U. in cycle j + 1 are 
1 
= S. U _j+1 	- 3 	.I 
(5.2-6) 
The iterative procedure ends when the RMS value of the unbalanced load vector 
Un  for cycle n is less that some specified tolerance. Total structure response, 
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D, is expressed as 
n 
D = 	E D. 
j=1 -J 
(5.2-/) 
Only total displacement is found using the ierative procedure, while a load-
displacement history is obtained frum the incremental method. 
A variation of the iterative method is to continue to use the initial 
structure stiffness S
o 
 throughoi,. the iteration procedure as shown in Figure 
5.2-1(b). This approach requires more iterations than the basic pucedure, 
but often results in fewer total calculations because the structure stiffness 
matrix does not have to be reformed and inverted for each cycle. The constant 
stiffness approach was used in this investigation. 
Finally 	step-iterative procedure represented in Figure 5.2-i combines 
the incremental and iterative solution approaches to yield the response path 
of the structure. The load on the structure is applied incrementally (AA i for 
step i in Figure 5.2-2) and the iterative method is used to successively correct 
the results within the step until equilibrium is achieved. The incremental 
displacement response for step i Al i is added to the total displacement D i_1 
at the end of the previous step to cbt:ain response D i . 
1 	In a dynamic response analysis, both the load and displacement are functions 
of tme. The response analysis consists of solving a series of equivalent static 
problems at intervals of zime At, as discussed in Chapter 4 in connection wit. 
the direct linear extrapolation procedure. Now, iterations must be used within 
each time step to reduce the unbalanced dynamic load in each step to a negligible 
value. The step-iterative procedure used for dynamic . usponse computations is 
presented below. 
Iterative Initial Stress Procedure for Static Analysis. - - The iteration 
procedure used to compute the total structure displacements, wirbout considera-
tion of the effect of initial pretensioning of tension-only members, can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Compute the structure stiffness matrix S assuming that tension-only 
-o 
members are effective in both tension and compression; 
2. Form the joint force vector A and compute the initial displacement 



















Figure 5.2-2 - General Step-Iterative Procedure 





3. Compute member strains E
1 
from Equation (5.2-2) using the displace-
ment vector Di for the current iteration cycle j, then compute member 
forces; if a tension-only member experiences compressive strain, 
reduce -, member force to zero; 
4. Calculate the unbalanced load vector U., whose entries are L - be 
applied as joint loads in the next cycle of iteration, from Equation 
(5.2-5);chechattherOISvalueofU.is less than the specified 
tolerance; 
5. If the RMS of U. exceeds the acceptable tolerance value, compute 
j+1 for the next cycle from Equation (5.2-6), then go to step 3  
above;iftheRMSofU.,is sufficiently small gc tc step 6; 
' 
6. Compute the total structure displacements D from Equation (5.2-7). 
In many instances tension-only members are initially stressed in tension 
in a structure during erection, before eyternal load is 	 in this way, 
if compression forces develop in tension-only members when actual load is 
applied, the initial tension 2orcas will act to balance the compression forces. 
The above procedure must be modified slight;; if the pretension effect is to 
be included in the analysis. 
It must first be recognized that pretensioning causes initial forces in 
other members of the structu 	The assumption was made for this study that 
pretensioned members act together and influence other members of the structure, 
but that the effect they have on one another is included in the specified pre-
tensioning force. Because not all tension-only members may be pretensioned in 
a structure, some tension-only members may be compressed by the initial pre-
tensioning forces in the other tension-only members. Therefore, to find all 
initial member forces in the structure prior to the application of external 
loading, the iterative initial stress procedure outlined above was employed. 
In the analysis, pretensioned members were removed from the structure and the 
specified pretension forces were applied to the structure as equivalent joint 
loads. With this analysis complete, the pretensioned members were reinserted 
in the structure, the external joint force vector A in step 2 was for - .ed, and 
the iterative initial stress procedure was applied in the form presented above. 
In step 3, the cumulative effects of initial pretensioning and member forces 
caused by external loading were added to determine the current stat: of all 
tension-only members. 
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Step-Iterative Initial Stress Procedure for Dynamic Analysis. - - A 
direct integration procedure, employing linear extrapolation and the trapezoidal 
rule, was described in Chapter 4 and was used for linear dynamic analysis of the 
prototype structure. Now, the principal steps in the step-iterative procedure 
used for nonlinear dynamic analysis will be presented. The procedure is illustratec 
in Figure 5.2-3. 
The principal steps are: 
1. First compute initial forces in all members of the structure due to 
any specified pretension forces, using the static analysis iteration 
procedure. 
2. Form the stiffness matrix S* using Equation 4.3-9, substituting S 
- o 
from the iteration procedure in place of S; since constant stiffness 
iteration was used throughout, refer to matrix S* as S * in what 
- o 
follows. 
3. Calculate the pseudo-static load vector A.* (Equation 4.3-10) for 
-1 





as initial conditions for step i. 
-  
4. To start the iteration procedure for dynamic analysis, solve for 
theinitialestimateofDi (referredtoasD!in Figure 5.2-3) using 
Equation (4.3-8). 
5. Check for net compressive forces in tension-only members and reduce 
forces to zero if a net compression is detected; compute the balanced 
load vector B. (Figure 5.2-3) for the jth iteration in step i from the 
equivalent nodal forces associated with the adjusted member forces; 
finally, compute the unbalanced load vector U
i 
resulting from the 
previous iteration in step i as 
U. = S D. - B. 
- 3 	-o1 	-3 
(5.2-8) 
If the RMS of U
i 
is sufficiently small, go to step 9 below. 
6. Apply U
i 
as joint loads to the structure and compute displacements 
AD
i 
for iteration j within step i as 
AD. = (S *)-1 Ui 










Figure 5.2-3 - Iteration Combined with Direct Linear 








 + E AD 
k1 k 
(5.2-10) 
8. Repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 until the RMS of U. is sufficiently small. 
9.CalculateL.1  and D
i from Equations (4.3-6) and (4.3-7), using D 
from Equation (5.2-10). 
10. Let step i become step i-1 and return to step 3 to begin the calcula-
tions for the next time increment. Terminate the procedure when response 
for the last time increment has been obtained. 
Computer Program. - - A FORTRAN computer program was written to implement 
the above nonlinear solution techniques for static and dynamic analysis of space 
truss structures with tension-only members. This program was used to study one 
section of the large tower structure for several static and dynamic loading 
cases to determine the importance of including the nonlinear tension-only effect 
in the analysis of the prototype structure; results are presented below. 
5.3 Example Problem 
Section ZB of the prototype structure (see Appendix A) was selected for 
detailed study of the tension-only member effect. This segment of the large 
tower contained 12 tension-only members and was considered to be a typical 
section on the tower. The size of the large tower prohibited computer analyses 
of the entire structure which included the nonlinear tension-only effect. The 
influence of tension-only members on the behavior of the single section was 
assumed to be representative of that which would be obtained if analyses of 
the entire tower were performed. 
The model of the tower section shown in Figure 5.3-1 contains 48 joints and 
135 members. Fifteen of the 135 members were added to stabilize planar joints. 
The stabilizing members were positioned normal to the plane of the planar joints 
and computed member forces were zero for these members. The tower model contains 
3 degrees-of-freedom per joint, tributary masses were lumped at the joints for 
dynamic analyses, and pin supports are indicated in the figure. 
Two static and two dynamic loadings were applied to corner joints 34, 38, 
and 42 at the top of the section. The static loadings (Figure 5.3-2) consist 
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20k 
.(a) Loading Case 1 
20k 
(b) Loading Case 2 
Figure 5.3-2 - Static Loadings for Section ZB of the Large Tower 
(Note: 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 kip = 4.45 kN) 
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of three 20 kip (89 kN) loads yielding translational and torsional response. 
The dynamic loadings (Figure 5.3-3) were arranged in the sair..e manner as the 
static loads, but were applied as step functions with a magnitude of 10 kips 
(44.5 kN). 
Proportional damping was used fcr the dyhamic response studies of Section 
ZB to be presented belc . .• In each case, damping ratios were specified for 
modes 1 and 2 of the model, and used to determine the two constants in the 
proportional damping formulation [65].. 
5.4 	Parameter Studies  
Static Analyses. - - 	displacement response of jo_L_ 42 at the top 
of the model (Figure 5.3-1) to static loadings 1 and 2 (Figcfe 5.3-2) is 
listed in Table 5.4-1. Only displacements in the dire Lion of loading are 
reported for each case. A variety of structure modifications and analysis 
types were considered: (i) linear analysis with tension-only members treated 









) for tension-only members; (3) nonlinear analysis 
with no initial prete•sionig of tension-only members; and (4) nonlinear 
analysis with varying pretension force levels. 
The smallest response results in Table 5.4-1 were obtained from the 





) specified. Lager joint displacement and member 
stress values were obtained using the nonlinear solution .orocedure with 
tension-only members allowed to develop only tension forces. The largest 
response results were found using the linear solution procedure with tension- 
? 
- only member cross-sectional areas reduced to 0.005 in
2 
(0.0322 cm ). A 
5% variation in response results was observed for the three solution procedures 
for loading case 1, and a 3% difference for loading case 2. 
The Parameter study results which include the effects of pretensioning 
on the static response of the moLel to loadings 1 and 2 are also reported 
in Table 5.4-1. Only six tension-only members wey.7e significantly stressed 
by loading 1, so only these six members were pretensioned initially. The 
six tension-only members were those incident on joints 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 
5.3-1), which acted as interior guy wires for the model. Next all twelve 





















(a) Loading Case 1 
Force 
10 
(b) Loading Case 2 
o. 	.06 	.12 Time  
Seconds 
Figure 5.3-3 - Dynamic Loading Cases for Section ZB of the Large Tower 
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Table 5.4-1 - Displacement Response of Joint 42 of Section ZB of the 
Prototype Structure to Static Loading Cases 1 and 2, in feeta 









Force, in kips c 
(3) 
Z-direction Response to 
Loading 1, in feet a (x 10-2 ) 
(4) 
X-direction Response to 




Linear 0.307 0. 1.326 3.318 
Linear 0.005 0. 1.540 3.417 
Nonlinear 0.307 0. 1.365 3.364 
Nonlinear 0.307 3.0
d 
 1.352 3.347 
Nonlinear 0.307 3.0e 1.350 3.340 
Nonlinear 0.307 5.0
d 
 1.336 3.340 
Nonlinear 0.307 5.0
e 
 1.334 3.322 
Nonlinear 0.307 10.0
d 
 1.327 3.325 
Nonlinear 0.307 10.0e 1.326 3.318 
allote: 	1 ft = 0.3048 m 
b
Note: 	1 in 	= 645.2 mm
2 
cNote: 	1 kip = 4.448 kN 
dTension-only 	members incident upon joints 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 5.3-1) only. 
eAll twelve tension-only members. 
determined. Pretensioning six members affected response results almost 
as much as pretensioning all twelve tension-only members. By increasing the 
pretensioning forces displacement results were reduced to the minimum value 
obtained from the linear solution for structure response with original tension-
only member cross-sectional areas specified and no pretensioning. The minimum 
displacement results were obtained when pretensioning forces were greater 
than compression forces caused in tension-only members by external loads; 
for loading case 1 a force of 10 kips (44.48 kN) was required. However, 
pretensioning also increased member forces in the structure. 
All twelve tension-only members were stressed by loading case 2. Therefore, 
the difference in displacement results obtained by pretensioning six or twelve 
tension-only members was larger for loading case 2 than for loading case 1. 
Increasing the pretensioning force reduced structure displacement response. 
The minimum displacements were found to occur when the pretensioning forces 
in tension-only members were greater than compression forces caused by 
external loads. The minimum displacements were the same as the linear analysis 
results with original tension-only member cross-sectional areas specified. 
Member forces were again increased by pretensioning. 
Dynamic Analysis. - - The step function loadings (cases 1 and 2) in 
Figure 5.3-3 were applied to joints 34, 38, and 42 in Section ZB (Figure 5.3-1) 
of the prototype structure to study the influence of tension-only members on 
dynamic response of the model. Results are presented in the form of displace-
ment-time history plots for selected degrees-of-freedom in the model. Vari-
ations in response plots illustrate the difference between linear and non-
linear solution procedures. 
Initially, vibration periods and mode shapes for the lower modes were 
determined using GTSTRUDL. Modes 1 and 2 are displayed in Figure 5.4-1. 
The corresponding periods are 0.060 seconds and 0.058 seconds respectively, 
and the period of the highest significant mode was determined to be 0.020 
seconds. Therefore, a uniform time increment of 0.002 seconds was used for 
all dynamic response computations in the numerical integration procedure. 
As in the static analyses described above, four dynamic analysis cases 









) cross-sectional areas (Ax) for 
tension-only members treated as ordinary tension-compression elements; 
(3) nonlinear analysis without pretension forces; and (4) nonlinear analysis 
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Mid-Height Cross Section 
—Ow X 
Mid-Height Cross Section Top Gross Section 
(a) First Mode Shape, Period = 0.06 Seconds 
(b) Second Shape, ,Iriod . 0.058 Seconds 
Figure 5.4-1 - Plan View of Mode. Shapes for Modes One and Two of Section ZB 
of the Prototype Structure 
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with specified pretension forces in tension-only members. Damping was 
neglected initially; later, 1% critical viscous damping was specified 
in modes 1 and 2 to assemble a proportional damping matrix, and damping 
and tension-only effects on model response were compared. 
Z-direction response at joint 42 for loading 1 and X-direction 
response at joint 42 for loading 2 are compared in Figures 5.4-2 and 5.4-3, 
respectively, for the linear and nonlinear cases described above. The 
linear results bracket the nonlinear results for loading 1 (Figure 5.4-2), 
and the three solutions vary by as much as 6%. The linear case in which 






) of tension-only 
members were used provides a lower bound, and the linear case with re-






) yields an upper 
bound to the displacement response. This was not true of the response to 
loading 2, however, in which higher mode response is evident (Figure 5.4-3). 
Accounting for the true nonlinear behavior of tension-only members 
resulted in larger displacements for some time increments. However, the 
maximum displacements, considering all time steps, were obtained using 
the linear solution procedure with reduced tension-only member cross-
sectional areas. Linear and nonlinear results varied by as much as 8% 
for loading 2. 
Next, pretension forces of 10 kips (44.5 kN) were specified for all 
tension-only members in the model and nonlinear dynamic analyses performed 
for loading cases 1 and 2. Actual cross-sectional areas of tension-only 
members were used. The time-history responses are compared to results 
obtained from nonlinear analyses without the effect of pretensioning in 
Figures 5.4-4 and 5.4-5 for loadings 1 and 2, respectively. The 10 kip 
(44.5 kN) pretension forces turned out to be greater than all compression 
forces developed in tension-only members as a result of the loadings. 
Therefore, net tension forces were maintained in all tension-only members 
for the duration of both loadings 1 and 2. As a result, the nonlinear 
analysis results including initial pretensioning displayed in Figures 
5.4-4 and 5.4-5 are equivalent to the linear analysis results in which 
actual cross-sectional areas were used in Figures 5.4-2 and 5.4-3 
respectively. 
The final parameter considered was damping. As noted above, 1% of 
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Figure 5.4-2 - Z-&_Lrection Undamped Dynamic Response a. Joint 42 to 
Loading 1 for Varying Cross-Sectional Areas of Tension-
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Figure 5.4-3 - X-direction Undamped Dynamic Response at Joint 42 
Loading 2 for Varying Cross-Sectional Areas of Te 
only Members, No Pretensioning Applied. 
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Figure 5.4-5 - X-direction Undamped Dynamic Response at Joint 42 
Loading 2 With and Without Pretensioning of Tensi 
only Members. 
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proportional damping matrix. First, the linear, damped and undamped 
response of the model containing actual cross-sectional areas for all 
tension-only members was investigated. Damped and undamped responses are 
compared in Figures 5.4-6 and 5.4 	for each lcadIng case. Then, dped 
and undamped responses were obtained using the nonlinear dynamic analysis 
approach and results for loadings 1 and 2 are contained in Figures 5.4-8 
and 5.4-9. While both linear and nonlinear responses to loading 1 are 
only slightly affected, the linear and nonlinear response time-histories 
for loading 2 are grey influenced by damping; muc. pf the higher mode 
response was suppressed. 
Finally, the linear and nonlinear damped responses are directly 
compared in Figures 5.4-10 and 5.4-11 for loadings 1 and 2, respectively. 
The responses are not significantly different for either loading case. 
Maximum displacement results for both IL.Dadings were still obtained using 
the nonlinear solution procedure, but in certain regions the linear 
solution is greater than the nonlinear solution for loading 2. 
In general, it can be seen that even a. small amount of damping had 
a greater influence on the dynamic response of the model than the nonlinear 
behavior or tension-only members, for the portion of tie prototype structure 
and for the loadings considered. 
5.5 	Summary and Conclusi -,ns 
An investigation was made into '=he use of linear and nonlinear solution 
procedures for the static and dynamic analysis of a section of the prototype 
structure containing tension-only members. Nonlinear solution procedures 
which accounted for the presence o±'t ension-only members in an accurate 
manner were presented, and the degree of approximation involved in using 
linear solution prOcedures was evaluated by comparing linear and nonlinear 
results. 
The nonlinear solution procedures which were employed to perform static 
and dynamic analyses were based on tne iterative initial stress method. 
Direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal rule was:.-sed to integrate 
the equations of motion for dynamic analysis. Two approximate linear 
techniques were also used to analyze the tower structures. in the first, 
tension-only members were treatee. as standard tension-compression elements 
and were allowed to develop both Y,erasion and compression forces. Tension-
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Figure 5.4-8 - Z-direction Dynamic Response at Joint 42 to Loadin€ 
1 With or Without Proportional Damping Using 
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Figure 5.4-9 - X-cirection Dynamic Response at Joint 42 to Loading 
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for the second linear analysis, thereby removing their effect as force 
carrying members. Results of the linear and nonlinear solutions were 
compared for selected loading cases. 
Parameter studies were conducted to determine the effect of pretension-
ing of tension-only members on overall structure response. The specified 
initial tension forces in tension-only members helped to balance compression 
forces developed by external loads, and various levels of pretensioning 
were studied for the tension-only members in the structures. 
The relative effects of damping on dynamic response were also con-
sidered. Proportional damping matrices were developed for the structures, 
and linear and nonlinear analysis results were compared with the solutions 
obtained for undamped structure response. 
In general, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The true nonlinear static response behavior of the 
model was bounded above and below by the two ap-
proximate linear models and linear solution pro-
cedures. 
2) The effect of the nonlinear behavior of tension-only 
members on the static response of section AB was 
small; the maximum difference in linear and non-
linear analysis displacement results was less 
than 6% for the two loading conditions considered. 
3) Pretensioning of tension-only members reduced overall 
structure displacement response. 
4) For initial pretensioning forces in tension-only members 
which were greater than compression forces caused by 
external loads, nonlinear displacement response was 
equivalent to linear displacement response with 
original tension-only member cross-sectional areas 
specified. 
5) The maximum dynamic response of the model, obtained 
from nonlinear solution procedures, was bounded by the 
peak displacements of the two approximate linear models, 
but selected segments of the response-time histories were 
not bounded for the two loadings considered. 
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6) A relatively small amount of damping influenced the 
dynamic response of the model more than the nonlinear 
behavior of tension-only members. 
7) Damping had little effect in changing the difference 
between linear and nonlinear response results when 





The dynamic properties and performance of large, self-supporting, latticed-
steel communications towers acted opor by dynamic loadings were investigated 
in this study. Two towers, referred to as the large and small prototype struc- 
tures, were studied in detail A number of analytical models were developed for 
the towers using several different substructuring techniques. In general, the 
towers were modeled as space trussas pinned at the base in which the structural 
members were assumed to resist axiti loads only. The presence of tension-only 
members was accounted for in the models in an approximate 'manner, and planar 
joints were properly supported to ansure a stable structure. 
Two analysis approaches were used. In the first, the direct assemblage 
approach, the elastic properties of the prototype Lowers were developed using 
GTSTRUDL and were presented in the form of condensed s',_ , ffness matrices for 
preselected master degrees of freedom. Unit displacements were introduced at 
the master degrees of freedom and a condensed stiffness matrix assembled from 
the reaction forces. Tower mass tributary co the substructure boundaries was 
lumped at the master degrees of freedom to form the dynamic model. Parameter 
I 
studies were conducted and natural frequencies and mode shapes determThed for 
a variety of tower models. 
The second approach involved a general substructuring procedure for 
assemblage of condensed dynamic models of free-standing tower structures. The 
procedure is based upon series elimination of unessential displacement coordi-
nates, and employs the modified tridiagonal method used in analysis of tier 
buildings. The reduced dynamic model 	s mass and stiffness terms associated 
with preselected master degrees of freedom, only, and constitutes an efficient 
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system for dynamic response computations. 
Using the dynamic models, the effect of add-on dampers on the seismic 
response of the large prototype structure was investigated. Direct linear 
extrapolation with the trapezoidal rule was used to integrate the equations 
of motion. Only one seismic loading was considered to simplify the analysis 
and to permit a wider range of damping cases to be compared. The number, 
size and distribution of dampers required to produce a significant reduction 
in structure response were studied. 
An investigation was made into the use of linear and nonlinear solution 
procedures for the static and dynamic analysis of free-standing towers with 
tension-only members. Nonlinear solution procedures which accounted for 
the true nonlinear behavior of tension-only members were presented, and the 
degree of approximation involved in using linear solution procedures was 
evaluated by comparing linear and nonlinear results. 
Static analysis results were obtained using an iterative initial-stress 
solution procedure. Dynamic response results were obtained using direct 
linear extrapolation in a step-iterative procedure. In addition, two approx-
imate linear techniques were also used to analyze the tower structures. In 
the first, tension-only members were treated as standard tension-compression 
elements and were allowed to develop both tension and compression forces. 
Tension-only member cross-sectional areas were then reduced to negligible 
amounts for the second linear analysis, thereby removing their effect as 
force carrying members. Results of the linear and nonlinear solutions were 
compared for selected loading cases. A typical section of the large tower was 
selected for analysis to observe the effect of tension-only members on the 
response of an actual structure. Several torsional and translational loading 
conditions were applied to the section, and static and dynamic response was 
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determined using the linear and nonlinear solution procedures. 
Parameter studies were conduced to determine the effect of pretension- 
. ing of tension-only members on overall structure response. The specified 
initial tension forces in tension-only members helped to balance compression 
forces developed by external loads, and various levels of pretensioning were 
studied for the tension-only members in the structure. 
The relative effects of damping on dynamic response were also considered. 
Proportional damping matrices were developed for the structure, and linear 
and nonlinear analysis results were compared with the solutions obtained for 
undamped structure response. 
6.2 	Conclusions and Recommendations 
Analytical Models. - - Substructuring for anaLys - 3 of large and complex 
structures, such as free-standing towers, was once again shown to be a flex-
ible and economical means of dealing with the lar-f. number of degrees of 
freedom present in such systems. The combination of a series elimination 
procedure with the capability for arbitrary selection co: master degrees of 
freedom provides a new approach to dynamic response analysis of large towers. 
Analytical frequencies z.r..d mode stre.es for the actual large prototype 
structure were presented in Chapter 3. These values should be verified by 
conducting a program of full-scale measurements. Accelerometers attached to 
the tower could be used to detect ambient level motions of the tower and the 
data recorded on magnetic tape for later time series analysis. Studies of 
this kind have been attempted but have not been successful to date due to 
heavy signal interference from transmission equipment on the large tower. 
In future analytical studies, it remains to extend the substructure 
procedure to handle dynamic analysis of arbitrarily-supported structures 
modeled by finite elements or finite element substru:Lrures (superelements). 
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The proper selection of the master degrees of freedom is expected to be more 
critical for arbitrary structures than for slender towers; and several dif-
ferent reduced models may have to be assembled to investigate the sensi-
tivity of the structure to the location of master degrees of freedom. 
Damping Studies. - - The influence of add-on dampers on the seismic 
response of the large tower was presented in Chapter 4. A viscous dashpot 
model was used to represent a typical damping device such as a shock absorber 
connected to diagonal bracing elements. In general, the degree of attenuation 
in the dynamic response of the large tower depended on the size and distribu-
tion of dampers and, to a lesser extent, on the number of such add-on devices. 
Future studies of the effects of add-on dampers should consider their 
frequency and amplitude-dependent characteristics, useful life, and effective-
ness for actual loadings. This may involve some experimental studies of 
several commercially-available shock-absorbing devices, and consideration of 
other damper models presented in the literature. 
Finally, study of tower response to seismic loading showed that the dis-
placement and velocity response were much greater in the upper more flexible 
part of the tower than in the region near the base. Therefore, it was 
noted that add-on dampers were likely to be more effective if they were placed 
near the top of the structure. However, the dynamic response study was per-
formed using one component of one earthquake ground motion only. Additional 
earthquake records and other forcing functions such as wind which could excite 
other modes in the prototype structure need to be considered in further studies. 
Nonlinear Studies. - - The true nonlinear behavior of tension-only 
members was considered in static and dynamic response analyses of a portion 
of the large tower. The influence of tension-only members was shown to be 
less important than the effect of internal damping for the model, loadings, 
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and damping levels assumed. This conlusion may not hold for other structures 
with tension-only members with varying amounts of applied pretension force. 
Future studies concerned with th9 nonlinear behav]• of slender towers 
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Figure A.1 - Section AI 
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Figure A.2 - Section AH, Typical View 
for Sections AA to AH 
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Figure A.3 - Section ZB 
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Figure A.4 - Section ZA 
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— — — — Tension-only members 
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Figure A.7 - Section W, Typical View 
for Sections V,W,S,T,Q,R 
II 
388 
400 	1 X 
398 
Figure A.8 - Section V*, Typical View 
for Sections V*,S*,Q* 
145 
302 
Figure A.9 - Section P, Typical View 





Figure A.10 - Section N, Typical View 






Figure A.11 - Section H, Typical View 









Figure A.13 - Section D, Typical View 





Figur2 A.14 - Section 6, Typical View 
for Sections 1 to 4 
151 
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Appendix B  
Program TOWER 
153 
Table B.1 - Data Input Guide for Program TOWER 
	
* 	 Number of 
Data Item Cards 	
Description 








5. J,JJ( 	),JK( 	), 
AX( ) 
(Repeat items 2 to 5 "NSUBS" times) 
Substructure no.tmaximum joint no., no. 
of members, joint no. of first B joint, 
no. of joints with F types, elastic 
modulus, unit weight 
Joint no., coordinates 
Joint no., master DOF list for x,y,z directio 
(1-F type, 2-B to F type, 0-A, or B to A type 









6. MOPT 1 Mass option code (1-CM, 2-ALM) 
7. NJWALM 
8. JAM( ),X( ) 
(Repeat items 7,8 "NSUBS" times) 
No. of joints with added lumped mass 




Free format input. 
t0110000E 11600 
	
TOAO001C 	 DIMENSIONED SEPARATELY AS FOLLOwSe 








C 	 FRIO, INDA1•NDA1/41 X A 
C LANBOAs 1110A1•NOFILI 
SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF FRET-STANDING TONERS TONOSOSO 
TON0001.0 	
C 	 :::::::: 
NO01•126 	 T0010660 
PROGRAMMERI DR. S. J. 0300110
1917 
	 701101071 NOBE•45 10110(1670
SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 	 TOW00010 NOFE•62 	 701100600 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 701100090 	 TONS0690 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 311372 TO N16111 
C 
REMIND 12 
141141016-2227 	 701101111S 	 C DATA 
	
:::::::: 
CALL COLS 701101120 T01611720 
T011001311 	 REA015,•1 *SUBS 	 T011S0730 
TON00160 
MATRICES FOR A FREE-STANDING TONER STRUCTURE DOOLLED AS A 	70110015B 	
C 	 101106760
LINEARLr-ELASTIC SPACE TRUSS. THE TOWER IS ASSUMED TO BE 10100161 
::F411t(II 	
/IM
NFT•OLONN.NN.A 	 T00111750 
TONO 
AN ASSEMBLAGE OF SUBSTRUCTURES WITH BOUNDARIES BETNEEN 	 TOMMY@ 	 OLONJOI•OLONJAF•UNALM•I 	 101111771 
V: SUBSTRUCTURES SELECTED SY T 	ANALYST. A FORWAO9 ELIMINATION T01004111 C 	
iiiiiiii 
SEQUENCE IS USED TO REMOVE LIKX.:CESSIIRY DEGREES Or FREEDOM 1011001911 	
::7::!14.1 
ISN.0 
FROM THE DYNAMIC MODEL BUT RASTER DEGREES 01 TRLEOON NAY BE 	TOW011281 20. 
SPECIFIED ARBITRARILY AT ANY JOINT IN THE STRUCTURE. EITHER 	70105211 
CONSISTENT OR LUOPET, MASS MAY BE USED ANTI ADDITIONAL LUMPEO T01106221 	 IMM TS 
MASSES NAY BE LOLEIED AT ANY JOINT IN THE SUBSTRUCTURE. THE 	001101230 :!: 1 :: 1. 	 TIMMS 
STRUCTURE STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES ARE FORMED IN CONSISTENT 70106240 	 C 	 TO AAAAAA 
BEGIN SUBSTRUCTURE ASSEMBLY CYCLE FASHION USING MATRIX DONCENTION PROCEDURES. FINALLY. 	 t0111S250 C 	 T01101850 
O VIBRATION FREQUENCIES AND MOUE SHAPES ARE COMPUTE FOP TIE 	T011011260 	 C 	 TON00660 
REDUCED MODEL. 	 001100220 1,11SM.NE.2160 TO 266 
	C 	 E. 	
T01100070 
TO 666666 
TONDO290 C --- READ 	I N MASS OPTION CODE INOPTI FOR ASSEMBLAGE OF STRUCTURE MASS 10101190
am. L 	 T011011300 	 C 701111900 
IN INTEGER EPSUPV.OLONNO 	 O LONFT.OLOBIGOLONJAFLONJBT 	 701100310 C 	
MATRIKI MOPT • 1 FOR CONSISTENT MSS (MI MOP! • 2 FOR 
ASSEMBLED LUMPED MASS (ALIT 	 701101910 
10111032S 	 C DATA 	 70m00920 
COMMON 	 001//336 CALL COLS 	 T7011/1930
fC AAAAA S/ISMOISUBSOSUMNNSUBF.NSUFT.MAN 	 TON04340 NBT.NABT.KFF, 	 READIS...1 MONT 	 T01100960 
OLONFT0OLONIT.NN.JTB1NOLOBleM041.NOBA.A1011. 10000350 	 PRINT 205.NOPT TIMMS, 
	0.1 1111T.NSUJTSIFOLONJAFO 	'" LP 	g11OPT.NJ,ALOT.EIUM 	',.., 3.R.O 205 FORNAti•ISTART MASS *SUNSET 	 0NSET PROCEOURE../.0 1.1,/,•EHOP. .•.IS. 10110/960
PCOMM,L113111.A(1138/.01113111.0 66666 1.CI11441.JJ113111.J11113111. T01108370 	 0 	• 	(MCIPT.1 FOR CM. 0077.2 FOR ALM)!!! 	 T01100970 
ST1016.61•SOT 	 701100300 C T011889.0 
,COMOOF/NF 	NNOLI1711.SUPV11711.EP01611. 	 1010103,0 	 216 CONTINUE 	 TOMS8990 
SA4112691261.SAB1126.4S1•SAF112600219 
SOBINS$45).SOF(45.42/, 
701100460 C 	 11011(110110 
10111110
SFF142."21. 	
10100410 	 DO 1211 JSU•1.11SUBS 
FON00420 C T01401020 
TS141211,43).TS21126042114SAllat1261.TSNI1PR.421 	 TON00410 	 C 	 READ IN SUBSTRUCTURE DATA 	 T0A01030 
/CONJ/JANI•/1.11671.01571,215711 	 TO 66666 0 C 
ARRAY DIMENSION CONTROL 	.*.. - m, 
TONGONSO 
1011110.60 	 C 	
CALL SUOATAUSUI 
rrE11 1 06: 1.5. 
701100570 IFIJSIA.ME.1)G0 TO 111 	 F0'111070 
COMMON BLOCK CBROOF 	 101100480 	 DO 102 I• 1.40A1 	 701101001 
T01100490 00 LOA J•I.NDAE 701141090 
X NDO1 	 TOWOISII 103 SAAII..0.11. 	 TOW01100 
X HOF1 TON05510 	 00 LON LL•IgN0111 
/10111 A 11001 	 701150520 134 SA1111.1.11.1. ::::1 12: 
SOFA N011 A 11011 TOVOOSIO 	 DO 105 JJJ•1.MDF1 	 TOw0113C 
SFr. NOF1 111011 T01420540 10S SAFII.JJJ1.1. 	 T01101140 
TSIT MORE X NOBS f0700550 	 102 CONTINUE 	 70110E150 
DO 106 1•1'.NOTI1 	 101101160 052, NOA1 A NOF1 	 TON00560 
753* NOA1 0 N0A1 T011E0570 	 00 107 .1•1.NEUI1 romoisla 
TS6I RDAs 1 11011 	 T01100500 III SB0II.J1.I. 	 TON01.110 
10100590 	 DO 100 LL•E.5DF1 	 70001193 
•011:1T TOYER 
	TOMERTINPUT.OUTPUTOEMPS ODATA.TOMRSMOAPES.IMPUT. 

















C 	ARRAY SIZES' ARRAYS IN 
C SARI NOA1 	NOA1 
C 	 SABI !MAE 
C SAFe NOA1 
C 	 SRI' 
C 
10111 	SAFIL.LL1.1. T01181281 • 0E00 SUDATA SUDQ1000 
1.16 CONTINUE 4i 1210 SUOROUTINE SUDATAIJSUf 50000010 
00 189 1.1.mor1 oUN01220 REAL $3000020 
DO 109 3.1.11011 TO001250 INTEGR ENW.SUPV.OLONNOLONFT.01081.0LONJAF.OLDMJ81.SSO 50000030 
119 SFFII.J/•0. 10001294 C SUD00040 
131 CONTINUE (0001250 COMMON SUD00050 
C TON01260 1/COPAENS7/SNoNSUBS.NSUN.NSUOF,NSOFTINAT.NBT.NAOT.KFF. 50000060 
C 	2. 	ASSENOLE SUBSTRUCTURE STIFFNESS 	11$11•11 	'ID MASS 	11511.21 T0001270 • OLDNFTOLB ■ 4,00,J101g0L001.004101001.00F1, 50000070 
C ARRAYS AND OVERLAY CURRENT SUBSTRUCTURE RESIDUAL, OF 
C 	 PREVIOJS SUBSTRUCTURE 
70591200 
TON01290 




C TON0000 • SNO(4.6)0SNT 50040100 
CALL OVILATIJSU/ 10001310 3/CONDOT/NF111711.MAL(1211.3UPV(121).EPV(61, 50000110 
C 10001520 • SAA1120.1261.SA81126.601.SAF1116.62). $0000120 
C •-- A. 	ELIMINATE liTYPE DEGREES OF 1112005 T0001330 • S511105.601.SBF1400.421. SUD40130 
C 70001391 • 5FF142,421. S0000145 
CALL FELIN1 .11101 10001350 • TS11126040,91321126.421.TS21126.1216/056(126.42) SU000108 
C 10001060 4,CO OOOOO M157111215210(511.21157) 500 05165 
C 	 smut' RESIDUALS IN PR AAAAA TION FOR NEXT OVERLAY 1011013711 C 50005170 






v4=14(0.106° TO 180 
SUO OOOOO 
S008$200 
C 	CLEAR ARRAYS SAD, SOO. AND SOF IN PREP. FOR NEXT SUBSTRUCTURE TON 111.11 PRINT 689.4SU.NSUBUISN 50055211 
C TONO1428 689 	11•1•0101••••10/08SUBSTRUCTURE NUMBER •1'13• OF•9121 SU088228 
00 1111 1A1g0021 TONS 1435 0 /.11X0181*...°1. /• 	ISM Aeon) 50011230 
DO 111 3A1.11001 TON 11441 C $0005241 
111 SA81J.11•8. TOM O 	 C DATA SUDOO2S8 
00 113 	II•1.00111 t01101468 CALL COLA SUDOB260 
118 SI1111,111•1. /0 551970 RE400•1 SSNeJTNONNeNSUNI,011.NJNFT.2.UN S0000270 
DO 112 1.1000111 (05 01151 NSUITS•JIMOME-OLOODI 50000260 
DO 112 3A1.00,1 TO M/1695 NJSBT•JITNONA-JTSI*1 SUD00290 
SBF110.11•11. rovelsee MJNAFT.NSUJFS 	 SUDO0105 
C f0110/0/11 NM.NMeNSUM SUDOOI10 
188 CONTINUE T01181026 N5U0F•3•NSOJTS SUO00320 
C 




SOO FORNATI*0 NSUM NSUJTS NSUDi NINFT WNW' MJNAFT•. 
SU0151330 
suomho 
C TON01058 • • 	 E 	 UN•./.215.10.216.12.1P2E10.51 SUDBOI50 
C 	RETURN TO FORM MASS MATRIX FOR 1, ,2 2 CASE 10001560 C SO068360 
C 
IF7IS0.LT.2160 TO 200 
1011010711 
TON81080 




C TON01090 PRINT SOO S0000390 
C-----PRINT OUT STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES f%10 :',!.A . ER DEGREES OF TONG1688 039 FORMAT1 18JOINT COORDINATES•14• JOINT 	X ■COORO. 	1..000R0 ► o 50000900 
C 	FREEDOM AND CONFUTE FREQUENCIES ANO MODE 4iNAES 101181688 • • 	2 ■ COORD.•1 50000910 
C TON81628 C 50000920 
tEVINO 12 TON01638 IFIJSU.GT.1160 TO 021 50000930 
RE60(12) 	TITSITI.JI.J.1.1IFF).1.1.R. 	1 TON OOOOO C 	SUBSTRUCTURE II 	JOINT COORDINATES 50000440 
C 10001651. /SM•/ S0001450 
CALL EIGOOF TOOOOOO 1 GO TO 022 50000960 
C 10001678 C --- SUSSIRUCTURES 102 	MISS/ ■ JOINT COORDINATES 50001470 
C (01181688 001 IS1RI•OLONJOT•1 50006950 
STOP 101001690 DO 023 I•/OLONJOT SU000491 
END T01101788 J•I.OLONJAF $0000510 
K1I1.41J1 $0001510 
1110•101 50000520 
523 	Z111•21JI SUDOOS30 
C S0001510 
522 CONTINUE SOBOOSSO 
C 50000560 
00 S24 I•ISTItToNSUJTS SU000570 
C DATA 50000501 
CALL COL/ Si D04590 
514 REA015,•1 1611111 	 11,01C■ OL001•110/18-01.051•11 	 50000600 	 CfIll•YCL/LIII 	 50001200 
C 	 50000610 CTID.ZCL/L111 50001210 
1•0L031 ■1 	 51)000020 	 III.E011.081/1.1111 SU001220 
DO 5116 1.1.11SOJTS 	 SU/1110630 TNT. 	
=If!: 11 8..1 	 SE10006N0 	 PRINT 511.J.JJ011.JKII1.4111II.LIII.CX(II.CV1II. 
5311 PRINT 5070K,0(0 ■ 01D00111.111( ■ 01130101/01111..OLD111•11 	 50010650 0 C1111.0 	 50001250 
527 FORMIU115.1P3E13.5) 	 SUOL0660 	 511 FOAHAT115.21(.214.1P0E13.5) 	 50001260 
C 	 SU000670 5114 CONTINUE 	 500012 70 
C MASTER DEGREE ■OF ■ FREEOON LIST 	 S0001/MI 	 SidT•SIITATOT 	 5000120C 
C 	 50000690 PRINT SIJONT SU001290 
00 511 /.1.11SUOF 	 500007110 	 5l5 FORMAI•I/.• TOTAL WEIGHT •PS/ OF SUBSTRUCTURE MEMBERS ... 	50001300 
531 NFLII1.1100.1/1.0 50000710 0 1PE13.51 	 50001310 
t1.3.1J141.0L011011.2 	 $11000720 	 PRINT 514.5111 	 50001320 
DO 513 I.11.11SUOF 	 w0017311 504 FORMAT•/.• CUMULATIVE bEIGNT (KIPS! OF STRUCTURE TO THIS•. 	 5U001330 
133 11111.111.1 	 S000070.0 	 0 	• POINT ••.1PE13.5.,1 	 S000131.0 
IFINJOIFTeEpoOlGO TO 51121 	 SU001750 C 	 5E1001350 
PRINT 512 	 suowbu C CONSTRUCT PERMUTATION VECTOR FOR SUSS/RUC. SUPV( 1 	 5U001360 
	
sit rotmat•ssasTut DEGREE Of PAltAUj. LIST../.• JOINT X•.DIR V.DIR•. SUD00770 	 C 	 SU011370 
0 • 2...DIR.1 	 500017110 11.0 	 SUD01380 
00 502 1•1014JWFT 	 S11000190 50001390
MOSSO° 	 /1•NAEIT C 	 SU011400 
C DATA w00111011101 
!PRAT 
DO 314 1•1.111SUOF 	 SU/101410 
CALL COIL 	 $0001111211 	 /FINFLID.EQ.1160 TO 381 	 SU001420 
READ 15..I 2,11,113.1JOL001 ,111 ■21.NFL(36 (J-.0:0111011.1). 	 50000130 IFINBLIII.EQ.1160 TO 3112  
A TYPE OIS0L. :=1::: 0 	NFL11•1J ■01001•111 S11000040 	 0 	
5112 FAINT 51131•J•11FL 13• 1J.OL3111•1/ .41 .NFL13•1.2•OLDB1•11-1/ • 	 SU0011550 I1.I1f1 	 SUDSIASO 
0 	 mnas•u-oLosp•ll 	 50000060 SUP11111.4 ,  50001460 
5031 FORT 	 GO TO 31111 A1115A16.2171 	 SUD10070  
5021 NAT.MBT.NIIFT.NSUFTmll 	 50000000 	 C 	0 TYPE DISPL. 	
SU0011170 
DO 50a Is1.11SUOF 	 i12 12.12+1 
SUP1111./2 	
7::::ri. 
	1116:0.2110OFT8NOFT*1 	 SUDO89110 
GO TO 340 
1111101500 
IFINFL11/6/11.1/NSUFT.NSUFT01 5000191/ 	 O  1--. 
Lu 	 IFIALLT.III.AND.INFLIII.E04111MAT.NAT.1 	 5000/920 C-- --F TTPi DISPLe 	 50001520 
.....1 IF(I.GE6I1/110T•MBT.1 
	 SU000930 	 331 13.13.1 	 SU001530 
505 CONTINUE 	 50000900 SUPV111.1300LONFT 	 50001540 
11fIrwMFF*NLIFT 	
3" 	 SUB01560 
SU010950 	 CONTINUE 	 50001550 
NSUAFT•MSUFTIONAT 	 5U000960 C  
mi./upset 	 50001971 	 C 	WRITE SUBSTRUCTURE 	ETERS TO DISK FOR LATER USE IN MASS 	 50001570 
PRINT 1011.NATOITOUBT,NOFI.NSUFTgIloNSUAFT 	 500089110 C ASSEMBLAGE PHASE SUDOLS60 
11.4 FORNAT•NI NAT NOT NAST NEWT' NSUFT IL NSUAFT../.5I512I61 	50000950 	 C  SUDOLS90 
C 	 500/11/4 WITITE1111 NSUMOISUDIT.KFF.NSUFT.NAT.NOTII NABT.JTOlsOLOBI.U10.  SU/001600 
C NEMER INCIP7',,t/S *NO .17411ES 	 SUO OOOOO 	 0 	 NM.OLONNOLONFT.AX.L.JJ.JK.11FL.SUPV. 	 SU01111510 
C 	 51)001026/ 0 	$ 	.NSUJTS.TWT 	 511001620 
PRINT 510 	 50001030 	 C 50001630 
510 FORNATI.INEINIER DESIGNATIONS AND PROPUTIES•Se• MEMBER JJ JR•,. S0001040 RETURN 	 SUDO1640 
0 • 	AA L 	 CS 	 CT 	 C2•. 	SUDO/050 	 C 
0 11 1(..11EIGHTIBIPS/./ 	 SUOG11160 C 	READ SUOSTRUCTURE PARAMETERS OFF DISK FOR MASS MATRIX AccF090 , . 	=TS:: 
11 T.TAIT.'2 . Su011e70 	 C SUD01670 
00 50• /.1,11SUN  SU0010110 700 CONTINUE 
:Till::: C 	 50001090 	 READ111/ NSUM.NSUDF.KFFoNSUFT•NAT.NIST•11ABT.JTBI.OLD01•13111 
C DATA 	 50001100 0 	 NUOLONNOLONFT.AX.E.JJ.JK.NFL.SUPV. 	 517001700 
CALL COLT 	 5110/11110 	 0 NJNAFT.KJIOBT.NSUJTS.TNT 	 50001710 
RE110115.•/ J•JJ111.J111111tAXIII 	 SUD111121 50001720 
J1(1•J81I1.000111,1 	 50001130 	 C— 	FOR MASS MATRIX ASSEMBLAGE (1501•21. READ IN THE NUMBER OF JOINTS E11.10 11; 
JJ1•J3111—OLD01.1 50001140 C WITH ADDITIONAL LUMPED MASS 1 	 I IF NJWALM . 0. BEAD IN 
ACL.A1.1811111JJIT 	 SUD01150 	 C 	JOINT NUMBERS IJAMOI AND LUMPLO MASSES 18011 
YCL.T1JK1IYIJJ1/ 50001160 C 5U001160 
ZCL.2(JK112(JJ11 	 50001170 C DATA 
	
SU001770 
LIII.SCIRT44CL•XCLWITL.YCLFICL.ZCO 	 500011/0 CALL 1011  S300170 
READlie°1 	  CATI).XCL/.111 	 5U001190 	 SU00179/ 
PRINT 534e 	.JSU 
110 F.71MATI•4ADDON LUMPED MASSES. ILIVALM 	 FOR SueSTRUCT•. 












INTEGER EPV.SUPV.OLONNOLONFTIOLDBL.OLDNJAF.OLONJOT 00000030 
05500050 
C SUDO1O50 COMMON 0VR00050 
IFINJVALM.111.1/60 TO 313 SUO01$611 /COPARMS/ISMOISUOSINSUM.NSUOF.NSOFT,NATOW.NAOT.OFF. 00R00060 
DO 533 .1.10NSUJTS SU00111711 OLONFT•OLONMONJT01.0L081.1404101001.NOF1. OVR00070 
533 	(121.0. SUD011104 MiNAFT e NJW8T,NSUJTSOLONJAF.OLDNJEIT.MOPT,NJNALM.E.UM ovitomo 
PRINT 532 SUD 44444 /CANN/L TIM ' AO 11301 .CM 113111 eCT 11301 t Ct 113111 9 ,I3 11381 IJKI1311/ OVR00090 
512 FORMATI•EJOINT 	MASS(K■SECRSEC/IN)*1 SUO OOOOO SM011.61.5101 OVR00100 
DO 334 JvloNJWALM 	' 50001510 /CaNWtT/NFLI17111NeL11711,SUPV(1211.EP416/. OVRO5110 
C DATA SUDS1920 SAA1:26.1261.SAB1126.461.SAF1126,421. 09188120 
CALL COL1 SU001530 51111645.45/•SBF145.42/. 05151131 
REA015••) 	JAMIJI.X1.1) SU001948 SFFI42.421• OV OOOOOO 
WPAUT.01.11.305.4 SU001951 TS1f/26,45105211111.421055'126.1261,TS44126.421 OVR00150 









SUIT•SWItTUf SUDO1190 C CYCLE TIRO MESSERS ANO' OVERLAY SUOSTRUC. SUOMATRICES 00100190 
PRINT 515.11T.TIITeSilf SU0021100 C OVR002110 
5.5 FORMAT'''• TOTAL WEIGHT IRIPS) OF A00-ON LUMPED MASSES 511002111O PRINT 5011,33U,ISM 09100210 
0 	1PE13.50,.• TOTAL SEXIST SKIPS) OF SUBSTRUCTURE .•.EIS'S. 50002020 510 FORMATI.11 START OVERLAY, 	JSU "tn.." ISM 00500220 
0 CUMU.ATIVE WEIGHT (KIPS) OF STRUCTURE •••E13.5•/1 SU002030 C 00100230 
C SUDO2840 00 WM T•loNSUM 00500240 
RETURN 5U011211511 C 00900250 










.111.3•IJKIII-.010010/1 ■ 3 







311 E ► VIJJ/I•SUPVIJD/ 00100350 
C 09850390 
C 	 FORM NEPOOLO STIFFNESS 	1E55.11 OR MASS (Ism•z) 	MATRIX FOR MEMBER I 0 OOOOO DO 
C OVR OOOOO 
CALL 	, i'S11111 0001110420 
05105430 
C  	OVR OOOOO 
C • • 0010114511 
C • OVERLAY SUBSTRUCTURE N SU OOOOO ICES ON RESIDUALS OF WA 	• OVR OOOOO 
C • • 058 0867/ 
C  	OFR OOOOO 
C 0 OOOOO 90 




IFIIR.LE.MOTIGO TO 313 OVR00520 
EFIIR.GT.10111T/G0 	TO 	314 004O1530 
C 	 DISPL. 	IVPESI 	SOS, 	SOF SUOMATRICIS 00100540 
IF1J58.8(1.85LBSIGO TO 312 OVR40550 
1R.IR-MAT' OVR00560 
DO 315 31.1.6 0I400571 
IC•EPV1.111 054045130 






KI 0 ICOSAT 	 0201868C 	 432 CONTINUE 
020IC ■ NA1T 0200861C At CONTINUE 
IFIIC.GT.MAITIGO TO 311 	 02001620 
S111110.01/ 0500111.1104500111.J1/ 	 02081630 	 RETURN 





115 CONTINUE 	 02088600 
GO TO 312 0 555555 0 
C 	F DISOL. TIPES1 SFF SUOMATRIK 	 0081610 
114 110 III-NAOT 	 02081690 
00 116 J1 01.0 	 0008780 
IC 0EPVIJ11 	 02018710 
IflIC.LE.NAIITICO TO 310 	 0081721 
110IC-MOOT 	 0 RRRRR JO 
srrizitoco.srrlimott144mO(I1.J1) 	 02001740 
310 CONTINUE 	 02008750 
GO TO 311 02088760 
C 	A DISPL. IT► ES1 SAA, SAD. SAP SUOMATRICES 	 0008770 
313 DO 31r J1 01.6 	 02081218 
IC 0EPVIJ11 	 02088798 
010IC-NAT 0 RRRRR 80 
12 0 1C-MAST 	 02008810 
MIL:GT.01C1G0 TO 310 	 0 OOOOO 20 
SAAIIR.IC1 0$11(116I0IPSTIOIII.J11 	 02008830 
GO TO 317 	 02000840 
3:8 IPIIIC.14.011114.00.1JSU.ED.NSUBS/)60 T3 320 	 00111150 
02000860 
GO TO 317 	 0088870 
328 /7. 11C.LE.NAST100 TO SIT 
SIT I:C.742) 03AP0iii.021 .1.111/14.111 	 02008890 
ALT CONTINUE 	 02081944 
C 	 0081910 
311 CONTINUE 	 02088920 
C 
1/4.0 	 418 CONTINUE 	 :::::::: 
C 	 00060 950 
C ENO OF LOOP ON MISERS 	 02080960 
C 	 02000970 
C FOR NA 	MATRON ASsEmaGE 1150021. AUGMENT ARRAYS AAA. 0811. AND 02088980 
C 	RFT NITJ ADDITIONAL LUMPIO MASS TERNS 	 01081990 
C 0 RRRRR 60 
IFITILINALIT.E11.11.0,411- 1311.211./11RETURN 	 0 RRRRR 10 
C 	 02081020 
00 401 .1 0 1.NJNALM 	 0081831 
2103•1JAMIJI..01001.11-2 	 0081840 
0 32 0 .1122 	 2001158 
DO 482 JJK•J1.J1 	 008186 0 
IR0SUP.(JJKI 	 0001870 
IPTICLE.114111.0 TO All 	 0001880 
IF4IN.LE.M881160 TO 484 00001090 
C •-• F TYPE - A00 MASS TO NIT 	 0081100 
10 0 IR-NAST 
SMIR.TR1 0 SFFTIR.100.01J) 
GO TO 402 	 02001130 
C 	A TY,/ - 100 MASS TO MAO 	 02081140 
403 SA0TIR.I01 0SAAIIR.101414J1 00001150 
GO TO 402 	 0001160 
C --- 8 TYR/ - ADO MASS TO 1148 	 0001170 
4.. I0•IR-NAT 	 02001180 
518(ITT.101 0S5B(IR.ER).1(J) 	 0001190 
6 0(21( MISR 	 SUBOISSO 	 233 ANASS.NT/201•.4 	 53500  ( 
 O N 
SUBROUTINE SUOSNIII 	 SUBSIDIES 
REAL L 	 SUB//020 	
DO 204 K.1,6 	 SUB//610 
INTEGER EPINSOPELONOLONFT.OLOBIO 	O 	 234 LOSUAFLONJOT 	 SUBSSO30 
00 204 J.1,6 
S3001140 	
SNDIN,J1.0. 	 538S1630 
S14011.114SI0112.21 4F ,1113.11 0 SNO(4.41 0S 001541 4S0016.61.2. °XMAS5 	SUBOS640 
COMMON 	 SUBS/050 SN0(1.0.54014.11.. .-U,SINSNOIS.21.Sm0(3.61=SPID(6,31xXNASS 	53000650 
SIC AAAAA SIISNOISOOSIMSOM.MSUO/F.8.MAT.MOT.NABTOW0. 5U008060 	 C 	 SU800660 
• mmer,00),004m.Jm.ountoloia.moal.mor1. 	 SUBSIST° C SUBOWO 
NiNAFT,NJW.NSJJTS.01ONJAF.OLONJOT,NoPTOUNALN.E.U1 	SU SSSSS 0 	 355 tifURM 535//600 
21CONM/L(LOS).04(13/11.CX(LOSIICY(L3S),CIllS•I.JJIIT•IIIJK(1381. SUBSSOSO END 	 S3500690 
• SM016.1148SMT  SUB00180 
SUB0011• 
• SAA(1111.1.211.SA811126.85/140,1126.821. 	 SUB•81E0 
• $08(41.4511,41110(45.8(1. 	 SUB88130 
• Sfi182.8t1. 538001408  
O 141112164111.13211211.02)82531121,124).TS81/26.42) 	 SUE SSSSS 
4,CONJ/JAN(521841151)8W07)821,21 	 538081110 
C 	 SUB08120 
C SUB SSSSS 
trirmimans TO COS SUB/119/ 
C 	 SO8811280 
C ASSEMBLE TNT SIMMER STIFFNESS IISM•11 OR MASS IISM•21 MATRIX 	53505210 
C 	OIRT STRUCTURE AXES FOR MEMBER I 	 SUBSS220 
C SUSSIM 
C 	NIMBI* STIFFNESS MATRIX 	 SUBIS240 
C SUBOSTSS 
SCN•IE•AXIIIIILII) 	 SUB/0260 
11 CI•CKIII 	 SUO•S27 
02 011(1) SUBSS2S0 
C5•CIII1 	 SUOS82,0 
SNOI1ollOSNO14.40 0SCM.C1°C1 	 $UBSSISS 
SNOT1.4)0SID14,11 4..55O(1.1) SUBSOIL° 
SMOI1.21•54012.11•50014.51•SNO(544 ► •SCN•CI°C2 	 S38011320 
CN 	 SN0(10)•SISDI5.11•SNDIte8).9/014,2D•-SMDI3.2) SO1188330 
C) smou.$).smiles.11.smoo.so.smom.41.scm•ca•s 	 SUSSOU• 
SNO(1. 1 )•S40(6.1)•SNOII.1iNSNOIN.II• - IND(E.I) SUBSOISS 
SNO12,21•SM0I5OI•SCM•C2•CI 	 SU50036• 
SMO(1151•SM0(S.21•-SM012.1) SO880378 
SM012.31•SMO(3.2)•SMOISDIII.SMO86O5D•SCM•C•3 	 SU8011311111 
SM042.41•SMO(lig2)•SMOCI.S)*SNO(9,31•8SM042.71 S38883118 
SN0(3.3).SM011.81•SCM•C•3 	 SUS S/400 
SM013.181•SMO(11.3)•-SN0(3,3) 5388111410 
GO TO 31111 	 SU881114t0 
C 	 SU OOOOOO 
C SUB OOOOO 
C ••• MEMOIR NAOS MATRIX 	 SU OOOOOO 
C 	 SUB 00150 
tee CONTINUE 	 SU OOOOOO 
SU OOOOO 0 
IFINIPT.E11•1130 TO 283 	 SO888898 
ASSUME° LUMPED MASS (ALM• SOFT • 2 	 SU800588 
XNASS.NT/777.11 53500510 
00 211 K•1.6  SUSOOS20 
00 242 J•1.6 	 50000530 
2,12 SN01II,J1 0540(J041•1. 	 SU500540 
201 SNOIK.10•1N6SS $OOOOSSO 




CONSISTENT MASS (Cole *OFT • 1 SUO•0580 







THIS SUSPROGRAN FORMS THE STRUCTURE STIFFNESS (OR MASS) MATRIX 
C ISFF) FROM SUBSTRUCTURE STIFFNESS TOR BASSI MATRICES. IN SERIES 
C 
	
ELIMINATION FASHION AS DiSCRISED IN CHAPELS S OF 'COMPUTER 





























C..---..CONPUTF TS/ • 11SAA)**..11•501 AND TS2 • IISAAT•• ■ 15•SAF 
C 	ANO 16,1 • .42/.•HAA AND TS% • .11AA•TS2 
C 
mumacto GO TO 221 
IFIJSU.EQ.NSUSSI GO TO 2111 
REA0(181 11251(11410.1.1.08TioI•oNAT) 
23) READ112) II15211.4214.1,11F1).1.10025 
/FIJSU.22.2SUSS/ GO TO 241 
DO 223 I•10222 
00 225 J•10NAT 
TEMP•* 
00 224 Ll•eNAT 
22. TENPATEMP..TSIILL,II.SAA(LL e J) 
225 TSIII.JI•TENP 
242 DO 223 I•loNAT 
00 225 .•10(FF 
TEMPO. 
00 226 LL•L.NAT 
226 TENP.TEPPSAAII.LL1.252ILL.J1 
22, TS411.41•TEMP 
GO TO 222 
221 CALL OCOMP INAToSAA.0001,20AlloRETJRNS12081 
GO TO 225 
205 PRINT 218 
218 F AAAAA(•0•.• &COMPOSITION OF SAA FAILS IN OCONF•) 
203 /FEJSU.ES.NSUSSO GO TO 104 





























































211 CALL SOLVEINAT.3AA.S2162StoIslo1822.0001oNDA10001.0021.0001.110311 
ORI1Et101 ITTSITIoJlo.0•IoNST10I•1oNATI 
184 CONTINUE 
00 212 I•loKFF 
212 CALL SOLVEINAToSAA,SAF.TS2oIgloKFF.NDAtoNDA10001010F100001.110f11 
NRITE 1101 I1fS2II.J1,5•10(FFT.I.1.NATI 
C 
C--- ...COMPUTE SF,• • SFr — SAF•TS2 
C 	AND NFF•ANF ► ■ NAF'•222 ■ 752••NAF•452••7311 
C 
221 IFIISM.EQ./1 GO TO 227 
00 229 I•141117 
DO 229 J•loEFF 
TP.SPFTIoJI 
O0 280 11•1oNAT 
23e TP•TP-SAFILLoWnSITEL.J1-252ELLoIl•SAFILL0)..TS2(LLoI).TS4ILL.J1 
229 SFFILJO•TP 
GO TO 228 
227 00 216 0.1oEFF 
00 214 J•IoRFF 
21r," ,W:11.3/ 
00 216 LL•loNAT 
215 TEMP•TEN► ..SAFILL.D.1162(11,3I 
214 SFFII,J1•TENP 
228 IFIJSU.EQ.NSUSSI RETURN 
C 
C 	CONFUTE S88• • SOS 	SA11"•75t 
C AND 252•052111400**TSIT31"W.6.-IS3.11 
IFIISM.EQ.LO GO TO 231 
00 234 1.101ST 
00 234 J•loNST 
TP•S11111I.J1 
DO 23) 11•14INAT 
235 IrPoTIN.SARILL,11.2311LE.J1.431111.21•SASILLIJI—TS3(2.11).TST(LL.J) 
234 SO011.31•11. 
GO TO 236 
231 00 216 1.1.162 
00 216 J•IoNST 
TENP.S281/,j1 




C 	COMPUTE SEW. • SITE SAS•TSZ 
C AND N5/".155F-140/1.•232 ■251*.MAFTS3•TS2 
236 IFII3N.E0.11 GO TO 222 
00 237 1.1.KoT 
DO 237 1•1oXFF 
TP•SIFTIoJT 
00 230 LL.L.NAT 
230 TOP.TP•SASILLoIl•TS2ILLs.11-251ILLoI7•SAFILLoJITS341.11).TS2ILL.j1 
231 sor11.31•Tp 
GO To 233 
230 00 210 1•1.1132 
DO 210 .0.1.1(FF 
TETTP•SOP4/..0) 


































































• DE:1( SHIFT SM/04000 
SUBROUTINE SNIFTIJSUB D1100010 
REAL L 514100020 
INTEGER EPI e SUPROLDNO•OLDNIFT.OLDAI•OLONJAFOLONJAT 	 S14I00030 
C 	 S14100040 
514100050 
ig::::NS/ISM.NSUOSOOSUM.NSUOFOSUFf•MAT,MAT.NABTOWF, 	 51410006• 
• OLONFT.OLONN•N•JTOL•OLDED•NDAI.NOBI.MOYI. 514100070 
• • 	• NSJJTSOLONJAF•OLONJOT•NOPTAJNALM.E.UN 
2/CIDIN/1.1/311),AX11311)•CX(13111•CY(1381.C/114BI.JJ1138/.J 1K11311/• 	50100091 
0 	SN0IE.b1,SMI 
AICANOOF/NFLIE71),NAL(IYIIISUPAI171).EAVIAle 	 SNIOOLIS 
• SA4412114261,SABIlE6,4SI,SAF1126.42/• SNISSIZI 
SAA445.451•SAF14S•421. 	 PUSSIES 
• SN OOOOO SFFIGZO4I, 
TS/(1240.4ABITEEfIEG.42/.75711211.12400TS41116.42, 
4/C 	 isrlaosr).74175.10571 	 S14101164 
C 
C 	 :::::1:: 




• SMUT RESIDUAL SUOMAIR/CES OF suesrucvm N IN PREP— • sHissal 
C • 	ORATION FOR OVERLAY OF 31,1111STRUCTURI 10•1 SU OOOOO ICES 	 • SNI102Z8 
C 	• • unease 
C 	 •••• 	5NI55244 
C 	 SNIOOESS 
PUNT 41111.JSU.ISN  SNISOESO 
GIS OOOOOO•NON START SHIFT PROCEDURE. JSU 	 ISN••.I7g//1 SNI01270 
C 	
IFIJSU.E11.11SUOS)RETURN 	 ::I::::: 
C 	 SNIS•SOS 
ARRAYS SAA AND SAF WORE SHIFTING 
C 	 ::I::::: 
00 LLB •UNDAI 	 SN1118336 
DO 111 .01.1000A1 S141111340 
ill SAIIIIII411.1. 	 SNISOUS 
00 112 .112.1.N0F1 	 514100360 
ILE SAP1110.02/.4. 	 SMIASSYS 
Ill CONTINUE 	 $NIMOIDO 
C 	 SN/1113,4 
:1 	
SN 	 
JTNI.OLOO141.4  SO OOOOOO 
C 	 $14111521 
O0 ISO I•leNOT 	 SNI OOOOO 
C 	 SKI 55555 
II.I ∎ TCYR 5111804SO 
IFINFLIIVIS1.14.1,60 TO 1111  OOOOO 
C 	 SMI OOOOO 
E. O TYPE IN SUOSTRUCe N DECODES A TAPE IN 0.1 
C 
ACTR•B 	 SMIMISAA 
00 ISE J.1•115T 	 UMW, 
DOOM. 
IFINFLIJ*ISI.EQ.EOGO TO ISEI 	 S14I00530 
C 	 SMIAOS411 
C IL.A.) SHIFT SOO• TO SAA AND COMPACT SAA 	 SHIMS@ 
C 	 514155560 
SAAIII.J11•SA0II.J1 	 SMIABSTO 
GO TO 102 	 SNIASSOO 
1021 JCTR•JCT0•1 514100090 
142 CONTINUE SHI88604 •OECE ICON, 00088080 
C SN 	 SUBROUTINE DCOMP 	(N.A•NA(1.114X21.RETURMS1J8J1 DC0100/0 
C 11.0.1 	SHIFT SOF* TO SOF (I.E. OLO F'51 ANO COMPACT NO. ROMS 511180628 C DC006020 
C IN SOF 314104635 C 	 THIS SUOPROGRAM DECOMPOSES Till SYMMETRIC. POSITIVE-DEFINITE DC068630 
C SNIR8641 C MATRIX A USING THE CMOLESKY SQUARE ROOT METHOD AS DISCUSS40 DC08806( 
IFIEFF.10.810 TO 1811 5 66666 56 C ON PAGE 56 OF 'COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS.' 	(19671 DC010054 
00 143 JJ101.4FF 311I80666 C BY 110. WAVER. JR.. 	MATRIX A IS NON. OUT MAY OE DIMENSIONED FOR 00080860 
133 SOF11/19.11.110PSOF11.JJK1 5N I11075 C MA(1 A MAXI IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. DC016078 
GO TO 183 5H1006$0 C 00061060 
C SMI88698 C DC018896 
C I. 	8 TYPE IN SU8STRUC. N INECOMES F TYPE IN N*1 511155780 DIMENSION 	• 	 DC006180 
C 5NI OOOOO C DC0001/0 
111 ICTRPICTR*I 50166724 DO 181 1.1.0 DC068120 
KFF1PKFF*ICTR 5H118738 00 181 JP1.11 00088130 
KCIAP1 SKI 55705 5111•411.J' OCO 	 
DO 210 anon! SMI OOOOO DC088146 
1(11.0..(CTR 50148760 IF(1.113.11 SO 11 1 00006161 
.00.1160 TO IFINF OO 	 2811 511148770 DO 142 4.1.81 0001408 
C SHI OOOOO 111 SUNPSUM-Al(gIMICR6J/ DC 	 
C (0.11.1 	SHIFT URA TO SOF 	MEV F'S1 ANO COMPACT NO. IONS 511101710 1 IF13.141.11 	GO TO 2 DC080191 
C IN SOF SHI OOOO IF1SUM.LE.1.1 	RETURN .18.1 00081241 
C 511188418 TENP.1.8,54141(SUM) DC008218 
SAFIRI.KFF1.0.50011.K1 V1188620 1111.31PTEM ►  DC006228 
GO 10 280 SHI OOOOO GO TO 161 00018131 
2841 KCFRPIECTR*1 5111 OOOOO au.A.sum•rcur DC088261 
266 CONTINUE SHI08658 181 CONTINUE DC088291 
C SNI OOOOO C 00000260 
C 1e.8.1 	SMUT US 	TO SFr* 120E. MEN F'SI t1.3AV ADUIN6 NEM 501/517/ RETURN 00016278 
C COUPLING TERNS AMONG MEN F TYPES 501 OOOOO ENO 00061260 
SHI88.98 
RTPEFF SMI08940 
00 281 KKR/gat 51181910 
IFINFLIMPIS1.111.21G0 TO 181 S01110920 
ITPXT•1 5NI OOOOO 
SFFIKFF1.1114 ■ S0811•140 SN 	 
211 CONTINUE 5H1119 98 
C 511108968 
C ■■■ 12.C.1 	SHIFT SOF' (DLO F•30 TO SFr* (MEN 	fNEREIBY COUPLING SNI68978 
C 010 ANO MEN F TYPES SNI OOOOO 
50188998 
IF(OFF.10.8)00 TO 186 SMI OOOOO 
DO 181 1.1.45.EFF 50181816 
SFFIEFF1ILLIPSFFILLOWF1/ 8541F11.111 50181621 












































































C 	TN/S SUBPROGRAM PRINTS AN N BY N MITRE( 9 COLUMNS 
C 
C 	MAXI AND MAX ARE THE DIMENSIONS OF THE ARRAY 'A' 
C PROGRAM. 
C 






611 FORMAT I" '.13.111.10.6113.91 
6111 FORMAT 1'SCOLUMM •gI4.3X.61I10.SX11 
633 FORMAT('  	1011'1 
NPAGES • 116.41/6 • I 
DO 101 I•I.NPAGES 
LTCOL • 6•1I-11 • I 
RTCOL • 6•I 
IF (RECOL.GT.ON ITTCOU•I 
PRINT 602.1X.•TCOLATCOLD 
PRINT 603 
' 00 161 J.I.N 





AT A TIME 	MAT00030 
MAT000110 





















MA TOO 270 
•DECK SOLVE 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE (114.11.(0II.ICAN.MU1.M12.11110102. 01X1.MX21 
C 
C•• ■.•'INIS sus/macaws SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. 
C 	A • I • S. IN A IMO-STEP PROCESS AS DISCUSSED ON PAGE SY OF 
C 'COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS• BY NM. WEAVER. JR. 
C 	119671. SJSPROGRAM 'OCONP' PROVIDES INt. DECOMPOSED VERSION OF 
C MATRIX A (STORED IN UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX 101 NEEDED IN THE 
C 	SOLUTION PROCESS. X IS THE VECTOR (OR MATRIX/ OF UNKNOWNS ANO 
C 11 ES THE VICTOR (OR MATRIX/ OF KNOWN QUANTIFIES. 
C 	 SUBPROGRAM •SOLVE• IS MODIFIED HERE SO THAT IT CAN BE USED 
C AS THE OSJECT OF A 00 STATEMENT WHERE II IS THE DO VARIABLE. 
C 	THUS. THE MATRIX OF UNKM3WNS. XIN.NN10 CAN BE MAINE° BY CALLING 
C 'SOLVE' NM TINES. 
C 	NOTE' IF IC.I. MATRIX 0 IS USED AS IS/ IF IC•2. THE TRANSPOSE 
C OF MATRIX B IS USED. 
C 
C 	ARRAY SIZES' WIN X N). BIN K MN). KIN X NN1 
C 
C 	MUI.....NME ARE ENE DIMENSIONS OF ARRAYS U. S. AND X 





00 lel I.1.N 
EFIIC.EQ.Z1 
1(1•1•1 
1E1141611 GO TO lel 








IF(I.EQ.M1 GO TO 113 




•01:11 (MIMI 	 [MOM 
SUOROUT/NC EIGENV 	 (1610610 
C 	 11666020 
C SUBPROGRAM TO SOLVE THE MON*STANOARD FORM OF THE EIGEHVALUE 	(1500030 
C 	PROBLEMS 	 FIG OOOOO 
C 0•X • 11/P..21•S•X 	 11610000 
C 	 (1501060 
C OR 	 A•9 • 	*Of k 	 EIG16076 
C 	 11616066 
C PARAMETERS. 	 [1510190 
C 	ON INPUT .. 	11•100. DOF 	 (1601160 
C 1.11ASS MATRIX 	 £1501110 
C 	 ••STIFFNESS MATRIX 	 11601126 
C ON OUTPUT - SA.PSO (SQUARES OF NAT. CIRC. FREQUENCIES) 	 EIG 	 
C 	 A•SIASS MATRIX 	 11661146 
C S•STIFFNESS NATRIX 	 (I510150 
C 	 X•RN1 (INVERSE OF XIII 	 11666160 
C I.N (NODAL WILT NORMALIZED NRT MASS NATRIX1 	[1501171 
C 	 (1600166 
REAL LAMBDA 	 (1661100 
INTEGER EPO.SUPINOLONO.OLDNIFT.0106100LOMJAF.OLONJOT 	 11610266 
C 	 11606218 
COMMON 	 (1611220 
1ICOPARNS/IS11041(404SUMOISUOF.MSUFT.MAT.NBIgNART.KFF. 	 [1661260 
• oLoftre.cLommoim.rrel,most.mmLomet.morl, (1600240 
I 	 NJNAFTOWNSTeNSJJTSOLONJAF.OLONJOT.MOPT.NjVAINgEgUN 	[1601206 
S/COMOOFINFL1171/011111111).SUPV11711.1,6(6)1; 	 (1601260 
• 5141120.126).$1111126.401.SAF4116.02/* (1666270 
• 600145.4019S0F)40.421. 	 (1686268 
• Ig42.k21; 	 cau4,,,O 
• 11121.451.l•121u621.FREQ(3969.N .Lurvn 0291$ 	 T2604340 
C 	 EIG00310 
1.--. 	 C EI601320 
CN *•CFI 	 :IMMO 
Ln 	 C 	 (MONO 
111 FORNIM•FREQUENC1ES ANO NODE SHAPTS•sty 	 1I6011350 
• • 	 el 	 (1611360 
112 F0RMATI*6*•• SYSTEM .MSS ITATRIE•1 (1600370 
180 FORMATI*0•.• SYSTEM STIFFNESS MATRIX•) 	 (1508 300 
116 FORMATI*O•s• CIRCULAR FREQUENCIES (RADIANS/SECO•/ 	 (1600596 
111 FORMATI•0 0 10• NATURAL FREQUENCIES INERIZT*1 	 El 	 
111 FORMAT(•11•• NATURAL PERIODS (=DROSS./ EIG SSSSS 
1l7 FORMATT*6*.• NODAL MATRIX AN (SCALED TO MARE LARGEST (WIRY 1.11 8 1EI606 ► 10 
104 FORNATCIPOEI3.01 	 (1600430 
110 'MATT* ERROR IN AXES* •1 	 11610441 
PUNT III 	 (16 01531 
PRINT 162 11600460 
CALL NATORM M" RP*101101711 	 EI6611.711 
PRINT 166 	 11680440 
CALL MATIMTIMA.00.061.110F11 	 EIG OOOOO 
CALL AXLIIXIM1gRETURNS1110) 	 E1600080 
GO 10 117 	 E SSSSS 10 
ill PRINT 111S 1160102• 
11? CONTINUE 	 (1606050 
03 101 I•oll 	 EIG00540 
FREQ41.11•SARTUAANICACl/1 	 EIGOOSSO 
FRE01/.21•FREQT1.11/6.2031053011 	 11400560 
ITS FREQII61).1•/F0ED11•11 	 EIG01071 
PRINT 116 	 11610080 



















•SECA 6111/KOO 	 @@@@@ 880 	 S•S•11(1.1(1•011•111 	 ANL OOOOO 
SUSROUT/NE ANLOXIMI.RETUNNSIJJ1 
	
41100010 II 1141•41•5/1111.11 	 4[100 610 
C 	 4110/0 20 41100620 
C-----SOLVES EIGEMPROOLEM 0•11 • LAN801•11 	 CALL TRED21NOFI,M011100.2.44E63.A.LAMADA. 1 1.*/ 	 41100 630 
C 	A STNNETRI:. 8 SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ::t::::: 	 11111. 
AN41111151
CALL 	2100 1.2.22E-13,LAM800.E1.1.1ERR) 	 4N100640 
C INPUTS A AND 8 (ONLY DIAGONAL AND DPW TRIANGLE 14E0E0) 
OOOOO 060 	 01100668 
11. 11ERReME.81 CO TO 13 	 41100 650 
C 	OUTPUTS LANIDA AND 
C 'LIMOS DIAGONAL *10 LOVER TRIANGLE 777 A *MO 8 *11000 70 
C 	ERROR RETURNS 11 IS NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE OR 1012 010 NOT CONVERGE OOOOOO OS 	
• 	
DO 12 J.101 
00 12 IDACX41.111 	 01108600 
C 
A*[110670





A OOOOO 20 
IF (1.10.5) 60 TO 12 	 40100 710 
/V SUBPROGRAM EIGENV 
11108170 	
11•I ,1 	 40100720 
C 	 DO 11 1•11,N 	 *01 11750 
C  MIRES SAIIPRO4RANS TUBE ASO TALI 
OOOOO 150 	






	SCALE EIGEMVECTORS TO MAKE LARGEST ENTRY • 1.0 
REAL LANSO4,1112861 	 00 311 J•I.N ::t::;71111 COMMON 	 1K180100 816.1111.J1 
1/C8PARIOSJ/SMASUOS.MSUN*NSUOP.MSUFT.NAT0NOTOIA8T•KFF. 
•
*01 10110 	 00 302 1•20M 	 ANLO*1111710
OLONNONS.J181.0L001.MOAIIND01.MDFI. 	 ANL0021110 
OOOOO 210 	
IFIA8S(11111411.111.1110SIOIG/160 TO 1102 	 ::t:::: • .NJWITOISJJTS.OLONJAFOLOMJOT.NOPT.NJNALM.E.011 
OOOOO 2:1 
302 811.11/..11 
AJC81100FJNFL11711.M8111711.SUPV11711•101(61• 	 CONTINUE 	 4!110 02/ 
• SA111126.1261•5081126.451.50,1124.42/. *1111 231 
*0111241 	
DO 301 1.1.0 	 5(111 038 
OOOOO 051 
• 5811145.451,S8F145.411. 	 303 	 411 /0040 
• A142.42/. *1100 250 301 CONTINUE 
• 111126.9,104126.421.FRE013969.41.LAN80.61521120 *1110260 
OOOOO 278 	
IS RETURN 	 *01 11160 
C 	 RETURN JJ 
DO 4 /.WS 	 *0101 201 ENO 
011.48298 00 4 .1.10 
$•111.31 	 A0108388 
IFII.EB.11 GO TO 2 	 *111/ 311 
*1111321 11.1•1 
CN 	 00 1 11•1.11 	 *1111331 
CN 1 	•S ■111IgKI°81.1.111 	 £1111 351 
2 	/F11.101.11 GO TO 3 
IPIS.LE.O. 1 GO TO IS 	 ::t::::: 
T•SARTIS1 	 MUM 
O 811.11.1 *[11/ 31/ 
GO TO ♦ 	 *1111 391 
3 	 AWL OOOOO 81.0.II•Sti 
4 CONTINUE 
00 • 161 	 OOOOO 420 0 
DO 6 J•I.N A OOOOO 38 
00100448 5.1111,11 
11711.EQ.11 GO TO 6 
I1•1•1 	 *11 11461 
00 S 101.11 
5 	5.S-1111.111•01.1.111 	 *111/411 
6 111.1.1/ 14/O11.11 	 ANL OOOOO 
DO 18 J.1 	 40118500 0 
DO 18 I•J.N 4011/ 510 
1111.08520 5011141 
IFII.EQ.J1 GO TO I 	 11108530 
OOOOO 540 
00 7 •.1.11 	 *0111550 
S•S.411[..11.811.10 
▪ IFIJ.EQ.1.1 GO TO 10 	 11108678 
A J1.1.0•1 	 NL00500 
00 9 0.1.111 	 *1L01 590 
•BECK TQL2 	 TO OOOOO 0 C 
SUDROJTINE MI INHOGNACNEP.O.E.I.ERRORI 	 TUMID 	 00 118 N • L e M 	
741 t:::t: C 	 10188020 IF 1ABSIEIMII .1E. OD GO TO 121 
REAL MACNEP.O(NIIDEINIIIIINN.N1 	 10188430 	 118 CONTINUE 	 TOL55631 
INTEGER ERROR TOLO1040 C 	 TQL8,640 
C  TOL800S0 	 120 	IF IN .EQ. LI GO TO 221 	 TQL81654 
C 	THIS SUBPROGRAM IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE TOLE. 	10108060 138 IF 1J .101. 281 GO TO 1380 
1 C NUM.MATN.11, 29324611966) BY BOOMER. MARTIN. ELINSCH. AND 10180870 	 J • J • 1 	 ::::::  
C 	WILKINSON. 	 TQL OOOOO C 	 fQ 
C CCCCCO FORM SHIFT 
C 	THIS SUOPR36RAN USES IL TRANSFORMATIONS TO FIND THE 	
TQL08898 
70 105150 	 CCCICCCO 
C EIGINVALUES IMO E/GENVECTORS Of A TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX. 10188118 0/ 
TQL011120 	
P • 10111 -, 04 01 1 (2.1 • EILII 
C 	GIVEN WITH ITS DIAGONAL ELEMENTS /11 THE ARRAY DINI 
C AND 115 sumacoNAL ELEMENTS IN THE LAST N-1 ELEMENTS 	 /01 /1131 
R • SORT(/ • • • Ea ; 
N • OIL) - EILI / (P • SIGN(R.P1( 	 T01O8711 
C 	OF THE ARRAY EON). 	 T01 5111.O 	 C 	
iiiiiii 
C 10155018 DO III I ■ Le N 
C 	THE EIGENVALUES ARE OwtRORITTEN OM THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 	 140 	0111 ■ 3(1) ■ M 	
iiiiiii 
C IN INE ARRAY 0 IN ASCENDING ORDER. 	 1111118170 	 C 
C 	 F • F ♦ N 
10411161 
TOL OOOOO 
TQ OOOOO II C TOE EIGENVIOTORS ARE FORMES IN THE ARRAY ZIN.NI. OVERWRITING 	 C 10111791 
C 	TNI ACCUMULATE° TRANSFORMATIONS AS SUPPLIED BY TRIM 	 10188288 EO2. CCCCCS QL TRANSFORMATION 
CCCCC 
C 	IF THE TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX IS PRIMARY DATA (MS. TRICE 	 1018822A 	 P • 01111 
C HAS NOT KIN USED). 2 MOULD BE PRESET TO THE IDENTITY 70106239 0 • 1.8 
C 	MATRIX. 	 TQL60248 	 S • 5.5 	 !!!!!!!! 
C TOL88211 
TQL88820 
C T0188258 *5. • N - L 10111151 
C 	MACKE► IS THE RELATIVE MACHINE PRECISION. MACHEP SHOULD 	 C 
C BE SET TO 2"1.421 FON LONG FORM ARITHMETIC ON S/36$. 	 4 1 1:::: 	 11 	
i 
CCCCCI FOR 1.-1 022, -1 UNTIL L 00 -- CCCICCCCCI 
TOLLS/SO C 	 7- 	 00 cop Al • 1. RILL Eia  
C Tot PROCEDURE FAILS (ERROR IS SET TO THE INuEx OF THE 	 101/1 290 	 I • N - II 	 T01I8090 
C 	clseavaLuc FOR MNICN FAILURE OCCURRED) IF ANY EIGENVALUE 	 1 G • C • EIII TQL$0900 
C TAXIS MORE THAN 30 (TERATIONS. 	 TOL OOOOO 	 ii • 2 • •  TQL88910 
I--. 	 C 	 /0155 320 IF 1605(P) .LT. AOSIE1111) GO TO 158 
Ch C NN MUST SE SET TO THE RON DINEKSION OF 010-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 	10150330 	 C • III( / P 	
TQL80928 
C 	PARAMETERS AS OECLAREO IN THE CALLING PROGRAM OINENS/ON STATEMENT .....4 	 OOL063Gm ORC • C * : • : F T: up 1 




TRANSLATES IV V. KLIMA. ARGONNE NATIONAL LAOORATORY. NOV.. 1968. TQL86360 	
TQL009S0 
C  
C 	MODIFIED BT ii. LARSON. JAN. 1971. 	
C • Oft . : / 08 It C 
OOOOO SYS 
C • P / 0411 	
TQL10960 
TI Q : 06 58 9 :: C-----CALLED OY SUBPROGRAM 'AILBe 	 nt:::::  ISO 	 TOL01900 C 	 TO 	 R ■ SWIM • C • 1.8 I 	 10101880 
C 701$8418 	 E(/1/11 • S • III! • R TQL$1810 
C 	 - 	■•••••• S • 1,5 / R 
C •CFR 
	 OOOOO 420 10111120 
C OOOOOO 38 
ERROR • 8 168 	• • 2 • 0411 - S • G 	
10110.530 
.10. 1) GO TO 1811 	 DI/011 • N • S.IC°6 • S.01Ill TO OOOOOO 	
TOL81040 
IF IN  
C TOLO8468 
TQL018S0 
1  TQL81868 
00 188 I • 2. N 	 CCCCC( FORM VECTOR CCCOCCCCCO 	 TOLD/110 
1.80 E11 ■11 • (III 
TQL OOOOO 
00 III X • 1. N  
• 1.1 
C 	 10100490 	 N ■ ZIK.I.11 
211.1,11 • S • Mal • C • N 
II 	
TQ101557000 iiiiiii F • 0.1 
211.11 • C • 2(1.1) - S • M 111188518 
CONTINUE E(N) • U.S 	 imossza l$11 	 TQL01110 
C C 








N • NA CIOEP • cassimm 	 TOL08S68 , ♦ ABSIEIL)1) 	
TQL01550 
ESL( • S • P 
IF IR eLfe NI A • M 	 DILI • .3 • P 	
1111.011111:: 
C IF IAOSIEILI/ .11. /II 	 GO  TO 130 	
TQL01170 
10150550
C CIC LOOK FOR SMALL SUM-OIAG3NAL ELEMENT 	
MOW. 
205 	OIL( • 3(L) • F TQL00594 	 %1111g.. 
2'01 CONTINUE 	 TOL012110 	 •OECK TRE02 	 TRE 66666 
C 	 TQL01210 SUBROUTINE TRi02 111111.11112.11.TOL•A.D.E.Z1 	 TRE08010 
CCCCC/ 010E2 EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 	 111.01226 	 TREOA020 
CC 	 TQL01230 REAL AIN/11.111 OM .E INN. INNT•NI 	 TRE80830 
NHL • N ■ 1 	 TOL01240 	 TRE016040 
DO SOO I • I. NN1 	 TOL012S0 C 	THIS SUOPROGRAN REDUCES THE GIVEN LOWER TRIANGLE OF A 	 TRE00850 
R • I 	 1111.01268 	 C SYMMETRIC NATR/I 	';ICAEO IN THE ARRAY 4111.111 TO 	 TRE06060 
P • DID 	 MASUD C 	TRIDIAGONAL FORM USING HOUSEHOLDER'S REDUCTION. TRE00870 
IPL • I • A 	 MOUS@ 	 C THE DIAGONAL OF THE RESU.T 15 STORED II THE ARRAY DINT 	 TREBOOBO 
C 	 TOL81290 C 	ANA THE SUB ■
DIAGONAT IN THE LAST N-1 ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAY 	 fRE11091 
O0 260 J • IPS. N 	 TOL81380 	 C TIN/ MTN THE ADDITIONAL ELEMENT E111.01. 	 TRE88180 
IF IOTA .1.1. PI GO TO 268 	 TQL81318 C 	THE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES ARE ACCUNULATED IN TNT ARRAY TINA,. TOTE 	 
II • J 	 TQL81320 	 C TOL IS A TOLERANCE FOR CHECKING IF THE TRANSFORMATION IS VALID. 	TRE110120 
• • 0(J) 	 TQL81338 C 	TOL SHOULD SE SET TO 18.••1.1010 FOR LONG FORM ARITHMETIC ON 5368. TAMES@ 
26S 	CONTINUE 	 TQL81348 	 C NAL AND 111.2 ARE TOE ROW DIMENSIONS OF TNE TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS THE 	 
C 	 TOL81358 C 	° A* AND 'X' AS OECLARED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM DIMENSION STATE- 	TRE811511 
IF IR .E0. I) GO ro ass 	 TOLI13611 	 C NEWT. THE ARRAY A IS LEFT UNALTERED UNLESS THE ACTUAL PARAMETERS T1E88114 
0110 • DIII 	 MOIST, C 	CORRESPONDING TO A AHD Z ARE IDENTICAL. 	 TRES8111 
OM ■ P 	 TQL81388 	 C THIS SUAPROGRAN ?I A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE TRE02. 	memo 
C 	 111.8139A C 	NUN. .HATH. 11.111141911119681 AV MARTIN. REINSCH. Ale WILKINSON. TRE88190 
00 288 J • 1, N 	 TO OOOOOO 	 C TRE88281 
P • I IJ.I) TOL OOOOO C 	 fRE811210 
Mal • IIJ.K1 	 f OOOOO 28 	 C- 	CALLAO ST SUBPROGRAM 'AIME' 	 TRE08228 
I (.1.10 • P 	 TQLSIV3S C fREA8230 
288 	CONTINUE 	 TOL 44444 	 DO Ill 1•10 	 TRE08240 
C 	 TQLOIVSS DO 1111 J•1.I TREA8250 
SBA CONTINUE 	 TOL 44444 	 180 ZII.J1•AII.JI 	 TRE08260 
C 	 TOL 44444 IF IN.EQ.11 . 60 TO 1511 	 TRE8A270 
GO TO 1881 	 TOL 44444 	 C 	FOR I. N ATIP ..1 UNTIL 2 80 	 ► REA8280 
C 	 1111.81498 DO ',Q".1 11.20 	 TRE88290 
CCCCCI FAIL EXIT STATEMENT IS LAID 	 MASSA' 	 I • 1•2 It TRE04380 
I-' 	 CCCCC 	 444444 LA L.1.4 	 TRE88310 
0" ISIS ERROR • L 	 TQL11320 	 F •111.I ■ 11 	 TRE00320 
CO 	 11)1 wow, TQL81938 G.1.8 	 TRE84330 
C 	 101.0154• 	 IFIL.LT.1) IS TO 18S 	 TRE883611 
CCCCC/ LAST CARD OF TOLE 	 TQLOISSI DO 182 R • 1.I. 	 TRIAL'S° 
CCCCC 	 T01.01560 	 102 G. G • III.11.21I•K1 	 TRE80360 
ENO 	 toLetsro LOS N • G • PH, 	 TRE00310 
C 	IF G IS TOD•SNALL FOR ORTHOGONALITY TO SE GUARANTEED. THE 	 TRE683110 
C TRANSFORMATION IS SKIPPED. 	 THE OOOOO 
IF 16.6T. Tell GO TO SIR FRE OOOOO 
MI. F 	 TRE41410 
H • 8.8 TRE811420 
GOTO 181 	 TRE00430 
18% 0•.•1 	 TAT OOOOO 
G.SEIRT 41/1 	 TRE110458 
IF 'F.6E68.0 I 6•..4 	 TRE88460 
(III • G 	 THE OOOOO 
H • N..F•G TRE884110 
III.I..11 • F..6 	 TRE84610 
F • 8.8 	 TRIASSIC 
00 LAS J. SA 	 TRESSNII 
I(J.1) • 2(11,11/N 	 TRE88520 
1.11.11 	 TRE08530 
C 	FORM ELEMENT OF IOW 	 TRE865 1.6 
DO IAA N • 1.J 	 TRE40550 
186 6 • G • 21J.10 • MIK) 	 TRE80560 
JP1 • J•1 	 TRE86070 
IF IL .LT. JP11 GOTO 1136 	 TREOSSAC 
00 IBS K • JP1.L 	 T4E80590 
188 G • 6 • 11(.1) • 211.11 	 THE •$$$$  
TRE886/0 	
'DECK COL1 co 	
:: C 	FORS CLEMENT OF P 	 SUSROJTINE COIL 	 OILS90 
0118 ,(J) • GIN 	 TRE18628 C 	 COL18020 
F • F • i•ZIJI/O 	 TRE81618 	 C SUBPROGRAM TO PERMIT COMMENT CARDS IN DATA FILESI COMMENTS MUST 	C0115030 
145 CONTINUE 	 TRE01645 C 	BEGIN WITH A '1' IN COLUMN 1 	 COLOSIMO 
TRESIMS8 C 	FORK A ■■ SEE ALGOL TRED2 	 C COLIISSO 
MN • F/INNIT 	 11( 11660 	 II RE4015.21/ APLNA  COL08060 
C 	FORM REDUCED A TRE58670 28 FORMATIALI 	 COLS'S?, 
00 SOO J • LoL 	 TRE OOOOO 	 IFIAPLNA.111.'11'11.0 TO 18 	 COL80001 
F • Z 11.J1 	 THE/1690 SO TO 10 	 C0108098 
EIJI • E IJI ■ NN 	 11(55700 • F 	 SI •ACJISPACE 5 COL08180 
0 • EIJI 	 riumme 
COL/t105 DO 180 A • L.J 	 THE 08728 	
RETURN 
ENO 
110 WOO • ZIJOU ■ F • EMI ■ 0 • ZII.10 	 MOATS/ 
C 	Ill CORRESPONDS TO SKIP 	 TRE08741 
111 0411 • N 	 TRESS/SO 
1811 CONTINUE FRE OOOOO 
1815 DILI • sAl 	 nu OOOOO 
E(01 • $.11 1U51711 
C 	ACCUMULATION OF TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 	 TRE08700 
DO 221 I • 1011 TRE08880 
L • I ■ 1  TRE58510 
IF Mil all. 1.11 ) GO TO 252 	 TRE08821 
00 201 J ■ 1.1 	 TRE88138 
O • 8.8 	 FRE OOOOO 
00 15• K • LoL 	 TRE11858 
114 0 • 1 • 211o•ZIK.J1 	 1RE88810 
DO ill K • 1.L 	 FRE OOOOO 
/DJ I1K.J1 • I IK.JO - K•Z (0.1) 
:32 CCU . V' " 	
fREA1810 
Z(/.11 • 1.1 
TREA8100 
TRE OOOOO 
IF IL .1.7. LI 0010 111 	 1RE11910 
F-' 	 00 285 J ■ 1101 	 1RE88920 
ON III.JI • 5.5 11E88930 
VD 	 285 11.101/ • 8.9  IRE58940 















1 TINC is integration time interval. 
TMAX 	is duration of forcing function. 
NXDATA,NYDATA and NZDATA are number of points 
describing the forcing functions in the X, Y 
and Z directions respectively. 
NPPC 	is the number of forcing function points 
read off tape at a time. 
TINTEX is the time interval between forcing 
function points when it is read'off tape. 
KX 1 KX = 1 if the forcing function in the X-
direction is on tape. 
T(J),F(J) As Only if KX 0 1 time points and forcing 
Necessary function values input for the X-direction. 
F(I) On Only if KX = 1 forcing function values in the 
Tape X-direction at time interval TINTEX. 
T(J),F(J) As Time points and forcing function values input 
Necessary for the Y-direction. 
T(J),F(J) As Time points and forcing function values input 
Necessary for the Z-direction. 
NDOFS On Number of degrees of freedom. 
Tape 
NRA(J) As Arrangement and order of degrees of freedom 
Necessary X -■ 1 
Y -■ 2 
Z 4- 3 
LF(J) As Load factors at dynamic degrees of freedom. 
Necessary 
D(J,1),DV(J) NDOFS Initial displacement and velocity at degrees 
of freedom 














The mass matrix 
The stiffness matrix 
The damping matrix 
ARCO( OLPER 	 PLEfIrro 
PPOGNAP DLETIII9PUTOUTPUT.SANnm.EPIPP.ACCELFOISPEI.PI.L2P.PISP .2PLIP 
11.TAPE22=SANDN0TAPE2A.PISP2P.TAPE2s=01Sn! 2 . 	 PLE ,, ^ , t 
•TARE21. ,ACCELA.TAP23=n1SP71.TIPES.PUTFUTI NLF , Pr!In 
connsic. rt,01)0(2.. (((((((( 10).F , 11A0U/.F711470/0/14011.GRA163/nLEPn0AP 
$4163,A3/4163.63/•111GSW‘17-3021.1).nv(c!).nA( 4 3 ) •s . f ,,, .c‘)•To(63. riEnon•ilt 
163/0TLPP11631.1EmP2163/0A(63).G(6.51• 1 16 . ) 	 ^WCW. 





OMANI° 	 MAGGIO° 
mrwm 23 PLEOC110 
C 	 PLEPPI20 
C •••■ INPUT FOR INTERP 
OLECO140 
C DATA 	 DLE/P150 
READ•,TINCON6VeNROATA.MTDATA0N7DATA,NPPC.TIMTER 	 nicrriAti 
C 	 DLEOOITO 
C READ /NPORMATION ABOUT INPUT RECORD 
C 	 RIml IF Fir 11 ON TAPE 	 1LEE0190 
C NAAS IF FR IS ON FILE nLEPG2On 
C 	 PLECP210 
C DATA 	 DLEP0220 
PE•0POR2 	 OLET:730 
C 	 olET[240 
C PI INPUT RECORD 	 01E00250 
C 	 DLEG1740 
C DATA 	 PLE712111 
NNmNPPC 	 DLE0r2P0 
MXTOT21 DLEAl290 
PRINT 4110411 	 NLECC . Pn 
400 PORI/AMWAY 
1cm.to.11 GO TO 2r1 	 PErpR320 
.4 	 REARAAITI4WIJIA&IANYOATA1 	 DLE00330 
2n TO 242 	 nLE0P340 
201 REVINO 22 OLEAP3ST 
WRITEI231 NPPEAEINCO ((((( /NUN 	 NLEn."340 
URITE(24) NPPC•TINCOMAX.TINTEA PLEPP , TP 
wRITE1251 1OPPE.TINCITMAX,TINTE7 	 n1E003140 
300 N1'TOTAPRTOT•NN-1 	 DIT . T.39n 
IF1NYTAT•GT.NADATA/ NNzmN•NAnATA-NATnT 	 nit- CD4C0 
NOm2 	 OLET^410 
IFINNTOT•E0oNNI WU/ 	 nL , PGA20 
IFINATOT.61.NN/ F11)=FEND 	 1LE00A3C 
RE00122.•/ 1E111.1= 4'0,PN/ OLFEC•40 
FENDPFINN/ 	 DET'ARA50 
IFINATOT.NEAN1 60 TO Ant 	 DLE'PAGO 
PRINT *POINTE! 	 rt.co'470 
401 CONTINUE 	 nirnr4.2 
TAUNT. DErrr•Nit 
DO 2'1 I ■ IeNN 	 oLTURcen 
IIIINT•LL 	 fLFnn^1 0 
203 TALL=TALL•TINTE, 	 'lr'1C2P 
C 	 Nir^p.IN 
C 	 PRINT FY INPUT RECORD 	 n1.}- ?r5sr 
cit— ^T•C 
202 PRINT 2r 	 nt.F , ^56n 
20 FORPAT4•1•.•INPUT oFCoRn PARAM ETERS FOR FO.. //) 	 nirmr.71, 
PRINT 21 . 	 ni.T7T5A' 
21 FORMA/1• 	DURATIPNCSEC)..F10.3./.• 	NO. OF VALUFS=.IR./.• 	PLErP590  
OPPT:TE72 OLATI1A TIPP INTERvAL(SECIz•r7.AA///) 	 nLE 7^F'0 
^LE ,'0 , 10 
22 FOR-AT(. INPUT RECORD - TIRE vS.ACCE10/ , LA TA PTSPL.•/I 	 0ir7'f24 
PRINT 2301T(I/oF11).1.1.0111 	 PLErEGSP 
23 FORMA1151E0.10. 12.5.77// OLE^C6A0 
C 	 OLV. P , 50 
C CALLER TO DIGITIZE FA 2unRo AT [CURL TIRE INTERVALS  CLI ,. CTAD 
C 	 rivnocro 
TTAx.(NN-IT.TINTEx 	 DLErn6P9 
CALL INTERP1F.T.TIPT.TTAAINM.NPTS.F7101.TTPT1  ntrrr6.2 
C 	 01E00700 
C DIGITIZED RECORD OF FR POINTED 	 OLFG0710 
C 	
PRINT 33 
33 FORNAT1/,.• EQUAL TIME INTERVAL DIGITTPATTON TIP INPUT RECORD fx./aE 
PRINT 34•TT0T•PTS 






35 FORMAT1• INTERPCLATED RECORD 	TINES AND VALUES••/, 	 101.1074: 
PRINT 360171410.1,21(0,J.1041.75) 	
Z1r27,1:: 34 FORNATIB(F12.5.21// 
C 	FT INPUT RECORD 
C DATA oirena42 
IPINNTOT.GT.NN) 60 TO 321  0117001150 
READP,111.1/0F70.37.1.14YDATA/ 	 DLECOP60 
C ----- PRINT OUT FT INPUT RECORD 
C 	 : 1 :E4: 74 
PRINT 24 
24 FO AAAAA .1.44,INPUT RECORD PARAMETERS FOR FT..//1 	 OLF00910 
POINT 
gtT  AAAAAA DATA.TINC 	 DLE00020 
00- 00 1 30 
PRINT 23.11•111AF11/AIRIANYDATA1 	 OLF01940 
C 	 2Lcro952 
C TWERP CALLED TO DIGITIZE FT RECORD AT EQUAL TINT INTERVALS  OLF00960 
C 	 OLEP09 1 0 
CALL INTERP1F.T.TINC.TTANOGYDATAOPTS.FYI,TIOTOTI 	 PLE019R0 
C 	 DLE00590 
C DIGITIZED RECORD OF FT PRINTED 	 oLEDtero 
C 	
=;;: PRINT 37  





C 	 F2 INPUT RECORD 	
DLE01040 
C DATA 2Lulino 
READ•OT(A.F(J1.J.111117DATA) 	 ntrrillo 
C 	 DLEGI120 
C PRINT OUT F7 INPUT RECORD 	 PLEPIISP 
C 	
nPRINT 25 	 Ot rn EOITZ e 0








C 	-.. CALL MIRA TO DIGITIZE F2 RECOAD Ali EQUAL TIME INIFevAL4 	 g1 10"1:17 	 -- C --  PRINT THE PASS. DAPPING AND STIFFNESS NATNIcE4 	
flI C 	 OFI: 





TME MASS NATAIre,) 
CALL NATPATINDOFI•NOOF4, 	  
C 	 nc1260 PAINT 62 
PRINT AN 	 011 ,11270 	 62 F0ANATI.I.,. 	Mr DAMPING PATRIA• /I 	
F11.7:i: .1 
C --- -- DIGITIZED RECORD OF 1, 2 POINTE0 	
a 
30 FONNATI//0 EQUAL TONE INTERVAL DIOITI7ATION OF INPUT RECORD F7.,14LE0121.0 
53 
cr A0:::::::::NDOES.NOOFS.C. AA 	 
PRINT 341TTOTPTS 	 OLE ,17,4 0 POINT 6. 	 fnc; 11.-Liii .i O 
ftr(tToo PRINT 35  THE STIFFNESS NATRIF./1 
PRINT 4611fT11.11011IJ)ejitegNPTSI 	 DLE[1”0 	 CALL AAAAAA INDOF4000FSeS.PAX.HAA1 	 110:1; 11911. N •
C 	 DLE01320 C 	 TLFTi°70 
C --- -- INPUT FOP CONSTRUCTION OF A 	 11LF01330 	 C .,...... CONFUTE INITIAL VALUE OF OA mcol•To 
C DLE01341 C  
1■11A- rrrol::: 	 DO 53 INI,NOTF4 	 OLFT1450 
oLrotnAo 
C DATA 
PEV1ND 20 DO 53 .1.1•4DOFS  nirtmo 
RFADIZOINDOFS 	 01E 41170 
14 FE '01::0 READ.gINTIA1J/.J.I.NDOPS1 
33 TN11.04NfigJ) 
DLE013P' 	 1.1 
DLF01340 urIA•o READ..ILFIJ1.J.1000FSI 	 CALL CONSTAINDOES.PAY.NRA.LF.FFI.FYI.FZI.L.A.MA911 	 n 
C 	 DLE01400 	 00 54 lAionnrs 
C •....... PRINT INFORMATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A 
94 TAIIIAAII0 	
.E11.1;04: 
C 	II LTn2o2c 
PO ounme 	 O MINT 42.1100PS 	 CALL NULTIICV.NDOES.MAXITEmP11 	 01E02030 
C 
42 FORNATI•I•,• 	MURDER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM m .15./1 	 E1:1244: 
PII/F0f141) 
0 CALL MULTIIS•P•NDOES•MAX.TEMP2I  DLEC2040 
PRINT 43 	 091450 	 DO 55 izioinoFs 	 DLEI2C 4 4 
" 
43 FORM 	• 	VECTOR CONTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT ORTFP AND KIND ODLE(1460
13' 
	..TEM PPPP) ..TEMP211/ 	 DLEF2060 
SF DEOREES OF FREEDON4m) 	 01E4'1470 	 gITOCOmPINDOES.TAI.MAAI.RETuRNS11049  
nicnismo GO TO 105 DO 44 1.14NDOES 	 Ig F iAJ7, ::: 
N. FAInt 45•**Ali, DLE41490 	 104 PRINT ICS DLEr2C .10 
45 F000ATI102.151 	 106 FOR NATI. ERROR IN DCOMP• M•I 011(2110 
PRINT 41 
i--. 	 FORMAT(///... 	VICTOR OF LOAD FACTORS•///) 	
105 CONTINUE 	 nunrtio 
CALL SOLVEINDOESON.TA.D.MA AAAAA I.MAYil 44 Olr^2120 
--A DO 47 INIANDOPS 	 DO 56 1.1./IDOES 	 DLE07130 
U3 	 07 PRINT 48.0.111 
giiiii 
56 DAIIIADIT.MAND 01E12140 





	 C - -- --COPPUTE SS 	
DLEC2150 
2 
C ,....... INITIALIZE 0 AND DV 	 OLE015,0 C 	
- C 	 DO 2 1.1• 1100FS 	 TC 11:;A: 
C DATA 	 Igt:T40 	 DO 2 J=1.NDOES ilLre21An 
DO 11 01.01DOES 	 DLE01600 2 5511.0 2 SII.0.4•141t0J1/ITINC•INC142.C11.0/TINC 	 011(2700 
11 READ••DI.J•1)•DVIJI 	 01101610 	 C 	 DLF"2210 
C C ........ DECOMPOSE SS 







01E01640 CALL ocomo(Nonrs.sso AAAAA ETURRS(101) 
40 TO 1(3 	
01102240 
PRINT 49 	 OLF01640 
101 PAINT 1w2 
OLE^2250 
49 roorsTii.I.A• 	INITIAL VALUE Or 0.//1 01E01660 	 PLE ,,PfL 
01101610 102 FORMATI. ERROR IN OCOPPOS.1 DO SO 1.1.11DOPS  OL1f7P , C 
Se PRINT 40.011.11 	 OLErPPAO 
PRINT SI 
DLF016 4 0 
OLE9169 P 	
C 103 CONTINUE 
OLEL,72.0 
51 FORNATI///.. 	INITIAL VALUE OF nv•rrr) OLE01700 C ----- STEP PROCEDURE RESINS 
00 52 IFI•ADDFS 	 C 
52 PRINT 4000(1) 
oiF:ir:i 	
301 CONTINUE 	 1:41-1 Fr Ei 
C 	 NATTANPT5.1 
C ---.- READ THE STIFFNESS, MASS AND TAPPING MATAICES 	 IFINATOT.FO.MNI Go TO 4 	
OLE,241( 
TLE02•40 




4 DO 9 IFIODOES 
NEAD1/201 IISII.J/.J4 10400FS).1.1• 4, D0Fs/ ► I11.7•011.1.1,TINC•DVID 	
ID111:;C27:‘4 




ArAmi2t1 I(C(1.0..IFIINDOES).1.1.NOOFS1 	 OLEF1790 	 C 	 rLf 
C ---- CONSTRUCTION OF A 	 nt.rovIns 	 •DECK MATPRT 	 m ► TC4000 
C 	 DLE0,410 SUBROUTINE MATPRT (moneA,NA.LA, 	 VITTORIO 
/P(N0TOT•r0eNN e ARD.L.E0.11 GO TO b 	 nire?420 	 C 	 THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS AN MTN MATRIT. g COLUMNS AT A TI.I. 	NATO? 0 20 
CALL CONSTAINDO F g AAAAAAAA .1-FORI.F,107ToL.A.MAYT) 	 OLE1, 213C C KARLA IT THE DImENSION OF THE MATRIR IN MAIN 	 •.i - nolo 
C 	 nir.:244v 	 DIMENSION AINA.LA) 	 .ATC0040 
C •■■■■ CALCULATION Of AS 	 OLEV2450 NPm(N-11/9.1 	 RAToOrmO 
C 	 OLFfl2mA0 	 DO I 1=1 ,00, MATZOOGO 
5 CALL MULTI1C•P•NOoFs•NRy•2(01p1) 	 mLF12470 LT=4.II.11.1 	 MATTOP70 
CALL MULT1111.041NDOFS.PAR.TEPP21 no7o24Po 	 LA.0.1 	 MATrnml 
00 R ImIoNDOmS 	 OLFT24m1 IFILR.OT.N) LI1=4 	 PATTPO•8 
8 AII/mA111•TENP111/•TENP211/ 	 OLFO2h00 	 PRINT 2.1110(=L7.1N1 	 mAT10100 
C 	 DU- 1'2510 2 FORMAT( I/• COLUMN 1.04.3101 11C.31, ) 1 	 NITt0110 
C ........ ■ SOLVE FOR 0 	 OLFO2520 	 PRINT 3 	 mR700120 
C 	 nLE02530 3 FORMAT(• ■......”I/• ROW.) 	 NATr0130 
LmL•l 	 • 	 OLF02540 	 DO I J=10. 	' 	 mAT00140 
CALL GOLVE1111)0FS•11201,1), AAAAAAA NO 	 OLF02550 1 PRINT AtJoIAIJOT,R.LTeLIO 	 mATOOISO 
C 	 OLFT2SRO 	 4 FORMAT]. •.13olgv1P9E13.3) MATTOICO 
C ■■■ •■ COMPUTE OV AND Os 	 MLEC2570 RETURN 	 MAT00170 
C 	 DLCO2SM0 	 END 	 ■ ATPA180 
DO 10 ImIoNOOFS 	 DLEN2510 
DA111.4•011. 	AA NC.TINCI.H1111 	 OLEO2600 
10 0111/m2•DlIsLUTINC-P111 	 DLEr2G10 
IFIL.LE.NPTS1 GO TO 4 	 OLF02620 
C 	 DLF02630 
C ”.. STEP PROCEDURE ENDS 	 DLFL2F40 
C 	 nac2sso 
C OLFO2660 
C ■■■■■+ MITE 0 ON TAPE 	 DLFO2670 
C 	 DLIT:ARO 
MCv2 	 OLE02690 
12111XTOT•E0.1401 MC.1 	 OLF12700 
VRITE1231 (011.J/tdmNCOOPTT) 	 nic02710 
1--' 	 WRITE1241 1012ReJf.J.NC.WPTTI nu- n2720 
--.1 WRITE1251' 10152mOvIONCOPTTI 	 OLE07730 
CO, 	 PRINT A01111D(19.1)WmNFeNPTT/ DLE02700 
681 FORMATI/9(f12.51/ 	 OLT- 02750 
DO 303 IAI,NOOTS PLEC2760 
303 D11.11.011.10T71 	 DLFr2770 
IFINATOT.LT.NIOATA1 GO TO 308 	 DLCr27m0 
C 	 OLF02790 
STOP 	 DLE02.00 
EMO OLEr2.10 
•DECR SOLVF 	 SOL0F7 ^0 
SURROUTIOW SOLVF (N.U.0.4000A0.MATI.L) 	 sOL - nnin 
C 	 'flLtSL,P 
C -■■- .TNIS SUPPROoRAP m+ErFs PIE !tT5TFP0 OF sjrNTJAN.:flus ENNATIONs. 	COED - ^3 . 
C 	A • P = R. IR A TWO-STEP PRorns A0 niecckkEc ck pAcr •7 n , 
C 1COMPUTER PROGRAPS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALTt, NT v•. wrovro. JR. 	coLoA^-r 
419671. SDNDANneAr icocomp) Peovinr. - TOT CICOMF0rEL VFAS101' OF 	SPLIOUAr. 
C 	MATRIX A (STORED TN UPPER TRIANGULAR PAIRT, U7 .ETTEn T. TUF SOLROLTO 
C SOLUTION PROCRSS. Y IS Till VECTOR FOR mATA1A) OF uNA.OuNs AND 	sOu- nc.n 
C 	,B IS THE VECTOR (OP P11 0 101 OF Rivout. OURNTITICS. 	 SOLF , 090 
C SOLORIRO 
C 	 SOL . ^110 
C X('100120 
D INENSTON U4RAN.MAX1.111R 	 .KAKI) 	 5 , lE1, 130 
C 	 SDLn0140 
DO lel INI.N 	 30100150 
tuNsetll 	 SOLCOlfe 
O172-2 SOLn0170 
1711.(0.11 MO TO 101 	 501401A0 
00 112 VA1.1(1 	 SOLC0110 
102 SURASUM•UfRollRYIKALP 	 soL:112o0 
Ill xito.l.stmioucl•tp 	 SOL00210 
C 	 00100220 
CO 105 TINI,N 	 50100230 
' INN-11.1 	 SOL00240 
SUM SXIT,L) 10100200 
O201.1 	 SOLDG2A0 
1712.(0.1) 10 TO 203 	 So1e0770 
DO leA AsA2.81 	 SoLenpAo 
ION SIONNSUP■ U(100•0IK.L) 	 10100290 
III NItoL/NSUN•U111.I) 	 $0100300 
SO2CO310 
RETURN 	 SOLDR320 
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.DECK DCD.." 	 000^ . 000 	 'DECK MULTI 	 MULOOTAC 
SUBROUTIMF DC'•" IR ,,, 1. AA 11ARFTURNTIJR.1) 	 DC01 , 01! SUPROUTIRT MULTI 11110•KA•LAC) 	 1.11L0001" 
C 	 Ecncenzo 	 PI"EffSION AfLoL/0.4L/AC(L) 	 PULOnC2C 
	
C-----THIS SUAPRPPRAM PECOMP 0 SFS THF SYmPFTRIC. POSITIVE-nCCI"ITF MAT"I'UCOc't30 DO 1 1=111KA 	 "PLTP"TO 
C 	A USINO THE CROLESCY SnUARF ROOT PrTmOD AS PISCUSSem 06 PIP( SR OFDC0 0 .64C 	 S=0. 	 PuL - ne40 
C /COmPuTFR PROGRAMS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS.) 11981) PT Am. wrivrP.000n12•r DO 3 4.1.KA 	 muLPP060 
C 	JR.. PAT418 A 14 NAN, PUT MAY PC OINENSIONLD FOR PAM A MI)? 1. TOCIP00FG 	 3 S=A11.141 4 110 4 /PS 	 .UL60068 
C Mf 	 DC000070 I Cf11=S 	 PULT9070 
C 	CALLING pRO•RAM. 	 nce ,, ^Pc 	 RETURN MULOPORI 
C DC040040 ENO 	 NUL04040 
C 	 00000100 
DIMENSION AIMAA10 ► 11 1 1 	 o00r9,18 
C 	 Dr000170 
DO 101 IA1.4 	 pcn00130 
no ILI J=1,11 DC000140 
SuNwAtI.J1 	 DCOV0150 
K1=1-1 	 0(000160 
IFIII.0O2.1) 00 TO I 	 DCOPOITO 
DO 102 Ks1.R1 	 DC000100 
102 SUms$L1m-AIK8114410(.0 	 DC0001 4 0 
1 	IF(J.NE.1) GO TO 2 	 DCPCO200 
IFISUN.L2.9.1 RETURN JOJ 	 D0000210 
TENPAI.0/SORTC8UNI 	 DC000220 
AtTp.11.TEm► 	 DC000250 
GO TO 101 	 DC300248 
2 	AII.J)=SUNATEN ► 	 DCOGC250 
101 CONTINUE 	 DC000260 
C 	 00000270 
RETURN 	 ocno02.o 
ENO 	 DC000240 




C•■ •DE lllll IONVECTOR
II:NTTI!2:P:!0 
C 	 F • VECTOR OF DIGITIZED ACCORD VALUES 
C FIRST DATA ITEm IN F YE F41) "MST PE AT YD.( 1,411,,O. 	 117000!0
C 	 T - VECTOR OF TIMES CORRESPONDING TO VALUES IN AAAAV F 
C TINC • TIME INTERVAL AT WHICH F TS TO RF ni•irlirn mem werovo 
c 	 LINEAR INTERPOLATION)  INTFACAO 
C TONS - DURATION 0. RFCORD 41.4E4 LAST VALUE IN AAAAA TI 	 INTOPOND 
C 	 MONTH 	TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERPOLATED POINTS IN ANNA' FT 
1:T::::0n  C Fl • VECTOR CONTAINING INTERFOLATFO VALUES OF F 	  
C 	 TI • VECTOR CONTAIM/MG TINES CORPESPONDING TO ARANY Fl VALUES 141. 40120 
C INTP0110 
DIMENSION rm.vt1)01411. A 	 mneleo 
9PTS40 IN T42:: C 
C -•••-- CALCU AAAAA A VALUE OF F AT MIDPOINT OF MErvAL(sEr 	 1MT40110 
C ----- VIBRATION PROBLEMS P.131 FI6.1.511 	 INTOOIPO 
C 	 TNTOO190 
TT.-TINC/2. 	 I1100200 
11074-T1ITCOt• 111(0210 
941 	 /NTP.220 
SLOPf41 	 INT10240 1, 111.1140111 	mIt ■ EINII 
11 9PTS49PTS•1  INTP0240 
111T00251  
ITOTRTTOT•TINC 	 IMT ,12f0 
	OT.1111.)).441)010$10420 	 19T5O270 
10 TT4T49.11-T191 11700210 
IS IFITTOT.TIN4.11• TTTTT SS,S0110  INTO02110 
SI F/INFTSAPF400)*SLOPEATT 	 /MTCO300 
111111, TS1.TTOT 	 INTPOSIS f-. 
 V
40 IFIITTOT-T(11.11.4111150450460 
IliT ffp0 lJD 	 SS TOOlot TUTTOT-T(11).T11) IFITTOT.4111011-T lllll 11.70.01 
SS ITsT1N.11-TIN) 	 INTOP360 
TO 140N.LT.NDATA100 TO NO INTOOSTO 
GO TO 10  :: 74: 1,1:: O*1).T44)) TO SLOPE 41,49.111.004 	 
GO TO 10 	 TATA0Avo 
PS I TT(TT OTATINC).LEONAN, AO TO 9 
DO 1 1 4 1410 	11 	 MOO: 14 
1 	T11114 	 •11NC/2. 
i: TTOT 4TTOT.T1NC/24 RETURN 	 E 4 : 1
ENO 	 11111.16 
